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Introduction

This volume was inspired by the French Postgraduate Conference on the theme of Display and Disguise held at the University of Oxford in 2008. Several of the essays in this collection draw on papers presented at the conference, and an additional three articles have been specially commissioned for this book. The conference intended to bring together researchers from a wide range of disciplines and periods within French Studies to develop the notions of display and disguise as they relate to society and culture, literature and art and to study the ways in which an awareness of these key concepts can foster new connections between periods and genres. During the conference, the breadth and significance of these themes became increasingly clear, and it is that breadth of scope, combined with a tight focus on the aesthetic, literary, and cultural significance of display and disguise that we aim to develop in this volume.

Although they might initially appear to be binary opposites, the central themes of this volume do in fact exist on a continuum from transparency and honesty to the hidden and deceitful. If display may appear to be an open and explicit representation of the self, it can also be false, a self-conscious performance which highlights the aspects of identity that the speaker wishes to emphasise. As psychoanalyst Joan Rivière demonstrated in her 1929 essay ‘Womanliness as a Masquerade’, women in traditionally masculine forms of employment can appear to be asserting their femininity in a straightforward manner, whilst in reality using their femininity to disguise their appropriation of masculine roles.¹ What is perceived as an essence is in fact revealed to be another form of disguise. The complexity of this relationship leads us to consider more specific moments in the history of literature and ideas where these terms are brought into question.

The desire to project a certain image of the self is a drive innate to humans and animals alike for both sexual reproduction and self-preservation. From the display of sexual attraction to aggressive shows of intimidation, studies of natural history show the vast spectrum of techniques that have been developed in the animal world. Even in these apparently overt forms of display, the interconnected nature of display and disguise is again clear. This is seen, for example, in the case of protean displays of false eyes or amplified silhouettes where threatening behaviour projects a disingenuous image. Post-Darwinian focus on man as animal has led scientists to consider the ways in which humans are also subject to the manipulative force of the visual. Ever since Marx’s theories of alienation and Freud’s seminal work on the unconscious, we have become increasingly preoccupied with the disguises and distortions which hide our real desires and our relations with others. Following on from these thinkers who studied human society from a scientific perspective, Levi-Strauss asserted that Marxism, psychoanalysis and geology combined to make him aware of the obfuscation of reality in human affairs, noting that ‘la réalité vraie n’est jamais la plus manifeste; et [...] la nature du vrai transparaît déjà dans les soins qu’il met à se dérober.’ More recent studies of human facial expressions have revealed that even apparently spontaneous gestures are generated in response to imagined social interlocutors, highlighting the involuntary nature of certain responses to the social.

However, if animal forms of display and camouflage have evolved as a direct set of responses to the pressures of their environment, human society has developed the capacity to employ display and disguise in conscious and cynical ways. Ritualised disguise or deceit appears in different forms in a wide range of early cultures, such as the wren boys of Ireland, mumming, and festivals of transvestism across Europe. Cross-dressing has a long tradition on the stage, and has achieved a certain mainstream status in contemporary culture through the presence of drag queens in the media, and the prevalence of gender theory which highlights the performative
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aspects of all gender behaviours.4 Further, literary works, and the very act of storytelling itself, make extensive use of modes of display and disguise through devices including the unreliable narrator, subjective viewpoints, linguistic play, figurative language and the foregrounding of particular actions or characters. Indeed, the history of the novel is rooted in questions of this nature, with Mme de Lafayette’s depiction of the court in La Princesse de Clèves (1678), for example, emphasizing the hidden differences between appearance and reality, just as medieval romances dwell on the physical transformation of man into beast. In the eighteenth century, the unmasking and questioning of social power relations becomes a particularly significant trope in Enlightenment discourse. In a development of this quest for truth, the nineteenth century witnesses the growth of positivism as a philosophy and realism as a key aesthetic, paralleled by technological developments such as photography and the mass production and dissemination of images. Over the course of the twentieth century, the increasing prevalence of mediated information, coupled with further progress in technology, has complicated our relationship with information and images, and concealment and spin constantly obscure and misrepresent reality within contemporary discourses. The communication of news stories and political information, and the reporting of scientific discoveries, for example, is often revealed to be driven by hidden agendas, and the apparently objective is all too often biased, inaccurate, and the product of ideological manipulation. In the current age of information technology, extreme self-exposure, and the constant mediation of fact, this is an appropriate moment to explore the ways in which display and disguise have figured in literature, criticism and visual culture, and reassess our relationship with these twin concepts.

Existing studies on the themes of display and disguise in literature and culture tend to focus on particular periods and genres. The most frequently studied aspect of display and disguise in literary criticism is the theatrical and performative elements of the theme, drawing in particular on the

---

fields of Shakespeare studies and transvestite theatre. Studies on disguise in Shakespeare include Muriel Clara Bradbrook’s *Aspects of Dramatic Form in the English and the Irish Renaissance*. Marjorie Garber’s *Vested Interests: Cross-Dressing and Cultural Anxiety* explores the interaction of transvestism and culture, and the ways in which the appearance of gender is coded in social and cultural practices. In the realm of English studies, *English Literature in the Age of Disguise* traces the importance of disguise in the work of eighteenth-century authors such as Pope, Defoe and Swift. Lloyd Davis extends the study of disguise to the English Renaissance in his book *Guise and Disguise: Rhetoric and Characterization in the English Renaissance*. Further, Sheila Murnaghan has examined the theme of disguise in Homer’s Odyssey in *Disguise and Recognition in the Odyssey*. One recent text that has taken an interdisciplinary approach to the topic is *Disguise, Deception, Trompe-l’œil: Interdisciplinary Perspectives*, which collects a number of essays tracing issues of disguise in art, literature and language.

When it comes to the notion of display, the majority of existing criticism focuses on cultural studies, considering display in terms of cultural memory and museum exhibitions. For example, questions of national display (of art, history and culture) are the focus of a collection of essays by New Zealand scholars, entitled *On Display: New Essays in Cultural Studies*. The twin roles of presentation and concealment in cultural practices ranging from commemorative statuary to political demonstrations are the

---

10 *Disguise, Deception, Trompe-l’œil: Interdisciplinary Perspectives*, ed. by Leslie Boldt-Irons et al. (New York: Peter Lang, 2009).
focus of Lawrence J. Prelli’s *Rhetorics of Display*. In the area of literary studies, Beth Newman’s text on female displays of the self and of the body in Victorian literature expands on psychoanalytic theories of scopophilia and the gaze and reads an exhibitionist desire in the work of Charlotte Brontë, Jane Austen and others.

Within French studies, by contrast, the area of display and disguise is surprisingly underdeveloped. The concept of ‘display’ in particular poses a problem in that it is not easily translatable, given the curious lexical lack to describe this concept in the French language. Claire Merleau-Ponty and Jean-Jacques Ezrati theorise museum displays and the role which these perform in *L’exposition, théorie et pratique*, and David Le Breton has completed studies on exhibitions of the body, such as *Signes d’identité: Tatouages, piercings et autres marques corporelles*, which examines ritualised physical display in the context of social cohesion and forms of expression. The theme of disguise seems to have stimulated more interest amongst critics of French studies, with several publications discussing representations of physical disguise in single-author studies. John Lyons studies the role played by disguise in seventeenth-century French drama in *A Theatre of Disguise: Studies in French Baroque Drama, 1630–1660*. French studies of the cinema take on the theme of disguise and the mask in a collection of essays edited by Penny Starfield, *Masque et lumière*.

---

The present volume aims to address this lacuna in French studies through eleven essays which examine the significance of the themes of display and disguise in a wide range of genres including art installations, film, travel writing, the novel and the theatre. Covering a broad span of periods, the collection aims to lead students and scholars towards a new appreciation and awareness of the ways in which questions of display, transparency and performance, and disguise, distortion and deceit, inform French literary and cultural production from the sixteenth century to the present day.

The study is divided into four main sections which aim to bring out points of comparison and connections. The central theme of this collection, with its connotations of performance, disclosure, illusion, masking and concealment, lends itself to theatrical representation, and the first section of the volume contains essays which consider display and disguise within dramatic texts ranging from Homer to the present. Emilia Wilton-Godberfforde’s article is a study of mendacity in a number of seventeenth-century French plays. She considers how truth is voiced to disguise a falsehood in Molière’s Tartuffe and, conversely, how a lie is articulated in order to display a truth in Jean Rotrou’s La Célimène. Here, not only is the deceiver on display, but he is displaying his (or her) disguise, and in the complex interplay between truth and fiction which this performance encourages, Godberfforde notes the importance of multiple audiences for the success of the dramatic moments created. The essay considers in particular how dramatic devices such as speech, spectator engagement and the positioning of deceiver and victim all contribute towards the veiling and displaying of truth.

The effect of overt display on the part of the author is used to similar effect in Elizabeth Lindley’s article which draws on the distinction between public and private space to show how domestic, apparently realist theatre can expose the masks worn in society. Reading Yazmina Reza’s plays Le Dieu du carnage and Trois versions de la vie, Lindley reveals the level of disguise that Reza considers to be regularly adopted by ordinary individuals, to highlight the savagery underneath. In particular, Lindley notes a preoccupation with an ageing generation in Reza’s oeuvre, a generation whose displayed identity is worn away by the repetitions forced upon it by Reza’s dramatic vision.
The final essay in this section is a comparative piece which brings together Homer’s *Odyssey* and Proust’s *À la Recherche du Temps Perdu*. Catherine Burke highlights the skill of Odysseus as a performer and his pride in his disguise. She links this to the self-presentation of Proust’s narrator, and to Proust’s display of Homeric knowledge demonstrated in his work through allusions to his Greek predecessor. Here, not only is the protagonist a story-teller, weaving together display and disguise to present a view of himself, but the author himself can, she argues, replicate this action of disguised display. Burke thus reveals the ways in which both writers raise questions on authenticity, truth and fiction with regards to the text through the display and disguise of storytelling.

The second section evaluates different forms of engagement with the central themes of this volume from a visual perspective. Recent studies on visual media have demonstrated that images, conventionally considered to be more direct and ‘natural’ than words, also require a process of decoding, since they have the potential to conceal ideological and moral dimensions whilst often posing as transparent representations of reality. In alignment with this idea, the articles in this second section demonstrate the potential of images to subvert or undermine. Vincent Bruyère’s essay focuses on the representation of the Savage in the ‘peephole scene’ in Jean de Léry’s *Histoire d’un voyage fait en la terre du Brésil* (1578). Focusing on an early-modern disguise and its postcolonial display, this article leads to a renewed awareness of the limitation and the foundation of the history of discourses on difference and cultural identity.

---

Nathalie Ferrand’s analysis of illustrations in eighteenth-century novels highlights the potential tensions between author and illustrator in this period. Ferrand shows that illustration, initially regarded as a straightforward display or exposition of the scene, can in fact present the reader with new or different information. This therefore disguises or alters the impact of the scene, and disrupts or destabilises the reader’s interpretation of the text. The article ultimately demonstrates that illustration can provide us with a further means of reading, enabling us to discover a further, concealed narrative within the text.

Moving into the twentieth century, Klemens James offers a deconstructive reading of Salvador Dalí’s works in order to shed new light on a key link between Dalían ‘display’ and the postmodern. James considers this link to be founded on the quality of Camp which permeates Dalí’s works, which he analyses with reference to Susan Sontag’s ‘Notes On “Camp”’ (1964). Moreover, he demonstrates that it was the surrealists’ misrecognition of the concept of Camp which contributed to Dalí’s ultimate ejection from this movement. James therefore shows that literal and essentialising readings of Dalí’s work, and their focus on the surface display rather than the underlying meaning, fail to recognise this artist’s originality.

Disguise can also operate in clandestine and disingenuous ways, and the third section in this volume explores the ways in which disguise can be used as an attempt to subvert the prevailing order in the work of two novelists. In the first article, Kate Rees examines Flaubert’s *Salammbô* (1861) and considers the author’s hidden response to machines and modernity in this book. Following his debut novel, *Madame Bovary* (1857), which was so clearly grounded in the banalities of everyday provincial life, Flaubert claimed to have written his second published novel as a means of escape from contemporary France. This article argues, however, that *Salammbô* features a disguise of the modernising world which the novel might seem to be attempting to elude. By setting the novel in Carthage in the third century BC, Flaubert can construct a veiled illustration and denunciation of the modern, mobile, industrializing world of the nineteenth century. Rees therefore shows that Flaubert’s novel is at once a disgusted response to the contemporary drive for literature to embrace modernity, whilst it also incorporates its own concealed commentary on the mechanised modern world which it claims to ignore altogether.
Christine Knoop explores the role played by kitsch and vulgarity in the work of the Franco-Czech novelist Milan Kundera. Kitsch is defined by Kundera as the polar opposite of art: while art is original, investigative, and sometimes uncomfortable, kitsch draws on successful preconceived ideas, often hiding other agendas behind its familiar-looking façade. This article demonstrates Kundera’s view that kitsch can be used to manipulate an audience and thus risks destroying the objectives of true art. In order to prevent this, new ways of destroying kitsch must be found, such as the strategic employment of vulgarity in art. The article concludes that, although the threat that kitsch poses to art can never entirely be overcome, the struggle between kitsch and originality can to a certain extent be resolved by readers who are conscious of the changing historical and ideological conditions of production and reception, and who thus attempt to dismantle the game of display and disguise that is typical of kitsch.

The final section in this volume explores some of the ways in which the paired themes of this collection continue to pervade contemporary artistic productions. Emma Wilson examines Sophie Calle’s 2007 installation at the Venice Biennale, ‘Pas pu saisir la mort’. Considering this project through reference to the work of Winnicott, and in the context of Calle’s other attempts to approach painful and intimate experience through her artworks, the article explores questions of palliation and pain management in contemporary art. Wilson uses the term ‘palliative’ art to refer to works which examine mortality and offer the potential for relief through artistic creation. She also uncovers the second, now obsolete meaning of ‘palliate’: ‘to cloak’ and ‘to disguise’, from the Latin origins of this word. This article demonstrates the ways in which Calle’s artworks reconnect the two meanings of the term, linking concepts of mitigation and softening with cloaking and disguising.

Both remaining essays examine the ways in which contemporary visual media distort and simplify ‘reality’. Clare Finburgh’s essay examines Michel Vinaver’s play 11 septembre 2001 (2002), and its staging by Robert Cantarella in Los Angeles and Paris (2006). These productions, Finburgh argues, reveal the representations of terrorism by politicians and the media to be a reconstructed theatrical illusion which disguises and falsifies its own ideological bias. The article explores, amongst other things, Vinaver’s comparison of his own work with cantata and oratorio, showing that the
juxtaposition of speech fragments in the play reveals the artifice of all forms of representation. Finburgh thus demonstrates in her article that Vinaver consciously underscores the process involved in transforming nonsensical and complex events into rhetoric. This is a process which entails the evaluation and simplification of the event, a process which mass media and its claims of accuracy and objectivity tends to conceal.

Olga Smith’s essay continues this interrogation of claims to veracity through her examination of hybrid works which incorporate art photography and film. Considering the work of a French contemporary artist, Pierre Huyghe, she shows that, rather than merely disguising the fictional as real, Huyghe’s works mine the uniquely photographic adherence to the real in order to reveal the connection between art and cultural production, exposing the complexity of conceiving our relationship to reality. Smith argues that, in his masquerade of a scientific exploration, Huyghe interrogates displays of authenticity and thus raises important questions about our relationship with visual media.

The articles in this volume therefore interpret the themes of display and disguise in a range of different ways, from the literal to the figurative, the emotional to the ideological, the literary to the visual. Display is conceptualised in the sense of illustration, art installations, social and verbal display, the revelation of truth, the concept of Camp, postcolonial display of ‘the Savage’, and the exteriorisation of the process of storytelling and the revealing of hidden ideological messages. Conversely, disguise is explored in the sense of concealed motives, the distortion of truth, the veiling of social and political comment, and the mitigation or cloaking of pain. Through these varied and original approaches to the central theme, new means of interpreting canonical and non-canonical works are put forward, enriching our understanding of literary and artistic French culture and ideas by showing that the assumed binary opposites of display and disguise are in fact interwoven in complex and unexpected ways.
PART I

Disguise on Display: The Masked Self in Performance
Display and Disguise: An Overview

In comedy, characters often play hide-and-seek-like games with one another. Through lies, wily tricks and disguise, characters attempt to deceive their interlocutors only to be confronted by those who unveil the impostures and reveal the truth. In the standard comedic structure that moves from confusion to resolution, display and disguise serve as diametrically opposed functions, disguise keeping the truth hidden, and display revealing the artifice and exposing the lie.¹

However, these two elements are not always juxtaposed forces; they can instead operate as different modes of deception: simulation involving a fallacious display, dissimulation a masking or disguising of the truth. Despite this connection, in this article, I am interested in examining display and disguise as displayed antitheses of one another. Despite their position as polar opposites, I hope to show that there is a dynamic interplay between the two and will therefore explore the way that concealment and revelation of truth are interwoven. I will begin by looking at the deceptive use of the truth; when a truth is communicated in order to mislead. George Forestier neatly categorises this as ‘dire le faux, en exprimant le vrai qui paraît

¹ This simple, even formulaic structure can be seen in numerous comedies. Georges Forestier’s impressive tome charts some four hundred plays in which disguise drives the plot and leads to revelation and recognition. (See next footnote.)
I shall show how falsehood masquerades as truth. In a different permutation, truth can also masquerade as falsehood. A memorable and lively comical example of the latter can be seen in Molière’s *Le Malade imaginaire* (1673) when the two lovers want to voice their feelings but must do so in a covert fashion. Cléante disguises himself as Angélique’s music teacher and uses the form of a pastoral song to narrate his enduring love and the real obstacles they face. The medium of the song circumvents the prohibition of the father in his very presence, and the reality of their circumstance is masked as musical entertainment. This underlying truth cloaked in fiction is also a significant feature of two of the comedies I wish to consider, namely, Jean Rotrou’s *La Célimène* (1633) and Isaac de Benseradé’s *Iphis et Iante* (1636).

This antithetical coupling of display and disguise, this conjunction that unsettles and intrigues, is a most interesting device for the stage. These elements can entrap the characters or be employed by them for manipulative ends. The character of Tartuffe, the infamous villain of Molière’s play, is most often evoked as an arch-deceiver. However, in this article, I will demonstrate that one of the reasons Tartuffe is so memorable and striking a figure is specifically because he eschews the typical methods employed by mendacious characters in so many comedies. He does not lie in a straight-forward manner but instead manipulates his victim through double-bluffing. I examine the artful tactics he uses and his employment of the ‘truth’ for devious purposes.

In contrast to this idea of a truth being voiced to perpetuate a falsehood, I shall begin by underlining how a lie can also be articulated in order to convey a truth. For this, I will turn to *La Célimène* and analyse the character of Florante and her ruse. The play opens with the male suitor Filandre (Florante’s beloved whose interest has fallen on Célimène), challenging

---

4 Molière, *Tartuffe*, in *Œuvres complètes*, II.
Florante to do a better job than he had been able to in the pursuit of the unresponsive cold woman that is Célimène. Florante agrees and therefore adopts the disguise of a male suitor going by the name Floridan. This ruse takes the form of a bargain and if Florante, dressed as ‘Floridan’ succeeds, Filandre says he will turn his attentions from Célimène and will love her instead. In exploring this, I shall underline how different intended audiences of her ‘feinte’ expose the ambiguous texture of the statements.

In both Tartuffe and La Célimène, what characters say simultaneously conceals information from one party, and reveals the truth to another. In these cases, whether a statement is true or false depends on who hears it. The double function of the discourse which expresses different meanings depending on the listener who interprets it imbibes the words of the speaker with rich irony. I will draw attention to the different layers that are present in these communicative or miscommunicative exchanges and will show how the comic thrust of the episodes is underscored by a delicate negotiation of concealment and revelation. Although critics have examined these plays before, with a considerable amount of scholarship devoted to Molière’s play in particular, they do not seem interested in the communicative vectors or in examining the power dynamics which emerge from these scenes. This article will address these issues and propose further insights by placing three rather different comedies side by side and underlining the striking features germane to all three plays when truth and falsehood collide.

Iphis et Iante is interesting in this regard, as it explores this intersection of truth and lies in relation to sexual identity and gender. Based on the tale in Book IX of Ovid’s Metamorphoses, the plot centres around Iphis, a girl who has been forced to disguise herself as a boy since birth. Iphis’ mother, Télétuze, recounts how, many years before (prior to the start of the play) Ligde had told her that, because of their poverty, their child, if female, would have to be killed. As a result, Télétuze disguises her daughter’s true sex from the father and very few characters in the play are privy to the secret. The play’s timeframe is located twenty years on from this event and Iphis, still disguised, is to be married to the young woman Iante.

6 Issac de Benserade, Iphis et Iante, comédie, ed. by Anne Verdier, in collaboration with Christian Biet and Lise Leibacher-Ouvrard (Vijon: Lampasque, 2000).
Both Iphis and Iante love one another but Iante is ignorant that Iphis is in fact also a woman. The wedding night arrives and Iante discovers Iphis’ secret. Nonetheless, she decides she still loves Iphis and they passionately consummate their union. However, Iante, unable to cope with the long-standing deception of which she has been victim, flees. Overwhelmed with guilt for having deceived her loved one, Iphis attempts suicide in the final scene but is saved by the goddess Isis who appears and transforms her into a male.

The transvestite disguise of Iphis is complicated by the fact that although she is characterised as biologically female, she has played the part of a man for so long and even comes to embrace this posture as a reality at times, declaring herself to feel like a male. To add to this, she is also changed into a male in the concluding scene of the play. The figure of the transvestite embodies the polyvalent and troubling status of the conflation of truth and lies. Indeed, as Marjorie Garber has noted, the transvestite figure covertly declares:

I am not what I seem. I am both truth-teller and liar. I am both male and female. I am seducer.7

The three texts I examine in this article underline the beguiling dimension of these crossovers and highlight the seductive nature of the liar. If we compare these particular incidents with less elaborate and less sophisticated episodes of deception, we can acknowledge the originality and intricacy of these scenes and the playwrights’ skill in exploring the dramatic possibilities of manipulating truths. The visual dimension of these episodes is often neglected and will be examined, underlining the way in which the staging is an integral part of the dynamics. The positioning of the on-stage spectator in the character-to-character axis and his/her reaction to the fallacious spectacle witnessed is essential to the game of deceit, as I shall show in all three plays. I will also demonstrate the way in which the spectators of the comedy are positioned and guided towards a particular reaction.

It should also be remembered that illusion lies at the heart of the theatrical enterprise as a whole. Therefore, attention drawn to elements of disguise and tricks to deceive a spectator within the world of the play can be interpreted as self-referential. Such devices serve to highlight the theatrical medium in which they are located and remind us of our own participation as the duped viewer of the illusion (albeit a willing one) as well as of the actor’s craft in performing for an audience. Constantly made aware of the deceptive process of the spectacle, we are encouraged to scrutinize the specific acts of charades by characters all the more and come to think more broadly about the matrix within which these mendacious operations exist.

*Tartuffe*

*Orgon, the Fool*

In Act III of *Tartuffe*, Damis tries to tell his father, Orgon, of Tartuffe’s wickedness. Prior to this, Damis hides in the cupboard to overhear Tartuffe’s conversation with Elmire (Orgon’s wife) and witnesses Tartuffe’s attempt to seduce her. But persuading Orgon of Tartuffe’s culpability proves more difficult than he had hoped. Deluded and in awe of Tartuffe, Orgon is easily manipulated by him. Such blind adulation of this individual might suggest that Tartuffe is a skilful liar, as many critics have seen him to be, and one who has very successfully managed to convince others of a falsehood.  

However, it is made clear from the very start of the play that his deceptive behaviour is transparent to all but Orgon and Madame Pernelle. The fact that so many of the characters can see Tartuffe for the fraud he is

---

suggests that he is a rather poor liar who does not hide his intentions and his triumphs well enough. Thus, it is not so much Tartuffe’s skilful charade that allows for his success, but rather Orgon’s acute blindness. Besotted with Tartuffe, he refuses to believe any accounts of Tartuffe’s selfish and greedy nature and interprets his family’s truthful utterances as lies and as attempts to blacken his friend’s name. It would seem, then, that Orgon’s inability to accept the truth reflects less the power of the performance that Tartuffe offers him, and more his own distorted and self-deceiving perspective. In failing to recognise the lie for what it is, and in interpreting the truth as a lie, Orgon does indeed give praise ‘au masque qu’au visage’ equates ‘l’artifice à la sincérité’ and confuses ‘l’apparence avec la vérité’ just as his brother-in-law Cléante had feared (I, 5, 334–6).

_Tartuffe, the Deceiver_

Even if Orgon is a particularly easy target, Tartuffe proves to be most adept at negotiating the balance between truth-telling and lying. In so doing, he profits from his situation and delights in mocking his victims. In _Tartuffe_, Molière has created a character who is all too aware of his victim’s weakness and who therefore allows himself to let his mask of hypocrisy slip, knowing that it will go unnoticed by Orgon. Indeed, Orgon’s blindness and the extent to which Tartuffe performs his ruse means that both his family and the audience are invited into the villain’s ‘virtuosic’ display. So easy has his task of deception become that he playfully indulges in parading truth right in front of his victim, secure in the knowledge that it will not change Orgon’s assurance of his virtue. This deceptive use of sincerity has particular impact due to the dramatic irony that it arouses, since the audience is all too aware of the ruse undertaken by Tartuffe. There is also dramatic irony on the character-to-character axis as Damis on stage is appalled by Tartuffe’s deviousness. Indeed, the audience’s awareness is heightened by the presence on stage of Damis, whose appalled reaction might well reflect their own.

Employing the truth for deceptive purposes, Tartuffe tries to hide his treachery by admitting to his wickedness. As critic Ronald W. Tobin has
described, Tartuffe is ‘a sort of ill-intentioned wordsmith, a diabolical poet who creates havoc with social discourse,’ for Tartuffe’s ‘performance’ is indeed treacherous both in linguistic and in visual terms. His visual duplicity stems from his histrionic display of piety as he kneels on the floor and beats his chest in contrition.\footnote{The ‘Comédie Française’ 1997 version with Philippe Torreton as the eponymous character does a very good job of showing Tartuffe’s gestures to embellish his verbal machinations in this scene. \textit{Le Tartuffe ou L’Imposteur}, dir. by Georges Bensoussan (Néria Productions Comédie-Française France 3, 1997).} By using his rhetoric for crooked purposes, he perverts the linguistic codes where language is accepted as a tool used to communicate a message truthfully.

It is in Act III, scene 4 that we see the full extent of Tartuffe’s mastery of his mendacious strategy. In the beginning of the previous scene, Orgon’s appalled reaction to Damis’ accusation and questioning of the deed, ‘Ce que je viens d’entendre, ô Ciel! est-il croyable?’ (1073), might make us think that the scales have begun to fall from Orgon’s eyes and that this scene might therefore be the undoing of Tartuffe. We expect Tartuffe to deny his seduction of Orgon’s wife but, surprisingly, his response is a declaration of his unprincipled ways. He agrees with Damis’ accusation and declares, ‘Oui, mon frère, je suis un méchant, un coupable’ (1074). What ensues is a damning portrait of himself which he delivers with an accumulation of hyperbolic descriptions of his sinful nature. He claims to be ‘le plus grand scélérat qui jamais ait été’ (1076) and describes his life as one filled with crimes and misdemeanours. He uses this recognition of guilt to demonstrate Christian humility, portraying himself as a sinner whom God must punish. We can see that deceptive truths involve a hiatus between the verbal truth and the intention of its utterance.

Tartuffe’s declaration of his true character is deeply ironic and deliciously perverse as the liar tells a truth which is taken to be a lie and subsequently allows his original lie (about his pious status) to be believed.\footnote{This point has often been noted by critics. W.G. Moore asks, for example: ‘How can one escape the comedy of hearing, from one whose profession and practice it was to}
truth-teller (Damis) is taken to be a malicious liar. Indeed, Tartuffe, wearing the mask of the contrite Christian, goes so far as to discourage his victim from trusting appearances (1096). It is particularly at this moment that we can observe Tartuffe revelling in his deceit. In emphasising the danger of appearances, he displays his own charade and taunts Damis by telling him that he can accuse him of any crime, and then wills him to do so (1101–5). The sub-text is clearly that it will make no difference and he even welcomes such abuse in order to turn it to his advantage. His request to be punished and banished from the household is mistakenly read as proof of his honourable nature and leads to Orgon’s increased trust and encouragement for Tartuffe to spend time exclusively with Elmire. By stating his mistrustful nature, he simply inspires further confidence in Orgon.

Although I have underlined the way in which the character of Tartuffe uses the truth for his charade, this is a strategic and varnished view of the truth. He is careful to avoid addressing the concrete circumstances of the accusation, namely the account of his attempt to seduce Elmire. He shies away from dealing with the potentially incriminating details of the encounter. To this end, he leaves it ambiguous as to what crimes he is repenting, making it seem more a generalised despair relating to his existence and iniquity in the face of God. When he says ‘Tout le monde me prend pour un homme de bien’ (1099) he flatters Orgon by making out that Orgon’s own perspective is a representative one, whereas in fact we have seen many of the characters within the household show their contempt for the man and accuse him of hypocrisy. It is therefore with poetic licence that Tartuffe incorporates ‘the truth’ in order to suggest persuasively that he is a martyr to honesty.

disguise the truth, “La vérité pure?”’. To tell the truth in this situation ‘is the highest and most successful deception.’ Molière: A New Criticism (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1968), p. 46. Gaston Hall also states ‘these words are true; but at the same time they are deceitful. They overturn the universal assumptions of language. Up until now the hypocrite has told lies to conceal the truth; here he tells the truth to conceal the truth. In the “dépit amoureux” which ended Act II, the lovers had spoken falsely of true feelings; here Tartuffe speaks truly of false ones.’ Molière: Tartuffe (London: E Arnold, 1960), p. 44. See also Jacques Guicharnaud, Molière, une aventure théâtrale: Tartuffe, Dom Juan, Le Misanthrope (Paris: Gallimard, 1963), p. 109.
The force of this scene comes from Tartuffe’s moulding of the truth to suit his purposes and his playing up to different spectators. This playing up involves a histrionic display in which he passionately addresses to Orgon his sins and then turns directly to speak to Damis. Although there are no specific stage directions, they are embedded within the dialogue since Orgon’s plea ‘levez-vous, de grace!’ (1109) clearly indicates that Tartuffe has prostrated himself on the ground. Often disregarded by critics who examine this scene, it is important to see that Tartuffe is ‘performing’ for the benefit of two audiences, namely Orgon whom he anticipates will not take his confession of wickedness at face value, and Damis who knows all too well that his words do reflect his perfidious nature.

Florante’s Double Discourse

In Rotrou’s *La Célimène*, we can see that the female character Florante performs a ‘feinte’ for the purpose of two very different on-stage spectators and intends to communicate a different message to each. From a superficial perspective, the aim of the conversations between Célimène and Florante/Florian’s character is to win the former’s affection; but the real addressee of the exchanges is Filandre, the hidden watcher whom she aims to impress and seduce with her skill. It is important to remember, therefore, that everything Florante says is articulated with a keen awareness of the two different individuals listening to her. The dual audience and purpose of the enterprise makes her speech double-layered. It is intriguing to consider how an actor would go about demonstrating this double-edged texture to the words uttered, with perhaps knowing winks, lingering upon words that have particular import to the hidden Filandre and pausing over certain ambiguous statements. The irony of Florante’s utterances is indeed

---

underscored when Florante plays on the different witnesses, declaring to Célimène that: ‘J’attesterois en vain les hommes et les dieux. / Je ne désiré point de témoins que vos yeux’ (IV, 5 1194–5). In disguising herself, Florante conceals her identity from Célimène and speaks falsely of her passion for her; but in so doing she displays the intensity of her true feelings to Filandre. Florante’s speech is doubly duplicitous, firstly because it adopts the empty hyperbolic rhetoric of wooing and secondly because the full meaning and the irony of what she says is not made clear to Célimène. When Florante laments the suffering that Célimène has caused her, she is speaking a truth, since Célimène has been a source of torment for the speaker in posing an obstacle to her love with Filandre. Thus, by informing her that ‘vous êtes l’objet du tourment que j’endure’ (III, 3, 877), she simultaneously reveals and conceals the reality of her situation. However, there is a further irony due to the fact that Célimène mistakenly thinks she can lucidly assess the nature of Floridan’s words. She draws attention to the falseness of his rhetoric of seduction but in fact the message is more of a lie than she can perceive. For she is ignorant of the truth behind these words, a truth which is aimed at another recipient who can appreciate its real thrust.

Iphis: Embodying Duality

Akin to the layered quality of these speeches, the figure of Iphis not only speaks but actually embodies a fascinating duality. Iphis’ enforced disguise is a lie that resonates an inner truth (she knows she is a woman but at certain moments she forgets this fact and is often described as desiring like a man). Indeed, in speaking of her passionate night with Iante, she admits, ‘J’oubliais quelque temps que j’étais une fille’ (V, 4). Her desire for Iante is comprehended in a particularly heteronormative framework: her lust towards another woman renders her male. This is in fact taken even further, for the ‘lie’ of her male status becomes the truth when the goddess Isis at the end of the play transforms her into a man, giving her male parts. Iphis describes the bodily changes as they transpire: her body becomes stronger,
her breasts flatten and her voice deepens. We do not know exactly how this was depicted on stage but the list of props in the Mémoire de Mabelot and the notebook of scenic designers at the Hôtel de Bourgogne suggest that she was also shown to grow a beard.13

Before the change, the combination of outer masking inner but marking an inner truth is significant. Ironically, Iante, when she does not know the truth of her betrothed one’s identity, says: ‘Ta personne me charme, et je n’ai pas de peur/ Que chez toi le dedans trompe l’extérieur’ (II, 3). Of course, her outward appearance is a deception but her inner feelings for Iante do in fact match with what Iante has come to expect of her adoring ‘groom’ and therefore are revealed, and not distorted in her outward show.

In Iphis et Iante, there would at first appear to be no hidden spectator to appreciate the true import of Iphis’ utterances. However, when, for example, in II, 3, Iphis tells Iante, ignorant of her own female identity, that ‘[v]ous apprendrez, aussi, qu’Iphis n’est pas comme eux’ (like other men) or saying that she feels guilty of accepting a gift of which she feels unworthy, ‘imparfait’ as she is (speaking of her unworthiness to have Iante as a partner but hinting further that she is ‘lacking’ in some fundamental way) we, as an audience, are certainly conscious of the hidden meaning of what she says. More than this, though, there is a sense in which there is in fact a hidden spectator on the character-to-character axis whom Iphis addresses. For throughout the play she voices her feeling that the goddess Isis is watching over her and listening.14 In this way, an unseen presence is invoked and hovers over all that Iphis articulates. Indeed, this presence is finally revealed when Isis appears in the last scene of the play and announces ‘Iphis, vos voeux secrets ne sont pas impuissants’ and then changes her into a male. The network of interlocutors is therefore extended to the supernatural and the power accorded to the listener is again underlined.

13 There is some debate as to whether the role was in fact played by a woman or a man. It seems unlikely that a man played the role since cross-casting was rare and audiences, no doubt, are invited by Benserade to be titillated by the lesbian spectacle before them.
14 Iphis says ‘Les dieux m’assisteront, et la bonne déesse/ Faire voir un effet de sa vieille promesse […]’ (I, 2). See also II, 6 and IV, 1 in which she calls upon the goddess.
Lying and the Dynamics of Power

If the power of the listener’s interpretation is constantly underlined in these performances of disguise, it is also affected by the ways in which power is distributed in the three plays. In *La Célimène*, the set-up disguises the real vectors of desire but is also a means for Florante to reassert herself and redirect Filandre’s attention to her. Indeed, Florante’s disguise is a device that enables her to get what she wants.

In *Tartuffe*, however, concealing the truth is not presented as an unproblematic exercise for the deceiver. The disguise adopted by the eponymous character allows him to wield power in the household and feed parasitically off Orgon’s favour, but it is revealed to be an obstacle in his pursuit of Elmire (III, 3). Confined to the role of the pious individual which he has constructed for himself, the expression of his passion for Elmire proves a challenge. He must circumvent his own disguise, revealing his feelings without totally dismantling his devout and holy exterior.

Indeed, Elmire draws attention to his pious attitude as a way of resisting his advances. Tartuffe works round this, not by denying his love of God but by suggesting that to love temporal beauty is to love what heaven has created. He persists in his pursuit, arguing that his piety does not make him an angel, and as a mere man he is prey to her charms (III, 3, 970–1000). He adopts the language of prayer and adoration to express his feelings for Elmire, twisting this theological discourse and thus clinging to his disguise but reworking it to reveal his passion. He must refashion his stance to fit his purpose and is determined not to let his disguise frustrate his aims.

In *Iphis et Iante*, the protagonist’s disguise is primarily an impediment, but it is simultaneously a means by which she is initially able to get close to Iante and be joined in matrimony. Iphis is all too aware of the danger that revelation would entail, equating the disclosure of the truth with her own destruction, telling Iante that ‘le moment funeste/Qui me fera mourir vous apprenne le reste’ (IV, 1). Indeed, the situation is considerably problematised when Iante learns of Iphis’ female identity and feels that she has been deceived. Iphis’ deception allows her to profit but then makes her despair of losing everything and it is only through the intervention of the goddess that the potential tragic predicament is avoided.
In reflecting upon the hierarchies of power in these networks of characters, we would expect the deceiver to hold the most authoritative position, followed by the complicit hidden spectator, and the dupe to be classed in the least powerful role. In all three of the plays under consideration, the configurations are more nuanced and complicated than this. The anticipated structuring of power collapses when, in a later scene (IV, 5), Elmire places her husband under the table to be a hidden spectator as she exposes Tartuffe for the hypocrite he is. The tension from this scene emerges from the clash between Elmire’s readiness to expose Tartuffe for the scoundrel he is and Orgon’s resistance to this revelatory process. Elmire conceives of this ruse to catch Tartuffe out, but entrusts her husband with its management, telling him her pretence is for his benefit and that he can bring the show to an end whenever he wishes. In assigning him the role of ‘maître’, Elmire leaves the situation unchecked, and the would-be victim of the ruse, namely Tartuffe, proceeds unencumbered for far too long. Elmire, the principal deceiver here, cannot direct and choreograph the ruse to her best advantage. Elmire’s increasing panic and coughing and banging on the table to alert her husband that it is time to put an end to the charade and thereby Tartuffe’s lascivious demands is not met with a response by the husband. In staying under the table, Orgon is shown to prefer to keep the truth of the situation hidden from himself. His immobility shows a stubbornness and an obtuseness. He allows himself to shift from a position of symbolic power (as hidden spectator) to one of further humiliation. Tartuffe, the intended dupe of the situation, enjoys a considerable amount of power in the scene.

Elmire undertakes this strategy to demonstrate the truth to her husband, but ironically, it is in this frame that Tartuffe demands she demonstrate the truth of her feelings to him. He wishes to take on the role of a director coordinating her display and this contrasts with Orgon’s inadequacy in negotiating the scene he has before him. The supposed dupe, namely Tartuffe, gains power through the inadequacy of the supposed complicit hidden spectator because he is not sufficiently engaged in the process and refuses to react.

In *La Célimène*, disguise and choreographed performances with hidden spectators operate less problematically and empower the deceiver as well as the concealed watcher. Indeed Filandre, the concealed watcher,
believes he is above Florante in the hierarchy of power as he sees himself as ably coordinating and encouraging the deception. Nonetheless it could be argued that his role is a deluded one. Like Orgon, he is blind to his true position and believes himself to have more control than he really has.

Filandre says to Florante that her wooing of Célimène proves that he rules Florante; ‘j’ai bien plus fait que toi’ he insists: ‘Je t’ai domptée’ (IV, 3 1085). In having her play the part he would play, he hides himself only to assert his dominating presence. The power structure is demonstrated through the disguise that would temporarily mask it. But there is another way we can read this. In agreeing to relinquish his position as suitor over to Florante, it is unlikely that he expected her to outdo him. In insisting that he has subjugated Florante, is he not trying to make up for his loss of power and cover up his humiliation when she is more successful? If we interpret it thus, both this play and Tartuffe show, to varying degrees, that the hidden watcher is relegated to a less powerful status through a display that undermines him. There emerges an interesting gendered element to this power structure in which men as the watchers are blind to their true position while women adopt disguises to circumvent problems and gain power.

The hidden watcher in Benserade’s play, however, is rather different: female in form and endowed with considerably more power and influence, as I have already suggested. Iante would, at first sight, appear to be the victim of the ruse, but, in fact, she is shown to hold Iphis’ fate in her hands and is thus in a more privileged position of power. Indeed, Iphis is condemned to her deception in a way that would seem to deny her any real agency and means that her ruse disempowers her. Nonetheless, it could be argued that Iphis does in fact get the upper hand and ultimately uses deception to turn the situation to her advantage. For there is evidence to suggest that the neutralizing ‘deus(dea)-ex machina’ ending is no more than a fancy but fallacious display. In this way, perhaps the would-be perfect finale is more of an artful stratagem to convince others that Iphis is a suitable partner for Iante, rather than an actual sex change that physically alters Iphis. Joseph Harris, who has provided an insightful reading of the
play, points out that the comedy ends on a considerable note of ambiguity. After the ‘divine transformation’, the first person to speak is Ergaste who deflates the grandiose spectacle with the comment, ‘Pour moi je n’en crois rien’ (V, 6). Harris highlights how ‘Ergaste’s scepticism jolts us out of our willing suspension of disbelief, reminding us that, despite everything, we have no proof that Iphis’ transformation is anything more than a (meta) theatrical illusion of the type so popular in French comedies in the 1630s’. Thus, with the artificiality of the scene stressed, the audience might question the authenticity of the ‘miracle’. Once again, our attention is drawn to the theatre’s ability to distort the truth and provide visual tricks for its audience. More than this, though, it suggests that characters are fundamentally caught up in seeing and believing what they want to believe. For Lidge admits that ‘Quelque soupçon léger dans mon âme repasse’ but resolves ‘quoique mon esprit doute de ces disours, je n’ai qu’à croire encore [sic] ce que j’ai cru toujours’ (V, 6). Has Iphis managed, in a flamboyant exhibition, to make it look like the goddess has changed her into the sex that would smooth out all the problems for herself and others? The way in which this scene is staged is crucial to how seriously we, as an audience, are to take this ‘miraculous’ transformation. I would argue that the most interesting version would keep the multiplicity of readings of the episode alive by making the metamorphosis seem both startling and supernaturally impressive but also capable of being read as an impressively pulled off stunt. Hovering between these two interpretations, the undecidability of the ending is all the more fascinating as we are made to wonder whether it is truth or falsehood that unknots the play’s complications.

In this article, I have sought to trace different permutations in which truth and falsehood can be jointly communicated. I have also examined the structure of the triangular configuration of deceiver, complicit stage

sorcerer and victim. We have seen how this makes the communicative vectors more complicated, imbuing the speech of the deceivers with a double meaning and a double intention. What emerges from all this is that although we may normally consider disguise and display to be driven by the agents of the act of deception, we can see the extent to which they are shaped and determined by the spectators to whom they are presented. Crucial to the mendacious operation is therefore the degree to which these spectators are aware or ignorant of the truth. The concealing and revealing of truth is particularly engaging in these comedies, since specific attention is given to the mechanisms of manipulating the position of the spectator so that the lie may flourish.
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Any consideration of theatre and dramatic narrative must incorporate the seminal role of masked characters and stage disguises. After all, theatre itself is based on the disguise of one’s identity and, ultimately, any discussion relating to the act of disguise will inevitably lead to the art of role-play and the display of costumes. From classical drama’s donning of masks to the mistaken identities and voluntary impersonations of French Baroque theatre, disguises remain an essential feature of dramatic performance and plot formulæ. The climactic moment of ‘dramatic recognition’ thus becomes the instant when a character reveals the falsity of their social disguise. John Lyons asserts that this turning point, which frequently occurs towards the play’s conclusion, is ‘focused on the unravelling of the threat and on the disposal of the untrue roles previously attributed to the character’. Although, in more recent times, dramatic disguise is often limited to the players themselves, acting the parts of others within a theatrical framework, ‘dramatic recognition’ remains crucial to the theatrical paradigm. For French playwright Yasmina Reza, recognition is not defined, as Lyons implies, as an instantaneous mask removal, but as a gradual unveiling.

Since the production of her first play in 1987 at France’s private Théâtre Paris-Villette, Yasmina Reza’s theatre has achieved critical and commercial success throughout France and beyond its borders. Given the extensive popularity of her 1994 play, ‘Art’, audience-interest has rapidly spilled into her other theatrical writings, while the playwright remains equally popular among actors, offering performers meaty roles with saucy dialogue. Effectively renovating what many have considered a tradition of nineteenth-century boulevard theatre, Reza’s dramatic writings are distinct from the grand classical theatre of her ancestors as well as from any politically driven or avant-garde writings of her female contemporaries. Her neatly assembled one-act plays – often under ninety minutes in length – began their initial success at the private theatres of the French capital. Often set within the salons of modern French life, Reza’s minimal plot and careful characterisation capture a well-off, professional class. Across the catalyst of the social gathering, her theatre explores the nuanced and variable sensibilities of each dramatic figure toward the other, dissecting urban manners and preoccupations. Her theatrical writings deliver sharp and witty dialogue and are usually comedic in performance, despite their

5 The American theatre historian David Ng investigated Reza’s widespread popularity in North America to discover that her plays have seen close to 170 professional productions since 1998. From newspaper article ‘Yasmina Reza: Please Stop Laughing At Me’ by Agnes Poirier, Independent on Sunday (16 March 2008).
6 For example, the epic theatre of a Cixous-Mnouchkine collaboration or the poetic freedoms and narrative breakdown of Durassian performance.
8 See Bradby and Sparks, Mise en Scène, p. 122.
9 Reza’s first play, Conversation après un enterrement (1987), brings characters together for a family funeral. In ‘Art’ (1994), characters are united through their reaction to a friend’s new purchase of modern art.
serious, often rueful undertones. My intent, in this reading, is to engage with Reza’s use of masquerade and role-play. The theme of disguise demonstrates Reza’s gift for wry observation, exposing both the absurdities of social life and the small self-deceptions we each create to survive.

**Trois versions de la vie**

While Reza’s earlier theatre mercilessly explored vampiric, suffocating male relationships, the two plays which this article focuses on are more recent: *Trois versions de la vie* (2000) and *Dieu du carnage* (2007). Both intimately address tensions in friendship, marriage and parenthood. *Trois versions de la vie* presents a strong comedic framework around the formal social occasion of a Parisian dinner party. The play’s intended ceremonial soirée, however, is destroyed by one simple mistake: the visiting couple, Inès and Hubert, arrive a night earlier than expected. Without time to prepare, the host couple’s planned evening of culinary decadence is overthrown as Sonia and Henri serve a meal of crisps and chocolate fingers. The attempts of the astrophysicist Henri to impress his visiting boss fail miserably, particularly as the party is endlessly interrupted by the tantrums of their six-year-old boy who rebuffs bedtime. As we shall examine, the party’s uncertain beginnings slide toward conflict: deviations from civility and social norms lead to subtle insults and verbal jabs, from wounded humility to uncontrolled verbal abuse.

At the play’s opening, each character displays respectable intentions to civilly pacify the tense situation. However, when the distressed hosts exit, the soothing words of Hubert and Inès are quickly retracted, as each privately admits their horror at their host’s cuisine and parenting skills:

---

HUBERT: Ils sont cinglés.
INÈS: Lui surtout.
HUBERT: Et l’enfant est effrayant.
INÈS: Il n’a aucun repère, ils lui donnent du fromage à dix heures du soir.
HUBERT: Et nous on a bouffé de la merde. (45)

The social masks are replaced once more when Sonia apologetically returns. Nevertheless, with the emergence of alcohol, the peaceful harmony slowly disintegrates as friends, husbands and wives remove their disguises. For instance, referring to his wife’s quick change from bathrobe to dress, Hugh is the first to expose her social mask: ‘D’abord Sonia laissez-moi vous dire que vous auriez mieux fait de nous recevoir en robe de chambre. D’une part, cela aurait parachève l’incongruité de cette situation mais surtout cela vous aurait humanisé’ (51–2). The intoxicated Inès later chimes in, expressing her disgust at Sonia’s frighteningly uncivilised behaviour toward her husband (54). All the action occurs to the faint soundtrack of the crying child, disrupting the civility through his distant complaints. What is initially disguised as a perfectly sanitised and social evening rapidly disintegrates to reveal the painful truths and camouflaged identities that lie beneath: adulterous relations, loveless marriages, failed careers and disappointing children. Thus, as disguises and social roles are gradually removed, the play descends into a scene of social discomfort. Embarrassment accordingly surges, along with copious amounts of wine, until the visitors heatedly walk out: ‘C’est la pire soirée que j’ai jamais passée’ (52). Both the evening and dramatic scene conclude with drunken accusations and domestic disputes, terminating a sombre, catastrophic gathering for all concerned.

It is worth noting the traces of Brechtian drama La Noce chez les petites-bourgeois which echo throughout the plotline – although here the pretext is slightly different: the un-event of the wedding reception within Brecht becomes, in Reza’s version, the failure of the dinner party as both depict joyous social occasions that crash to a fatal close. Similarly to Brecht, Reza distances her theatre focus from the action of great kings or gods, interested instead in the intimate drama of ordinary life, as the academic astrophysicist Hubert elucidates: ‘C’est justement ça qui est excitant. L’intimité ordinaire. On ne peut pas toujours tenir son esprit dans les régions hautes’ (72). With playfulness and cruel sophistication, Reza’s Trois versions de la vie dissects the subtle absurdities of social deception infecting the bourgeoisie.
At the conclusion of this opening scene, the play’s two-fold originality begins to emerge. Firstly, the scene demonstrates Reza’s mastery at penning a condensed play whose brilliance rapidly, subtly and humorously slides the ordinary social gathering into an absurd event. The second level of innovation lies within the structure of the piece itself: the identical evening and sequence of events – within the same play – begin again. Played out three times, each scene develops into the same catastrophic social evening.

The second scene might open much like the first, with the guest’s unwelcome arrival; however, subtle variations in attitudes and behaviours combine to dramatically alter the scene. The shift from success to disaster thus becomes one of delicate and incremental degrees. For example, the child in the second version is less intrusive of the adult world, while the unexpected visitors, although still arriving on the incorrect evening, are approached more serenely by Sonia and Henri. Despite the couples appearing less frazzled by the schedule confusion, the repellent truths beneath the collective disguise of social friendship are increasingly revealed.

Intriguingly, across this theatrical collage, Reza abandons any narrative frame to rationalise or explain the repetition. The only meta-discourse is found within the title itself: the audience observes three ‘versions’ of life. Or, as the English title by playwright Christopher Hampton translates it, ‘Life x 3’.

provocant’ (71). As before, the men resume squabbling over academic prestige (79), while the women complain of their husbands’ inebriated behaviour (78). As secrets that Henri said in confidence to his wife, Sonia, become public knowledge, Inès confesses her knowledge of Sonia and Hubert’s affair, removing her husband’s social mask: ‘il fait son gentleman, mais dans la voiture ça va être un cauchemar, vous pouvez m’appeler un taxi?’ (84). Spanning petty gossip, academic philosophies and finally those unveiled secrets, the character of Henri boldly and ironically pokes fun at the affectations and overly sentimental groans of the upper middle classes, the very subject of Reza’s play: ‘Vous n’allez pas nous sentimentaliser les choses avec des geignements de petite-bourgeoise. Inhumiliable!’ (85–6). Reza’s theatre thus shrewdly explores the subtle shades of personalities and relationships. Indeed, her complex figures of bourgeois drama progress ‘d’une joie absurde à une mélancolie aussi absurde’ (103).

Unravelled social masks, in the play’s final repetition, become less jarring as each embraces sentiments of openness and self-awareness. The insomniac child is applauded for his independence (91) while the quartet frankly admit the dreadful cuisine of leftovers: ‘Un drame ces gâteaux, enlevez-les-moi.’ (92). The underlying tensions of love affairs, insecurities and career competition of the first two dramatic versions might still loom, yet they grow within a more relaxed and moderate environment.

Ultimately, it is Sonia who reveals the two masks or ‘selves’ between which her husband balances:

Henri veut que les choses arrivent et qu’elles n’arrivent pas. Il veut à la fois réussir et ne pas réussir, être quelqu’un et ne pas être quelqu’un. Être vous Hubert et être un raté, il veut qu’on l’aide et qu’on le rejette. Voilà comment est Henri […] le doute, et l’incertitude. (105)

Disguises and masks removed, a tense evening of mishaps may conclude without argument (‘Merci pour cette bonne soirée’, p. 107), yet the atmosphere remains cheerless, almost agreeably melancholic, as Hubert reflects:

12 ‘Je l’ai dit comme un homme qui parle à sa femme dans le secret d’une intimité confiante’ (80).
'Comment saisir le monde _tel qu’il est_?’ (89) […] ‘Comment abolir l’écart entre réel et représentation, l’écart entre objet et mot, comment ça s’appelle ça, Fingers, excellent’ (90). Fluctuating promptly between reflective tragedy and comic moment, Reza refrains from drawing her play to any lofty conclusions. Instead once the well-bred upper middle class couples are separated from their decorous masks, social disorganisation ensues. By exposing the artificiality of feeling and intention which fashions behaviour and social conduct, Reza permits her characters liberation, expanding their confidence and expressiveness in physical, vocal and emotional terms, unbound by the strictures of social masks. As audience members cling to the comforts of identification, Reza encourages the spectator to rethink the façade and social mask, forcing open assumptions of societal expectations and sincerity.

Since the 1980s, as David Bradby contends, Yasmina Reza has been a distinctive voice among a new group of emerging playwrights concerned with public consciousness of women’s issues.13 Suspicions of realism in theatre by many of Reza’s female contemporaries has prompted playwrights to distance their writings from mimetic settings of the domestic sphere. According to Sue-Ellen Case, a theatre set within a private, domestic space produces a theatrical realism that reinforces the male as the dominant figure within the family:

_The portrayal of female characters within the family unit – with their confinement to the domestic setting, their dependence on the husband, their often defeatist, determinist view of the opportunities for change – makes realism a ‘prisonhouse of art’ for women […] in their representation on stage._14

As realist theatre confines women to the traditional roles of the familial sphere, it subsequently leaves little space to include the voice of women’s experience. Undermining a mimetic, realist theatre would thus destabilise

---


accepted notions of symbolic categories and recognisable identities. While Reza’s earlier plays retold the non-dramatic events within a vast, exterior landscape of the outdoors, since the creation of *Art* in 1994, her plays are positioned in confined, interior spaces of the bourgeois household. Many theatregoers might question Reza’s characters functioning in the domestic confines of Parisian salons. Here the element of disguise encroaches on Reza’s theatrical settings: while setting indications specify the creation of a Parisian salon, Reza is quick to add: ‘Le plus abstrait possible. Ni murs ni portes; comme à ciel ouvert. Ce qui compte, c’est l’idée du salon’ (11). Vast exterior skies intrude on the realist living quarters. Reza, then, does not completely break with the mimetic, but designs a veiled emptying out and dematerialisation of realistic settings. Creating the pretence of a domestic reality, her setting becomes one of illusion and disguise, much like the characters that navigate across the abstract space.

Within this disguised domestic setting, the final scene in *Trois versions de la vie* fosters a move toward honesty and openness. Henri pontificates on the now visible discontentment woven within the emotional fabric of Reza’s characters: ‘Nous vivons dans le regret d’un monde sans séparation, dans la nostalgie d’une totalité perdue, nostalgie accentuée par la fragmentation du monde opérée par la modernité’ (90). When we investigate next the bleak outlook adopted by Reza’s middle-aged characters, we begin to understand the veiled discontentment cloaked under socially civilised masks.

*Après: Characters at Forty*

Characters within Reza’s dramas are predominantly mature figures, straddling middle age; far from a fulfilling midlife existence, each possesses sensations of a life already lived, an innocence lost long ago. Young characters, as Reza admits, do not interest her. She prefers the complexities of figures surpassing the age of forty:
À partir d’un certain âge, on a la sensation que le devenir est derrière soi, que le futur est incertain, en tout cas limité... C’est à ce moment-là que l’homme atteint sa véritable complexité [...]. À partir d’un certain âge, on peut avoir des folies, des audaces dont on était incapable auparavant parce que le devoir de ‘construire’ l’emportait.\footnote{Dominique Simonnet, ‘Reza: J’écris sur le fil de l’essentiel’, \textit{L’Express} (janvier 13, 2000).}

This fascination with theatrical figures of a ‘certain age’ runs throughout Reza’s evolving œuvre. From the title of her first play, \textit{Conversations après un enterrement}, one might expect a play of non-drama, of futile chatter. Yet, as the title clearly indicates, Reza begins to outline a theme recurrent across her theatrical writings: the depiction of our epoch as a time ‘after’ or \textit{après}. Reza fabricates a post-modern world characterised by its posterity. In this first play, children and family bury their late father. Denis Guénoun suggests that this act represents more than merely laying a relative to rest:


Her protagonists no longer a generation that endeavours toward a better future, Reza paints a theatrical space devoid of hopeful prospects, a world without a horizon. This optimistic time ahead dreamed of by our ancestors – specifically the deceased father and his peers – is essentially ‘us’. ‘We’ – audience members and playwright alike – reside in a world ‘after’ this expectant generation. At the conclusion of \textit{Trois versions de la vie}, Henri aspires to see beyond our / his insignificant existence: ‘Nous ne sommes pas peu de chose, notre temps est insignifiant mais nous nous ne sommes pas peu de chose...’ (82). In a desperate attempt to justify our existence beyond the petty bourgeois universe of social disguises, he suggests:
Être si peu de chose dans l’univers et vouloir faire sonner sa note, sa note infinitésimale au clocher des temps... [...] Que serait l’univers sans nous? Un endroit d’un morne, d’un noir, sans un gramme de poésie. (81)

The discontentment of a life après the poetry of youth, après love and happiness emerges only across revealed disguises. These forty-something figures inhabiting Reza’s abstract settings return in her most recent theatrical publication, Dieu du carnage.

**Dieu du carnage**

Another gathering of two well-heeled bourgeois couples within an abstract and minimalist set of a Parisian salon,17 *Dieu du carnage*’s characters unite to resolve, in a tolerant and cordial manner, the violent scuffle between their eleven-year-old sons (11). The standoffish lawyer Alain Reille and his wife Annette are invited to the home of the Vallons: Michael Vallon is a prosperous wholesaler while his author wife, Véronique, writes of tragedies in Dafur.18 Predictably, the meeting begins with graciousness as each parent initially mitigates the altercation. With the couples collectively discussing appropriate punishments for the children, polite discussion ensues as tulips are complimented, art and philosophy is discussed and clafoutis tart is served. Véronique indulges in self-praise, complimenting their refined discussions: ‘On ne gagne rien à s’installer dans une logique passionnelle [...]. Il existe encore un art de vivre ensemble, non?’ (11). However, beneath the disguise of civility and social manners, the calm and tolerant dialogue begins to disintegrate.

---

Like the child’s distant cries from the bedroom in *Trois versions de la vie*, Alain’s mobile phone continuously interrupts the progressive discussions of the four adults (24). When Annette and Alain refuse to admit their child’s faults, fearing the imperfection might stem from their own parenting skills, as Michel and Véronique suggest, irritated emotions give way to seething passions. This is illustrated as Véronique civilly refuses to label their son’s wounds: ‘On est réservé sur le pronostic’ (11). Yet she later insists their son was ‘défiguré’ (28) by ‘un sauvage’ (34). All superficial politeness is lost when Annette, discovering the clafoutis disagrees with her, vomits violently and quite spectacularly over the entire stage (48): coffee-table, books, designer couch and her own husband fall victim to the purge. Following this physical tainting of all the accoutrements of civility and culture, exterior disguises entirely dissolve, and a bottle of rum is passed between the couples. Without arbitration, without relief, characters begin to lash out verbally at one another: wives against husbands, men against women, couple against couple. Echoing *Trois versions de la vie*, *Dieu du carnage* spirals towards social folly, verbal violence and, again, social catastrophe.

Despite early attempts to maintain masks of polite, moderated speech, openness and antagonism progressively becomes visible:

VÉRONIQUE : Je ne suis pas sûre de pouvoir supporter ce ton.
ALAIN : Nous avons du mal à nous accorder vous et moi, depuis le début. (69)

For Véronique, the disguise is revealed: ‘Cessons de vouloir temporiser. Puisque nous sommes modérés en surface, ne le soyons plus!’ (70). And when characters confess they are unable to uphold their social disguise, Michel openly divulges that his wife’s mask as the gentle pacifier has quickly disappeared: ‘Un petit coup de gnôle et hop le vrai visage apparaît. Où est passée la femme avenante et réservée, avec une douceur de traits...’ (118). Both Véronique and Michel profess the effort they undertook to create a

\[19\] What begins as a diplomatic discussion of their sons’ ‘altercation verbale’ (10) evolves into a session of finger pointing and accusations of bad parenting: ‘Votre fils a brutalisé le nôtre!’ *Dieu du carnage*, p. 97.
social disguise within a bourgeois world: ‘On a voulu être sympathiques, on a acheté des tulipes, ma femme m’a déguisé en type de gauche, mais la vérité est que je n’ai aucun self-control, je suis un caractériel pur.’ (78). Despite Véronique’s shrieks confirming they reside in a civilised stable world,\(^20\) even she admits defeat,\(^21\) proceeding to jump on top of her husband and strike him repeatedly. Once again Reza’s men and women escape beyond the mask of the muted sentiments as passions drive each other in unpredictable directions.

In this way, both plays remove the disguise of quotidian acceptability to display life in an extreme – often violent – language. As Guénoun writes:

> Il s’agit toujours de prouver que le quotidien ou l’ordinaire, comme il se montre, ment sur sa nature profonde, et qu’il faut dévoiler sa vérité paroxystique. La vie comme elle court, et sa matière banale, sont a priori suspectées d’épouvante – étouffée, couverte –, et le récit s’emploie à leur faire rendre gorge, à leur faire dégorger l’effroi que perfidement elles portent, sans l’avouer, le masquant sous leur dehors calmes et communs.\(^22\)

Reza’s enterprise, in a general sense, is thus a firm but implicit conviction: through the ruptures of social pretence and rituals within her plays, that true emotions begin to manifest beyond the social disguises worn in everyday life. As bruised pride and wounded sensibility emerge, so too does a profound layer of human nature. Reza effectively undoes disguises of neatness and social acceptability.

What is revealed beneath socially acceptable identities? Reza discloses the tangible discontent and hidden resentments, infecting a space of banal bourgeois quotidian life. In a moment of total despair, Véronique and her husband confess their disenchantment with marital life: ‘Moi je


\(^{21}\) Véronique admits calm and civilised disguises are withdrawn. ‘Oh Michel, ça suffit! Cessons de vouloir temporiser. Puisque nous sommes modérés en surface, ne le soyons plus!’ Reza, *Dieu du carnage*, p. 70.

dis, le couple, la plus terrible épreuve que Dieu puisse nous infliger. [...] Le couple, et la vie de famille’ (90). This is indeed a time of despondency après the promises of innocence and youth have passed: ‘Quand tu vois les couples qui s’embarquent en riant dans le matrimonial, tu te dis ils ne savent pas, ils ne savent rien les pauvres, ils sont contents. On ne vous dit rien au départ. [...] Les dix, quinze ans qui nous restent de bons avant le cancer ou le stroke, tu vas te faire chier avec un môme ?’ (91–2). With disguises removed, calm serenity emerges. 23 Reflecting aspects of Trois versions, however, this becomes a melancholic experience:

Je suis sans doute la seule à ne pas voir les choses avec une agréable sérénité! D’ailleurs, je n’ai jamais été aussi malheureuse. [...] Mon mari aussi est malheureux. [...] Il a l’air abandonné au bord d’un chemin. (111–12)

The play’s concluding words therefore demonstrate that, in spite of disguises of social morals and years of experience, these characters have learned nothing: ‘Qu’est-ce qu’on sait?’ (125).

The dinner party in Trois versions and the social gathering in Dieu du carnage display the disintegration of marital relations. One might align Reza’s writings with those of Edward Albee, noting that she owes a considerable debt to the duelling married characters in his play Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? 24 I believe otherwise, however. This is not an Albee-esque nightmare of drinking, recrimination and neuroses. Instead, Reza’s uncomfortable theatre demonstrates a particularly bleak and futile view of humanity, hidden under disguises of acceptability and social pretence. Uniquely, at this moment of utter discontentment of the après beneath the social masks, Reza moves her audience not to tears, but to fits of laughter.

23 ‘Annette : Je commence à voir les choses avec une agréable sérénité.’ Reza, Dieu du carnage, p. 110.
Comedy in Disguise

While Reza’s theatre poses acerbic questions of human relationships, the pleasure of viewing her productions remains rooted in the delight of its surprise: with sanitised disguises and social roles removed, disaster and chaos ensue. As I have outlined, the structural significance of ‘dramatic recognition’ continues to be essential to theatre. Yet Georges Blin brands this great moment of mask removal as essentially a moment of comedy:

Quant à l’hilarité qui se rapporte à la soudaine vue d’une inconvenance, elle demeure nécessairement compromise avec l’accident obscène ou incongru qu’elle sanctionne.25

For Reza, the revelation of disguises is indeed a pleasant comedic moment. The playwright amuses spectators with a gradual disintegration of social morals and civil behaviour. In Dieu du carnage, Annette and spectators equally laugh at the play’s climactic moment: maddened by the constant interruptions of Alain’s phone, Annette hysterically snatches his mobile and tosses it into the vase of tulips.26 The humour from the resulting absurd image is palpable: Michel ridiculously uses a hairdryer to dry off Alain’s mobile phone. In disbelief, Alain admits the ridiculousness of the women who, like the audience, laugh at his misery: ‘C’est foutu... Et ça les fait rire, ça les fait rire!’ (106). Reza’s comedic genius lies in her ability to reflect back toward the audience, mirroring a gently severe and attractive image. Indeed, it makes us laugh to view ourselves truthfully exposed, as Reza herself admits:

C’est le rire sur la défaite de l’existence. D’ailleurs tous les rires qu’on peut trouver en lisant mes textes sont des rires de défaite, […] ce sont des rires de contemplation de l’échec, contemplation de la défaite de la vie, contemplation de l’horreur et c’est ça pour moi le plus grand rire, la vastitude du rire.27

Uncovering the discontentment lying beneath sanitised social disguises, Reza stimulates emotions of melancholy accompanied by blurts of laughter. Her clever marriage of humour and human suffering ensures that her plays rise beyond the much-maligned genre of comedic theatre. Her comic ambivalence is not unlike that of Chekhovian theatre: the dialogues might border on the humorous, but laughter is far from the playwright’s ultimate goal. The play’s subject matter instead captures the disenchantment within human existence. Reza’s humour, then, is itself a disguise; it remains her indirect way of addressing aspects of the ‘petite bourgeoisie’. Comedy becomes a companion to the plays’ sombre subject matter: as her characters ultimately dwell on human isolation and mediocrity, light humour accompanies the scene. Reza possesses the art of disenchantment, unmasking the tragic truth beneath the disguised comedy.

At the conclusion of Dieu du carnage, salvation arrives in the form of a phone call: the child rings the Vallion home seeking comfort from his mother. Illusions of a calming peace return as the three listening figures silently begin to cleanse the room of its chaos: the soaked mobile is returned, the scattered tulips are gathered, the couch cushions are reunited. Chaos and overflowing passions are subtly transformed back to their disguised order. Through the love these parents bear for their children, peace, formality and the possibility of friendship return. A sense of community, tested by the crisis, reappears with subtle force. In this middle-class drawing room, despite dissatisfaction and suffering, the love we each feel for our children remains essential to salvation. This shared emotion remains at the heart of all human existence. Like the repetition and reoccurrences observed in Trois versions de la vie, a sliver of renewal concludes the chaos of Dieu du carnage. Reza’s theatre is not a complete unravelling but an authoritative and at times comedic glimpse at the passions and chaos of an undisguised human nature.
Conclusion

Disguises abound in Yasmina Reza’s theatre: characters perform socially acceptable identities, abstract settings parade as domestic spaces of realism, and suffering stories are masked in comedic verbal clashes. As tensions between characters in both *Trois versions de la vie* (2000) and *Dieu du carnage* (2007) escalate to a point of explosion, Reza lifts the mask of acceptance to reveal unbridled passion and flawed humanity. Under the playwright’s skilled pen, theatrical audiences are not only treated to laughter, but also to observing the tragic unravelling of social worlds, unmasking the hidden subtleties of human relationships. The playwright profoundly speaks of ourselves, of our recklessness, of our world without rules, without prescription or plan. In a time après the burial of a hopeful modern life, each character endeavours to uphold dignity while facing failure and disappointment.

Throughout her theatrical writings, Reza eschews offering answers to soothe her characters’ age of discontent. Instead of justifying the middle-aged despair, the playwright permits each figure to babble on self-indulgently, allowing one complaint and suffering to collect upon the next. Yasmina Reza’s plays may shed doubt on our faith in humanity, yet they reaffirm our belief in her talent as one of France’s great contemporary playwrights.
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‘Be it so; what shall I tell you first? What shall I leave for last?’ Duplicity and Intrigue in Homer’s *Odyssey* and Proust’s *À la Recherche du Temps Perdu*

‘Goddess of song, teach me the story of a hero’¹

This opening invocation on behalf of the poet for inspiration from the Muses encapsulates a central tension that dominates the *Odyssey*, namely the tension between truth and fiction. In seeking inspiration, the poet casts himself as a story-teller, introducing doubt about the originality and authenticity of the story that follows. After all, the poet’s objective is to regale us with a *story*. What follows is a complex interplay of display and disguise – well-established features of antiquity. The Greek gods are constantly depicted descending from Olympus and assuming various forms in order to satisfy their largely sexual desires.² Yet spectacle and pretence are not the exclusive delectation of the gods. One of the earliest and most recognisable archetypes of disguise is undoubtedly ‘wily’ Odysseus, ‘the master of stratagems’. Homer’s epics have influenced many of the great

---


² The most frequent perpetrator of this is Zeus, who transforms into a swan in order to have sexual intercourse with Leda and assumes the shape of Apollo in order to rape Callisto, daughter of Lycaon. He also transforms the women he has slept with in order to avoid Hera’s wrath. He turns Leto into a white cow and Callisto into a bear. See Apollodorus, *The Library of Greek Mythology*, trans. by Robin Hard (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998).
writers of Western literature, with Odysseus in particular serving as the template for the central protagonist. Proust is one such writer, whose *À la Recherche du Temps Perdu* is an epic in itself and has been the subject of a plethora of critical approaches. Yet few have looked at the Homeric heritage of Proust, much less at the complex relationship between display and disguise that they both extensively and intricately depict in their respective works. In the pages that follow, I shall examine the treatment of this theme by Homer and Proust, and in doing so I will uncover many of the ancestral links that bind Homer and Proust together.

The Art of Rhetoric

The *Odyssey* is an epic of disguise and transformation, perhaps most clearly embodied by the sea-god Proteus, whose numerous mutations are recounted by Menelaus in Book iv. However, Proteus is not the only character in Homer’s *Odyssey* who is capable of change. The protagonist Odysseus is himself adept at metamorphosis, a skilled chameleon. In both the *Iliad* and *Odyssey*, Odysseus is repeatedly identified as ‘wily Odysseus’, ‘master of stratagems’. Odysseus’ deception assumes two primary and complementary forms: verbal manipulation and physical disguise. His verbal subterfuge is motivated by the primal and intertwined instincts of survival and self-interest. Odysseus’ encounter with the Cyclops Polyphemus brings together these two primal motivations and is one of the finest examples of Odysseus’ (*display of*) linguistic prowess. At first, Odysseus’ verbal rhetoric forms part of his plan to ensure his own escape and that of his crewmen from the cavern of Polyphemus. Odysseus’ identification as ‘Noman’ is an act of verbal

---


manipulation that exploits the disparity between appearance and reality. What is presented is superficial, an apparent truth. Odysseus uses his words to create an illusion, to wrap himself in disguise. Yet once the threat of death has become less imminent, Odysseus’ instinct for survival is superseded by that of self-interest and the satisfaction of his pride. He delights in his own wit and cunning. The stratagem that he employs to deceive the Cyclops is one of verbal trickery – that is, the very trait for which he is renowned and which most identifies him. Thus his means of concealing his identity is in fact one which simultaneously reveals his identity and his wit. But this subtle revelation is not enough for Odysseus. His ego and pride demand public acknowledgement of his cleverness and identity. Despite the warnings of his crew, Odysseus taunts Polyphemus and smugly reveals his true identity: ‘Cyclops, if anyone among mortal men should ask who put out your eye in this ugly fashion, say that the one who blinded you was Odysseus the city-sacker, son of Laertes and dweller in Ithaca’ (ix, 111). This reckless revelation on Odysseus’ behalf spurs Polyphemus to call upon his father, the sea-god Poseidon, to curse Odysseus, but it is a curse that sacrifices the lives of all of his comrades (ix, 112). When Odysseus does remove the pretence and willingly reveals a truth, it can be the catalyst of torment, destruction and even death. It also reveals something about the nature of the epic hero. With his boastful revelation, Odysseus has not only endangered and indeed sentenced his companions to death, but he has also inflicted ten years of further trials and tribulations on himself. In light of this, much of the *Odyssey* – his famed and turbulent journey home – is the result of his own arrogance, which is of course pride in display. This epic hero is a complex and flawed character whose fame rests largely on self-inflicted hardship and adventures.

Proust’s protagonist in *À la Recherche* constitutes an epic hero for the twentieth century. Like his classical counterpart, the narrator is adept at dissemblance, regularly employing verbal manipulation to conceal his true intentions. In this world of fin-de-siècle France, physical disguise is as much about internal metamorphosis as outward transformation:

*Balbec! la plus antique ossature géologique de notre sol, [...] la Mer, la fin de la terre, la région maudite qu’Anatole France [...] a si bien peinte sous ses brouillards éternels, comme le véritable pays des Cimmériens, dans l’Odyssée. De Balbec surtout [...] quel délice d’excursionner à deux pas dans ces régions primitives et si belles. (110–11)*
Throughout *À la Recherche*, the narrator casts himself as the central epic hero in the mould of Odysseus and transforms the society around him into a mythical world analogous to that conceived by Homer. This is the most significant and extensive interplay of display and disguise in *À la Recherche*. One of the earliest examples of the narrator’s identification as Odysseus is his extended stay in Balbec with his grandmother, detailed in Volume II, *À L’Ombre des jeunes filles en fleurs*. Within this new land the narrator frequently employs images of exile and isolation, at one point describing himself as one shipwrecked and alone: ‘Je restai dans mon isolement comme un naufragé de qui a paru s’approcher un vaisseau, lequel a disparu ensuite sans s’être arrêté’ (544). He makes the link to Homer’s *Odyssey* explicit when he attempts to transform Balbec into the land of the Cimmerians, from Book xi:

> Pour ma part, afin de garder, pour pouvoir aimer Balbec, l’idée que j’étais sur la pointe extrême de la terre, je m’efforçais de regarder plus loin, de ne voir que la mer, […] où la vie commençait à affluer dans l’Océan, au temps des Cimmériens. (550–1)

Balbec, with its proximity to the sea, its sense of existence at the edge of the earth and its misty landscape, is the perfect contemporary counterpart for the *Odyssey*’s land of the Cimmerians (x1, 128).

The motif of travel and exile continues into Volume III, *Le Côté de Guermantes*, where the narrator’s manipulation of his surroundings is at the zenith of its powers. Throughout this volume he frequently characterises himself as *un voyageur*. At this stage the quest of this *voyageur*, the aim of his ‘heroic’ wanderings, is to penetrate the highest echelon of French society: the Faubourg Saint-Germain and its nucleus, the Guermantes’s *salon*. The treacherous new lands of the *Odyssey* are transposed to the equally perilous *salons* of the aristocratic and bourgeois French society. This is the narrator’s epic journey. Like Odysseus, he must traverse foreign seas and pass through strange and foreign lands in order to achieve his quest and complete his journey: ‘Et je me contentais de tressaillir en apercevant de la haute mer (et sans espoir d’y jamais aborder), comme un minaret avancé, […] le paillasson usé du rivage’ (770). The marine imagery employed here reinforces
the epic quality of this world. In the words of Malcolm Bowie, this is ‘an Odyssey tailor-made for a bourgeois wanderer in aristocratic salons’.5

In such a perilous journey, the narrator uses his skilful verbal rhetoric in order to serve his self-interest. He little appreciates the friendship of Saint-Loup until he realises that it could be advantageous for the satisfaction of his desires, namely that of obtaining a meeting with the Duchesse de Guermantes: ‘La seule pierre de touche du mérite me semblant être l’utilité dont on pouvait être pour moi à l’égard de l’unique chose qui me semblât importante, mon amour’ (824). To mask his true intentions, the narrator sets in motion a verbal strategy that has been germinating since he realised that the kinship between the Duchesse and Saint-Loup could be quite beneficial to him (806).6 He takes Saint-Loup aside when they are about to dine with friends, thereby avoiding any detailed interrogation of his motives. He claims to have forgotten that the Duchesse is Saint-Loup’s aunt and then casually asks Saint-Loup to speak highly of him in her presence. When Saint-Loup questions why her opinion should carry such weight and importance, the narrator cleverly twists this question to reflect on the qualities of a good friend and thus introduce his true underlying desire:

Cela m’étonne que vous ne compreniez pas qu’il ne faut pas discuter ce qui fait plaisir à ses amis, mais le faire. […] je ne tiens pas à connaître Mme de Guermantes; mais j’aurais dû, pour vous éprouver, vous dire que je désirerais dîner avec Mme de Guermantes et je sais que vous ne l’auriez pas fait. (824)

Saint-Loup is fooled by this verbal trickery and immediately acquiesces to the narrator’s wish: ‘Non seulement je l’aurais fait mais je le ferai’ (824). To ensure that Saint-Loup complies with his requests, he exploits Saint-Loup’s blatant affection and high regard for their friendship by humbly

---


6 In fact the narrator’s decision to visit Saint-Loup in his military camp at Doncières is motivated by the narrator’s desire to gain the acquaintance of the Duchesse. See *Le Côté de Guermantes*, p. 799.
asking if they can ‘tutoyer’ each other from that moment on (824). The
narrator executes his verbal stratagem to perfection, ably complemented
by his convincing performance. Like Odysseus, the narrator is skilled in
the art of disguise and teams his skilful rhetoric with equally skilful and
accomplished acting roles. The narrator shows himself to be a worthy
descendant of Odysseus.

All the World’s a Stage

Odysseus’ deception also manifests itself more overtly in physical meta-
morphosis. It is the goddess Athena who facilitates Odysseus’ physical
disguise. At times, the metamorphosis is elaborate and theatrical, involv-
ing a complete physical transformation. The most famous example of this
is Odysseus’ role as an aged beggar in Book xiii. The aim of this trans-
formation is to conceal Odysseus’ identity on his return to Ithaca. While
Odysseus was a passive participant in the physical disguises in the land
of the Phaeacians, here he has an active role in the deception. He must
adopt the identity of a beggar and deliver a convincing performance if the
disguise is to work successfully. To help him get into character Athena
disfigures his appearance. The metamorphosis is extensive, incorporating
every aspect of Odysseus’ body (xiii, 164) and extending to his costume,
in order to complete the pretence (xiii, 164). But Odysseus is adept not
only at verbal trickery but also at physical deception. As Edith Hall states:
‘Odysseus himself has always been an accomplished actor’. Indeed, the role
of a dishevelled beggar is one that he is familiar with, having previously

7 During Odysseus’ time with the Phaeacians, Athena twice improves his appearance
in order to elicit admiration and a favourable welcome for her chosen mortal, first
from Nausicaa and then from the Phaeacian chiefs. See Odyssey, vi, p. 72.
8 Edith Hall, The Return of Ulysses: A Cultural History of Homer’s Odyssey (London:
played such a part during the Trojan War.\(^9\) He reprises this role with ease on his return to Ithaca.

Embedded in Odysseus’ deception is also a deep-seated love of performance in itself. As the episode with Polyphemus clearly illustrates, Odysseus enjoys role-playing and most especially the revelation that comes at the end of his performance, where he triumphantly unveils his true identity. In that episode Odysseus uses verbal rhetoric to simultaneously disguise and reveal his identity. In his role as a beggar, the even greater interplay between display and disguise heightens the dramatic effect of the final disclosure. The revelation involves both the removal of Odysseus’ physical disguise and the verbal proclamation of his true identity, both of which Odysseus undertakes with an accomplished flourish: ‘Odysseus bared his limbs of the rags and leapt up on to the great threshold [...] “Dogs! You thought I should never come home again from Troy”’ (xxii, 265). Odysseus takes great pleasure in other people’s ignorance and in knowing more than his audience. But he takes equal pleasure in displaying his disguise. Disguise and revelation are therefore inseparable for Odysseus. In this way he embodies the tension and interplay between the two.

Yet even Odysseus is not immune to the complex interplay of perception and reality. This is a world of intrigue and disguise where the boundary between reality and fiction is blurred. The goddess Athena frequently adopts different identities as she helps Odysseus on his journey. Her artifice places Odysseus in the role of his victims. This is particularly evident in Book xiii when he returns to Ithaca. His eyes are literally blinded by fog in Athena’s attempt to cloud reality and manipulate his perception: ‘he did not know it [the land] for his own because the goddess Pallas Athene had poured a mist all about him [...] Hence it was that all seemed strange to the king himself’ (xiii, 158). Odysseus, like many of his victims, is completely fooled by the illusion that Athena fabricates for him:

---

\(^9\) ‘He disfigured himself with ignominious stripes, threw dismal wrappings over his shoulders, and in servile shape passed into the city of the Trojans. They did not heed him,’ *Odyssey*, iv, p. 40.
He [...] cast his eyes on his own country, then gave a groan [...] as he cried out in his distress: 'Wretch that I am, whose land have I come to now? Are the people barbarous, arrogant and lawless, or are they hospitable and godfearing?' (xiii, 159)

When Athena herself appears, she takes the form of a young shepherd and Odysseus continues to be fooled by the pretence, ignorant to the irony of his words: ‘Friend, since you are the first to cross my pathway in this place, I give you greeting and beg you to deal with me not unkindly. [...] I implore you as I would a god, and approach your knees in supplication’ (xiii, 159). For once, Odysseus’ words betray him. He is not able to penetrate the display nor is he even aware that his reality is not that shared by others. Despite his godlike prowess and versatility, Odysseus is capable of making mistakes like all other mortals. Yet again, disguise can reveal truths about the nature of the epic hero.

Like Odysseus, Proust’s narrator is not the sole character in the text who is a masterful practitioner of display and disguise. The salon society of fin-de-siècle France is a veritable quagmire of duplicity. The very structure of society is founded upon image, with the survival of each class dependent upon its self-propagated image and the perceived exclusivity of its salons. Everyone is an actor playing a part in the performance, ensuring that the fabricated illusion is perceived as reality. The theatricality of this society is highlighted, rather ironically, by its propensity to host fancy dress parties or costume balls. The very objective of these events is deception: actively, deliberately and successfully to disguise one’s true identity by adopting another. Costume parties play on the relationship between appearance and reality and as such act as a mise-en-abyme for the salon society of fin-de-siècle France. The Duc de Guermantes, who frequently fulfils the role of Zeus / Jupiter within the text,\(^{10}\) underlines the irony of this fondness for role-playing at the end of Le Côté de Guermantes. He and the Duchesse have an evening of engagements, the most pressing of which is a costume ball.

\(^{10}\) ‘A côté d’elle, M. de Guermantes, superbe et olympien, était lourdement assis. [...] Il me semblait voir cette statue de Jupiter Olympien que Phidias, dit-on, avait fondue tout en or’ (pp. 963–4). The Duc’s embodiment of Jupiter / Zeus is further compounded by his well-published philandering. He has a constant stream of mistresses (p. 917).
ball: ‘mais surtout il devrait aller à une heure du matin, avec sa femme, à un grand souper et bal costumé en vue duquel un costume de Louis XI pour lui et d’Isabeau de Bavière pour la duchesse étaient tout prêts’ (1186). However, the Duc’s own relative, M. le Marquis d’Osmond, is reportedly on his deathbed at this time. To ensure that he will still be able to attend all of his social engagements before having to enter into mourning, the Duc constructs an elaborate plan (1189). Words and actions are diametrically opposed in this world. The Duc devises a strategy that makes him appear sincere while simultaneously guaranteeing the satisfaction of his own desires. Even before he attends the costume party, the Duc is already in disguise. The disparity between perception and reality is readily exploited in fin-de-siècle France, with even the narrator himself falling foul of its duplicity.

But most of the narrator’s blindness is self-inflicted. His transformation of his present reality into a mythical golden age blinds him to the ‘true’ nature of the world around him. It is no coincidence that many of the narrator’s most intense moments of mythical idealisation and transformation are ushered in by a landscape and atmosphere of mist and fog. In the Odyssey, fog is associated with mystery and illusion, with the blinding of characters, including Odysseus, to the truths around them. Ironically, it is as the narrator’s journey continues and he becomes less an outsider and more a part of the established salons that he struggles to maintain his illusion. Confronted with reality, fault lines start to appear, especially when he achieves his goal of entering the elusive Guermantes’s salon. The hallowed threshold of the Guermantes, which the narrator had envisaged as leading to a new and enchanting world, has revealed itself as the doormat to an ordinary world: ‘Si bien qu’en somme j’avais atterri au paillasson du vestibule, non pas comme au seuil, ainsi que je l’avais cru, mais au terme du monde enchanté des noms’ (1161–2). This image signals the failure and falsity of the narrator’s illusions, which can no longer be sustained in the face of reality. On the one hand, fin-de-siècle France is a society that generates and perpetuates its own illusion. On the other, the narrator constantly

---

11 This is evident at Balbec, the garrisoned town Doncières, and at the restaurant in Paris described in Le Côté de Guermantes, p. 1057.
tries to create an illusory world in which to situate his journey. Eventually the two must cancel out and the ‘true’ reality be revealed. It is the failure of illusion and his subsequent realisation of his flawed perception that leads to the narrator’s decision at the end of À la Recherche to tell his story.

Story-Telling

The story-teller wishes to paint a picture, to lay out a sequence of events before an audience. But whether that picture is fact or fiction is the prerogative of the narrator. Ruth Scodel states: ‘The story-teller’s task lay not in inventing a tale and telling it with originality, but in selecting his story, telling it at the level appropriate to the occasion, and deploying the familiar epic language to make it vivid.’ In recounting his narrative, Odysseus draws attention to his role as editor of his own story: ‘Be it so; what shall I tell you first? What shall I leave for last?’ (ix, 99). Like Odysseus, Proust’s narrator enjoys knowing more than his audience but is equally eager to reveal this privileged position. The resonances with Odysseus the storyteller are highlighted in an episode from the second section of Le Côté de Guermantes, where the narrator transforms a restaurant dining hall into an epic feast befitting Homer’s Odyssey. In line with the rules of hospitality (xenia), the guest, having eaten his fill in the warm indoors, is only too willing to tell the tale of his adventures:

Chaque nouveau venu [...] devait, comme dans les vieux romans, payer son écot en disant son aventure au moment où il pénétrait dans cet asile de chaleur et de sécurité où le contraste avec ce à quoi on avait échappé faisait régner la gaieté et la camaraderie qui plaisaient de concert devant le feu d’un bivouac. (1057)

This evokes numerous episodes in the *Odyssey*, and especially that of Odysseus at the home of Alcinous:

> Indeed I think life is at its best when a whole people is in festivity and banqueters in the hall sit next to each other listening to the bard, while the tables by them are laden with bread and meat [...] But your mind is set on questioning me on the bitter sufferings I have borne, and for me this means more lamentations and more unhappiness. (ix, 99)

Odysseus’ description of a feast resonates with that depicted by the narrator above. The guests at the restaurant are also full of ‘lamentations’ (1057) and are eager to share their adventures: ‘Les arrivants avaient peine à garder le silence. La singularité des péripéties, qu’ils croyaient unique, leur brûlait la langue, et ils cherchaient des yeux quelqu’un avec qui engager la conversation’ (1057).¹³ Lillian Doherty comments on this, stating: ‘the longest of the [...] tales [...] is introduced, like Odysseus’ tale to the Phaeacians, by an appreciation of the leisure and abundant food and wine that provide opportunities for spinning out a tale at length.’¹⁴ At this point in the narrative, the narrator is an outsider because he has no such dramatic story to share with the other guests. However, by the end of his journey this will have changed and he will undertake to tell the tale of his epic adventure.

As story-tellers, Odysseus and the narrator can disguise their own story and identity within the tale that they unfold. Odysseus weaves tales of falsehood for Athena, Eumaeus the swineherd, his son and his wife, but he infuses each tale with ‘real’ aspects. Odysseus casts himself as a character in the tales that he tells and distributes ‘true’ details of his ‘real’ story amongst his fictitious creations. This intricate interweaving of truth and fiction blurs the boundary between the two and raises questions over the authenticity and objectivity of the recounted tales. Odysseus introduces most of his fictitious tales with an assertion of their truth: ‘Good, I will

---

¹³ In a modern and comic twist, the epic tales of battling the seas and fearsome monsters are replaced by tales of carriages failing to find the correct direction to the restaurant (*Le Côté de Guermantes*, p. 1057).

tell you everything faithfully’ (xiv, 169). Such is his duplicity that when he makes this assertion and does keep his word, the listener is more than a little surprised. Yet the manipulation of display and disguise is at the heart of story-telling. To be a good story-teller requires the ability to subjectively filter information and events so as to build tension and captivate the audience. The truth is conventionally withheld until the end. Odysseus and Proust’s narrator are caught within this double-bind. Story-telling and deception are interconnected and this adds to the complexity of the protagonists, offering some explanation or partial justification for their compulsive recourse to deceit and disguise.

Fact or Fiction

However, this dual role as character and narrator has repercussions for Odysseus and Proust’s narrator just as it does for the characters of the narrative and the audience. Odysseus is an actor due to his physical disguise and the fact that he plays different roles, but also in the sense that he is an actor in his own narrative. He is nearly always ‘in character’. If he is not in physical disguise, he is claiming to be someone else to the point of claiming to be ‘Noman’. This deception conceals or rather reveals a truth – Odysseus is no man because he is many. Who is Odysseus? What is his true identity? As a consequence of playing so many roles, of being character and narrator within his own life story, Odysseus has developed a fractured identity. He fails to see the reality before him – that he has arrived home to Ithaca. He fails to perceive the inconsistencies in his own behaviour. He openly admits that the suitors raped his maid-servants: ‘You devoured my substance, forced my serving-women to sleep with you’ (xxii, 265). Yet at the conclusion of that very book, Odysseus instructs Telemachus to punish these same women with death: ‘strike them with your long sharp

15 ‘Child, I will tell you the whole truth’, Odyssey, xvi, p. 196. Odysseus proceeds to summarise his arrival at Ithaca in accordance with events as they happened.
swords till you have taken the life from them and they have forgotten all
the delights of secret love they had once in the suitors’ arms’ (xxii, 275).
Odysseus is blinded by his own fabricated illusion.

Proust’s narrator also develops a fractured identity. This is signalled
early in the text, when the narrator realises that he becomes different ver-
sions of himself in different situations and with different people: ‘je devrais
donner un nom différent à chacun des moi qui dans la suite pensa à Alber-
tine’ (739). As a result of his versatility and masterful duplicity, the nar-
rator does not have a unified sense of self. Joshua Landy writes: ‘Proust’s
Protagonist is made up (among other things) of several selves which love
Gilberte and even more which love, or (increasingly) distrust, Albertine.’

In this light, it is not only the audience and those in the narrative itself who
struggle to distinguish between fact and fiction, but the narrator himself.
With so many identities, there is a multiplicity of voices each with their
own subjective view of reality. Landy states: ‘No one version can ever be
considered to be definitive.’ There is no clear distinction between display
and disguise, truth and fiction.

Both the Odyssey and À la Recherche are stories with multiple layers
of disguise. Alcinous says of Odysseus’ narrative:

Odysseus, as we look at you we cannot think you to be a deceiver and a cheat, though
the dark earth breeds a great crop of such, forgers of lies drawn from places beyond
our ken. But with you the spoken words are eloquent and the mind they come from
is a wise one. You have told your tale as skilfully as a bard (ix, 136)

Hall comments on this extract: ‘Alcinous does not seem to mind whether
Odysseus’ tale is true or not, so skilfully and with such wisdom has he
delivered his bard-like performance.’ Fact and fiction are not only seen
as interchangeable by the story-tellers, but they are also readily accepted as
such by the audience. With so much deception and subjective narration,

(p. 119).
17 Ibid., p. 121.
18 Hall, The Return of Ulysses, p. 45.
the question arises as to what is truth and what is fiction? What is to be believed? Or is the question itself redundant if, like Alcinous, we enjoy the story for the story’s sake, so that the distinction between fact and fiction becomes irrelevant? For Odysseus, display and disguise are his truth. His proclivity for deceit means that he seems incapable of describing reality. When he does affirm his identity it has tragic repercussions.19 Deception defines him. ‘Wily Odysseus’: this is how he is defined by other mortals, by the gods, by the omniscient narrator and how he continues to be known to the present day. Similarly for Proust’s narrator, disguise is reality. Landy states: ‘The total self is always incomplete, contingent, subject to infinite revision and, to that extent, fictional; though we need to believe, at least with one part of ourselves, in the fiction’.20 In this light the self, ‘moi’, is always in transition and therefore fictional, in that there is no definitive or ‘true’ self. Disguise signifies the multiple selves that emerge at different stages in life and so it is disguise that is the real truth as it accurately reflects the self and its development. Story-telling, whose very essence lies in the tension and drama arising from the complex interplay between presentation and concealment, is therefore the ideal profession for Odysseus and Proust’s narrator as it allows them to remain ‘true’ to their true selves.

Odysseus’ return home seems to put an end to his role as narrator: ‘This was the last thing that he told of, then sleep overcame him, sleep that soothes limbs and anxious hearts’ (xxiii, 285). Both Malcolm Bowie and Richard Goodkin discuss how Odysseus’ final narration at the end of the Odyssey signals his homecoming.21 However, Odysseus’ homecoming carries with it the prospect of a journey and adventures to come. In the Underworld, Teiresias prophesies a final voyage for Odysseus that he must

19 It leads to the systematic death of his comrades, following Polyphemus’s curse on Odysseus in Book IX. It also leads to the slaughter of all the suitors and his serving-women in Book XXII.


21 ‘All through the poem the telling of tales has been an essential part of the tale being told, but towards the end the activity has a splendid closural power’, Bowie, Proust Among the Stars, p. 104. ‘The narrative impulse is subordinated to the demands of homecoming’, Richard E. Goodkin, ‘Proust and Home(r): An Avuncular Intertext’, MLN, 104.5, Comparative Literature (December 1989), 993–1019 (p. 1012).
undertake when he returns to Ithaca. The prospect of future adventures carries the likelihood of further narrative tales to come. It also makes it inevitable that Odysseus will continue his masterful execution of display and disguise. As for Proust’s narrator, his decision to write his story is equally beyond the conclusion of the text. From what we know of the narrator and the self-serving nature of the society that has brought him to this decision to write, the question arises over the authenticity of his story. This is particularly pertinent in light of his realisation of the discrepancy between illusion and truth, a realisation that allows him to exploit the relationship between appearance and reality in his own tale. After all, disguise and display are endemic in the society and lifestyle that has shaped his youth and identity. Consequently the tension between truth and perception, reality and fiction cannot be contained within his narrative and spills out beyond the external overarching narrative of À la Recherche.

And so we turn to the text that we, as readers, are holding in our hands and have just finished reading. Here too we can question what is to be believed. Through their respective tales, told largely through a character-narrator, Homer and Proust have presented a reality and have left it up to us as readers to decipher what it is meant to conceal. Both the Odyssey and À la Recherche du Temps Perdu are stories about journeys, journeys that are far from complete when the external narrative ends. There is a sense of endlessness, of the story continuing, ceaselessly mutating and evolving. Perhaps, then, like Odysseus and Proust’s narrator, disguise is our truth. There is no definitive ending just as there is equally no one ‘true’ definitive reading. In a society increasingly preoccupied with the visual, the only certainty is that, as the Trojan horse shows, appearances can be deceiving. Homer and Proust are masterful story-tellers, whose tales conceal a myriad of other narratives, each as deceptive and entertaining as the other. In this respect their Protean epics are highly relevant reading material for contemporary society. Homer and Proust teach us that perceptions of reality can be manipulated and that beneath the surface lies a multitude of potential interpretations – an important consideration for life but also for the reception of their own work.

22 Odyssey, xi, pp. 130–1.
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PART II
Displays of Difference Through Art and Illustration
Looking back at the Savage is to look for a place, and most of the time, to be prepared to find an empty space. Communities identified as *selvage* or *sauvage* by early modern travelogues have by now disappeared or are about to disappear. It seems that it is no longer possible to find them, even by going deeper and deeper into the Amazonian rainforest, far from the Trans-Amazonian Highway, far from the axes traced by Western civilisation to circumscribe and administrate its unknown territories. However, even though those natives may have gone, or be on the wane, far from the forest (‘*silva*’ in Latin, hence the term ‘savage’), there is still a collection of archives, a whole colonial library consigning the emergence of the Savage in the imaginary of Western Modernity, thousands of pages that constitute the ‘foliated body’ of the Savage.\(^2\) Now that the natives are disappearing, it seems necessary to invent new margins, new ‘outsides’ to be able to observe the Savage or to isolate his fascinating, almost ghostly presence. But is there an ‘outside’ of the colonial archive? If we consider that the Savage is the product of ethnography, there are no natives to be found outside the Western order of discourse. They are in decline, dwelling at our historical limits, and to that extent their vanishing presence must be sustained. In

---

1. I would like to thank the Warwick Postgraduate Research Fellowship scheme, the Warwick Institute of Advanced Studies and the Algoma University Research Fund for their generous support.

this sense, what seems to be at stake in the act of ‘looking back’ is no longer a matter of reconstitution, be it reconstitution of a historical experience or a discursive experience (and a discursive experience as historical experience), but involves principally the investigation of the historiographical limitations of what it is possible to see, to hear, and to narrate of their vanishing presence. Postcolonial studies encompass the effort of rethinking and redefining these limits. They constitute a cross-disciplinary critical appraisal of the process of differentiation between history and what is outside history; in other words of the relation of historiography to what was considered as irrelevant to world history in the Hegelian tradition. To refer to a book written by Michel de Certeau in the seventies, postcolonial studies encompass the scholarship dealing with the paradoxical presence of ‘les absents de l’histoire’.³ The objective of this chapter is to examine the hypothesis of a historical correlation between the ‘vanishing present’ of the Savage and the ‘modernity’ of the proliferation of discourses associated with postcolonial scholarship in the field of cultural and literary studies.⁴ The overarching aim is to locate the postcolonial reading of early modern colonial documents in terms of historicity of discourse on difference and cultural identity.

The question of this relation to the limit and the outside resurfaces in those archives that have been constituted by generations of ethnographers. Claude Lévi-Strauss placed Jean de Léry and his book *Histoire d’un voyage fait en la terre du Brésil, autrement dit Amérique* (1578, republished in 1580 and again in 1611) at the beginning of this genealogy.⁵ In 1556, Jean de Léry left Geneva to found a Calvinist colony on the island of Fort Coligny in the bay of Guanabara. The mission was a disaster, but from this adventurous journey, Léry brought back an exceptional document looking back at the

⁴ The expression ‘vanishing present’ is from Gayatri Spivak, see *A Critic of Postcolonial Reason: Toward a History of the Vanishing Present* (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1999).
Savage, the ‘bréviaire de l’ethnologue.’ The liminality of natives surfaces in the ethnographic text at the margins between visibility and legibility, iconology and invisibility, where it becomes possible to look back at the Savage by looking at the iconographic dimension of this archive while bearing in mind Rey Chow’s question in her seminal article ‘Where Have All the Natives Gone?’:

Is there a way of ‘finding’ the native without simply ignoring the image, or substituting a ‘correct’ image of the ethnic specimen for an ‘incorrect’ one, giving the native a ‘true’ voice ‘behind’ her ‘false’ image? How could we deal with the native in an age when there is no possibility of avoiding the reduction/abstraction of the native as image? How can we write about the native by not ignoring the defiled, degraded image that is an inerasable part of her status?

Therefore, the objective is not to recover or reconstitute a savage speech waiting to be voiced or something that would be concealed, between the lines of early modern travelogues and behind their engravings. Instead, the analysis consists in making explicit the topology of their visible yet ghostly presence in a Western order of discourse and vision.

The analytical perspective is organised around the following hypothesis: Jean de Léry’s text functions as the archive of an inaugural moment referring to the exclusion of the savage eye from the making of history:

La lecture de Léry m’aide à m’échapper de mon siècle, à reprendre contact avec ce que j’appellerai une « sur-réalité » – qui n’est pas celle dont parlent les surréalistes: une réalité plus réelle encore que celle dont j’ai été le témoin. Léry a vu des choses qui n’ont pas de prix, parce que c’était la première fois qu’on les voyait et que c’était il y a quatre cent ans.

7 Rey Chow, ‘Where Have All the Natives Gone?’, in Writing Diaspora: Tactics of Intervention in Contemporary Cultural Studies (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1993), pp. 27–54 (pp. 29–30).
In the *Histoire d’un voyage*, Lévi-Strauss celebrates the birth of a gaze and reciprocally equates the scope of ethnological discourse to the historicity of a vision. However, this endorsement remains enigmatic since the ethnologist relates Léry’s description to an ‘escape.’ As it is, the alleged ‘first time’ exceeds the scope of historiographical discourse on the Other to constitute something like the primal scene of ethnography. In the Freudian vocabulary, the primal scene – ‘*Urszene*’ in the German text – designates the hypothetico-deductive reconstruction of a missing event in a puzzling present. Lévi-Strauss’s confession examines the early modern history of ethnographic discourses and practises, and outlines what can no longer be seen in Léry’s observation from four hundred years ago. The Savage – the Other who was there, observed for the first time by an incumbent gaze – is excluded from that scene. S/he is evidenced as a gaze outside history: ‘un regard absent de l’histoire’ one might say. Building on this confession, the present of this vanishing scope helps us to explore the correlation between the necessity/possibility for the father of ethnology to escape his present and the historicity of the vanishing present of the Savage in the postcolonial modernity.

In a groundbreaking study, published in *L’Ecriture de l’histoire*, Michel de Certeau credits Jean de Léry with the ethnographical invention of the Savage. According to de Certeau, Léry would have been one of the first authors to systematise and question the transformation of the representation of otherness into a discourse on difference and cultural identity not yet distinguished from historiography. During the eighteenth century, this epistemological differentiation is organised around the dynamic opposition between orality, spatiality, alterity, on the one hand, and writing, temporality, identity and consciousness, on the other. De Certeau appositely

---


notes that Lévi-Strauss adds a precision to the binary organisation of the field of knowledge concerning the materiality of this partition. Ethnology focuses on what is not written. What it deals with is different ‘de ce que les hommes songent habituellement à fixer sur la pierre et le papier’. This secondary difference pertains to the question of the ‘typtein’ in Greek. It encompasses what deserved to be written, engraved, represented, or ‘committed to paper’. Precisely, it is on this typographic difference involving the question of the typtein that Léry opens his text:

Du commencement que je fus de retour en France, monstrant les mémoires que j’avois, la pluspart escrits d’ancre de Bresil, & en l’Amérique mesme, contenans les choses notables par moy observees en mon voyage: joint les récits que j’en faisoit de bouche à ceux qui s’en enqueroyent plus avant: je n’avois pas deliberé de passer outre, ny d’en faire autre mention.13

A community is formed around a visible and legible text written with wild ink. This is the ghost of the typographic document that remains. We keep reading Histoire d’un voyage without being in a position to see what is now illegible of this ‘Ur-text’ written in Brazil with the brazilwood ink itself. This process of differentiation allows us to refer the invention of ethnographic discourse to the complex management of asymmetrical relations between three gestures: to see, to say, to show. By extension, it organises the asymmetrical relations between what the patriarch of ethnography observed, and what he asked the illustrator, Jean Gardien, to translate into plates:

Finalement combien que durant environ un an que j’ay demeuré en ce pays-là, je aye esté si curieux de contempler les grands & les petits, que m’estãt advis que je les voye toujours devant mes yeux j’en auray à jamais l’idée & l’image en mon entendement: si est-ce neãtmoins, qu’à cause de leurs gestes & contenance du tout dissemblables des nostres, que je confesse qu’il est mal-aisé de les bien representer ni par escrit, ni mesmes par peintures. Parquoy pour en avoir le plaisir, il les faut voir & visiter en leur pays.14

13 Léry, Histoire d’un voyage, ed. by Morisot, unnumbered preface.
The text breaks Lévi-Strauss’ promise. To be exact, this was not a real promise, only the confidential spoken account of a very personal experience of reading: ‘Reading Léry helps me [...] regain contact with [...] the first time’ of a gaze, he states, as if he had been one of the happy few to have gained access to the primitive document written in Brazil. The printed apparatus cannot account for the vividness of the first and ‘priceless’ impression. The ‘first things’ ever seen are inscribed in the ethnographic text like a blind spot. They are nowhere to be seen, and exceed the materiality – the typographic materiality – of the ethnographic archive, and in the case of Léry’s text the ‘patriarchive’ of ethnography. In this sense, engravings are situated on the edge of representation. Properly speaking, they do not constitute images of the Other, neither are they ’surreal’ pictures. They are only windows opened onto this representation, like a promise of figuration. They are the visible margins of a retinal persistence of the ‘first time’:

The printed iconic discourse of early-modern ethnography – printed by opposition to the virtual engravings – determines a delay in the act of seeing. This delay, this _après-coup_ , or _Nachträglichkeit_ , in the Freudian vocabulary relating to the hermeneutic construction of primal scenes, authorises the production of the ethnographic document and discourse. Lévi-Strauss refers to the logic of this latency in his keynote address at the Collège de France:

---

15 ‘La lecture de Léry m’aide à […] reprendre contact avec ce que j’appellerai une “sur-réalité”.’ The translation is mine.

Pourquoi cette chaire fut-elle créée si tard? [...] c’est en 1558 qu’on se plaît à imaginer cette chaire établie, alors que Jean de Léry, revenant du Brésil, rédigeait son premier ouvrage. [...] Il était, peut-être, de la nature de notre science qu’elle apparut simultanément comme un effort pour combler un retard, et comme une méditation sur un décalage auquel certains de ses traits fondamentaux doivent être attribués.¹⁷

The ethnographer is always late. His discipline consigns a vanishing world. His presence on the field he has chosen always betrays the imminent disappearance of a society. To escape this logic of deferral, and to escape his own century, Lévi-Strauss grounds ethnology in a previous order of discourse. He refers his own discursive discipline to a primal institution of the ethnographic discourse, namely, ‘when Jean de Léry, back from Brazil, drafted his first book’. One cannot help but wonder if Jean de Léry’s achievement was as timely as Lévi-Strauss would like us to think, and what this timeliness is about. Which imaginary features make it possible to assign to Léry the role that the author of Tristes Tropiques wants him to play in the history of discourse on difference and cultural identity? There is no evidence of such a coincidence. Léry’s text is written more than twenty years after his journey to America and is lost twice. Further, in addition to describing Amerindian customs, it also reflects on the ethnographer’s nostalgia back in Europe for his life among the Savages. It appears that the Modern reinvention of ethnography can be situated at the intersection between the alleged possibility of regaining contact with the ‘first time’ and the missing insight or lost experience of this primariness.

Due to his inaugural address at the Collège de France, Lévi-Strauss is vested with the authority to found a discipline. The subtraction of the origin (what Léry has seen) founds the discourse of knowledge that is replacing the unavailable vision with a primitive scene of first contact. Lévi-Strauss acknowledges and thus institutes a historicised invisibility as the unpayable debt of a discourse of knowledge. His discursive position is therefore justified because he is the one who saw in Léry’s text what is deemed to be the invisible part upon which the historical and epistemological range of

ethnology is defined. Secondly, he is the one who mastered this foreclosure of visuality by referring his authorisation to the Other: his ancestors, Jean de Léry – figure of alterity at the time – and his interlocutors, the natives, figures of alterity par excellence:

Vous permettrez donc, mes chers collègues, qu’après avoir rendu hommage aux maîtres de l’anthropologie sociale dans le début de cette leçon, mes dernières paroles soient pour ces sauvages, dont l’obscur ténacité nous offre encore le moyen d’assigner aux faits humains leurs vraies dimensions.18

When, in the thirties, Claude Lévi-Strauss conducts his fieldwork in Brazil, Amerindians tribes observed by Jean de Léry belongs to historical archaeologies.19 It is as if the relationship between the primitiveness of the Other and the production of discourse on its missing presence had to be defined by Lévi-Strauss outside his actual discursive and visual field (four hundred years ago), and had to be located in a missing image. This defining moment pertains nonetheless to historiography and involves a historiographical operation from which ethnological discourse is then differentiated.

Looking back at the Savage, the postcolonial scholar is looking for his or her gaze, and the self-gratifying sight of it. The capture of the ethnographic eye is framed in a pivotal scene identified by de Certeau as the primal scene of modern ethnology. This scene is excerpted from the sixteenth chapter of the Histoire d’un voyage in which the ‘first time’ could still be seen, as if through a keyhole:

Oya[n]t ces doux & plus gracieux sons, il ne faut pas demander si je desirois de les voir de pres. […] Me approchant doncques du lieu où j’oyois ceste chanterrie, comme ainsi soit que les maisons des sauvages soyent fort longues, & de façon rondes (comme vous diriez les treilles des jardins par-deça) couvertes d’herbes qu’elles sont jusques contre terre: à fin de mieux voir à mon plaisir je fis avec les mains un petit pertuis en la couverture. Ainsi faisant de là signe du doigt aux deux François qui me regardoyent, eux à mon exemple, s’estans enhardis & approchez sans empeschement ni difficulté, nous entrasmes tous trois dans ceste maison. Voyans doncques que les sauvages (comme le truchement estimoit) ne s’effarouchoyent point de nous, ains au

18 Lévi-Strauss, ‘Le champ de l’anthropologie’, p. 44.
19 Ibid., Tristes Tropiques, p. 93.
contraire, tenans leurs rangs & leur ordre d’une façon admirable, cõtinuoyent leurs chansons, en nous retirans tout bellement en un coin, nous les cõntemplasmes tout nostre saoul [...] T ous pres à pres l’un de l’autre, sans se tenir par la main ni sans se bouger d’une place, ains estans arrengez en rond, courbez sur le devant, guindans un peu le corps, remuans seulement la jambe & le pied droit, chacun aya[n]t aussi la main dextre sur ses fesses, & le bras & le main gauche pendant, chantoyent & dansoyent de ceste façon.20

What is depicted in this scene is both explicit and enigmatic. In fact there are two scenes and two spaces. On stage, the Tupinambas are dancing in a ring around three Caribbean shamans, and backstage, the traveller is spying on them. Between the two spaces, between the dancing bodies and the peeping bodies in the shadows, is a small opening, in the form of a keyhole: ‘un petit pertuis’. What is at stake here pertains to a scopic gratification: seeing at every cost, and observing what nobody has seen before, whilst showing oneself spying on the ‘first time’. It is worth being the first to see those ‘things that are priceless’ (Lévi-Strauss)21 because viewing these redeems all subsequent ethnographic visions. Léry is actually spying on the origin of a world. Later in the sixteenth chapter, he mentions that the ring dance represents an episode of the genesis in Amerindian mythology.

The scene ends with the literal ravishment of the ethnographer: ‘oyant les accords si bien mesurez d’une telle multitude, & sur tout pour la cadence & refrein de la balade [...] j’en demeuray tout ravi’.22 What Léry saw, four hundred years ago, remains in excess. He cannot but bear witness to his own exclusion from the scene that founds the vision. Between what is actually contemplated and what is worth contemplating, between the audacity and the truth of the vision, a trap seems to have been set. This entrapment of the gaze informs the seminal study by Hubert Damisch on the origin of perspective:

---

21 ‘Des choses qui n’ont pas de prix’. The translation is mine.
In order to visualise and question the meaning of what it means to begin to see and to think about the origin perspective as a way of seeing, Damisch introduces a dialogue with his own fascination with the architectural perspective of the Urbino panel. He puts himself in a position to write a history of vision once he is able – or maverick enough – to address his entrapped self, as if it were possible to exorcise it:

Building on this intervention, we shall succeed in rethinking the historicity of Léry’s fascination only when we will have managed to subtract him from the logic of his ravishment in ‘la scène au pertuis’. It is not a matter of enacting an impossible interlocution (namely to address the long-gone Savage), but rather of formulating the syntactical order which prevents the ethnographer from addressing his fascination. Our hypothesis concerning the priceless value and the primariness of that key scene in the discursive economy of ethnography is as follows: the image observed through the peephole carved in the leafy covering of the savage cabin does not correspond to the primal scene. The Urszene is not the exotic and homoerotic choreography depicted by the daredevil ethnographer, but can be uncovered inside this tableau. Thus, it corresponds to the simultaneity of a stealthy gesture and a slight movement, so stealthy and slight that they are almost subliminal. This gesture corresponds to the inscription of the oculus, and the movement corresponds to the withdrawal of the traveller’s body from the field of vision: ‘I made with my hands a little opening in the covering’ and ‘we quietly withdrew into a corner to drink in the scene.’

What Léry saw through the peephole, and then, dodging out of sight, from the dead angle of the ‘scène au pertuis’, is translated into a superb plate in the *Histoire d’un voyage* isolating two figures of the native ritual dance. The image focuses on the exotic conspicuousness of two Savage bodies juxtaposing their nakedness in a complex gesticulation that gives to their silhouettes an almost monstrous shape. The missing tableau of the complete choreography is circulated in the discursive and iconographic space of early modern ethnography via its reconstitution in the third volume of the collection of travelogues edited by Theodore de Bry (*Collectiones Peregrinationum*).

![Figure 1 Theodore de Bry, *Dritte Buch Americae darinn Brasilia durch Johann Staden... auss eigener Erfahrung in teutsch beschrieben: item Historia der Schiffart Ioannis Lerij in Brasilien, welche er selbst publicirt hat* (Frankfurt am Main: s.n., 1593), p. 221. Courtesy of the Library of Congress, Rare Book & Special Collections Division.](image-url)
The pictorial outcome of the vision is produced through the multiplication of the Maraca players and the dancer figure found in Léry’s book. In the top left corner of the engraving, a blank space is hollowed in the dark surface figuring the wall. This oculus is made in the black screen onto which the choreography seems to be projected. The presence of the ethnographer and two of his companions is indicated in the top right hand corner. Thus, the savage ring dance is surrounded by two inscriptions of the gaze: the opening in the wall and the inclusion of the European presence. Considering the triangle of vision, the vertex points toward the reader and the voyeur opening the volume in which the plate is set. What Léry has seen obliquely is thus displayed before our eyes in a full frontal apparition. The circularity of the native choreographic representation of the origin of the Tupinambas world complies with the circulation of the gaze in a missing but somehow retrieved engraving of a pivotal/primal scene. In another version of this scene in Joseph-François Lafitau’s vast compendium, *Mœurs des sauvages américains comparées aux mœurs des premiers temps* (1724), both the traveller’s silhouette and the small opening have disappeared.25 The optical devices are erased in order to naturalise the representation of the Other. Bernard Picart gives a fascinating version of a similar scene in *Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses de tous les peuples du monde*. In this plate, the same choreography takes place in a monumental hut, whose vaults are reminiscent of a Roman basilica. There is no trace of the ethnographer’s presence nor of the peephole in this illustration. However, a door has been designed in the very centre of the dark textured screen facing us, opening this architecture onto an exotic landscape. This aperture in the dark wickerwork texture structuring the engraved vision is not the result of the ethnographer’s hand but a product of the artist’s imagination. A perspectival capture therefore elicits the ethnographical image of the Other.

Figure 2  Bernard Picart, ‘Manière dont les prêtres Caribes souflent le courage,’ in Cérémonies et coutumes religieuses de tous les peuples du monde représentées par des figures dessinées & gravées par Bernard Picard; avec une explication historique, & quelques dissertations curieuses, 8 vols (Amsterdam: Chez J.F. Bernard, 1723–37), vol. 3, facing p. 175. Courtesy of Thomas Fisher Rare Books Library, University of Toronto.
The large ‘pertuis’ we are facing reminds the reader / voyeur that he is inside the field of Picart’s vision. Looking back at the Savage choreography, we are therefore envisioning the possibility, as well as the theoretical difficulty, of escaping the vision and its present. The portal is an address to our gaze, a provocation that urges us to see. Like Hubert Damisch however, we are entrapped. In order to see and to show that this vision is the image of the fascination it exerts, I would like to follow Damisch’s path and draw on an experimental apparatus devised by Filippo Brunelleschi at the beginning of the fourteenth century which gives optical evidence of the coincidence between the viewpoint and the vanishing point. The result, in projective terms, is that both spots coincide in what appears to be the system’s point of departure (the ‘origin’). The optical instrument consists in a manual machine. Just like the inscription of the peephole in the covering of grass, it requires a manual or bodily intervention as if the blank in the engraving were a stain of desire in the architecture of representation. A painting is placed by the voyeur in front of the mirror that he holds in his other hand.\textsuperscript{26} A conical orifice is drilled into the middle of the painted wooden panel. Peeping through it, the voyeur’s gaze is reflected in the mirror and is thus inscribed on the reflected image of the painting, but concealed by it at the same time. The production of the image goes hand in hand with the disappearance of the voyeur’s body behind the screen when facing his vision.

For obvious reasons, the analogy cannot be historically validated. It is not my suggestion that Léry is, consciously or unconsciously, reproducing this experiment, even if it were possible to advance, following Panofsky’s propositions,\textsuperscript{27} that the perspectival paradigm of vision informs Léry’s episteme as well as Western Modernity itself. Nevertheless, the reference to Brunelleschi’s theoretical enactment of perspective holds a heuristic value. It opens a theoretical space in which it is possible to circumscribe the inscription of invisibility in the field of vision, and a projective apparatus

\textsuperscript{26} The subject of vision is heavily masculinised.
which demonstrates the centrality, or primariness, of the relation of the theoretical activity with an enactment of the invisible. To this extent, the analogy between Léry’s peephole scene and Brunelleschi’s *tavoletta* device is motivated by the metaphorical process of what is eclipsed in both cases. The perspectival relation to a figure of alterity determines a frame where a discourse on difference can be articulated. Therefore, by reinscribing the ‘scène au pertuis’ in this theoretical space – theoretical in the sense that an excitation of the eyes is at stake – it becomes possible to read the historical and ethnographical efficiency of *Histoire d’un voyage* from another perspective.

Just like Léry enters the scene of the Tupinamba representation to disclose its content, Brunelleschi’s experiment incorporates the paradigm of perspective in the reconstitution of the primal scene of Western ethnography according to de Certeau. In this sense, this external device should enable us to disclose the disguised content of Léry’s vision. An essential piece of the Brunelleschian machine is missing in Jean de Léry’s ‘scène au pertuis’: the mirror. In the enactment of the perspectival vision, the mirror constitutes the optic element dividing the gaze and the image of the gaze, that is, the eye. Thus the mirror is the fundamental component inscribing the invisibility of the gaze in the formation of the image. The reference to Brunelleschi’s machinery is intended to account for what cannot be seen, and yet is objectified by the traveller’s gaze. In the ethnographic scene, this objectification embodies the native scope outside the Western history of the gaze. By enacting this objectification through Brunelleschi’s *tavoletta*, it becomes possible to identify the invisible part of the ‘scène au pertuis’ with the absence of a mirror, that is with the absence of a reflective surface, or in other words, with the absence of a reflected gaze. Invisibility is the absence of the gaze mirroring the gaze that is materialised by the opening created by the ethnographer and his modern followers/admirers. Seen through Brunelleschi’s machine, a non-incumbent gaze is present in the ‘scène au pertuis’ looking back at the traveller, but looking at him from the blind spot of the ethnographic vision.

The undisclosed gaze of the Savage cannot be returned or exchanged in the discursive economy of ethnographic discourse. Even if Jean de Léry
and his fellow travellers’ break-in into the secret enclosure of a ceremony does not pass unnoticed, nothing seems to make sense of their intrusive presence: ‘Seeing that our entering did not disturb the Savages as the interpreter thought it would, but rather, maintaining admirably their rank and order, they continued their chants’. The outsiders are invisible in what the ethnographer celebrates as the birthplace of his gaze. In order to identify this blind spot and to situate it in the history of discourse on cultural identity, Rey Chow refers to J.-J. Rousseau’s *Discours sur l’origine et les fondements de l’inégalité parmi les hommes* (1755) and his analysis of the difference between the civilised man and the native. According to Rousseau, the native does not own anything: he is indifferent, independent. The civilised man is expecting to be taken into consideration. He needs a look in return. In Jean de Léry’s primal scene, the traveller may be observed, but this gaze cannot be returned, precisely because its focal point corresponds to the historical/ethnographical foreclosure of the Other’s viewpoint. Like in Brunelleschi’s experiment, the location of the viewpoint coincides with the vanishing point of representation.

Between what is effectively scrutinised and what it is actually possible to see, a trap is set. Keyholes, peepholes, openings, *et autres pertuis*, made by a postcolonial fable in the logic of Léry’s discourse, are only indications of an eviction from the order of vision, and the remains of this prohibited relation in the history of the visible. Looking back at the Savage (that is, looking for the gratification of a gaze), it appears that nothing, no hermeneutic devices, can authorise a scholarship that would articulate the unseen or the unsaid. As the trope of a cultural critique, the Savage stands for the mute spot and the blind spot required by the order of discourse and vision in which this scholarship would operate. A renewed awareness of the limitation and the foundation of the history of discourses on difference and cultural identity results from this liminal reading through an early-modern disguise and its postcolonial display. Set in a postcolonial perspective, the task of a historiography of discourse on cultural identity is, therefore, to examine the trace of a non-incumbent gaze and to address the modalities

of its disappearance. In that sense, one might follow Rey Chow when she says that ‘the agency of the native [...] needs to be rethought as that which bears witness to its own demolition’. The analytical challenge consists in fashioning a machine of vision that can simulate the erasure of the Other’s gaze while making explicit the cultural resources of the incumbent gaze. In other words, it consists in investigating the ways by which the Other loses his power to signify, to negate, or to initiate his historic desire. The unclaimed desire of ‘l’absent de l’histoire du regard’ authorises the conduct of a series of critical operations on the text, or to be more precise, these are authorised by the identification of this unclaimed desire with the postulation of a loss or of a negativity. The ‘surreality’ of the primal scene that this study has attempted to reconstitute does not account for the native as a speaking and seeing subject born again to speech and enabled to originate a perspective on the world. It cannot account either for the constitution of the object of postcolonial scholarship as the retrieval of an unclaimed viewpoint. In this historical and epistemological configuration, the postcolonial scholar does not have any choice. He can only multiply the openings in the colonial text, without pretending to give access to the priceless gaze of the Other. The moment of postcolonial critique, or to put it in another way, the question of its litigious modernity, can be formulated by referring to the syntax of Hubert Damisch’s address to his historian’s alter ego fascinated by the order of the three ‘Perspectives Urbinates’: ‘you’ve come to doubt’. This moment corresponds to the present of a spoken address that confronts the ‘scènes au pertuis’ collected by Western modernity, and voices their insights in order to subtract the traveller to their promises of vision.

There are very few occurrences of mirrors in Histoire d’un voyage, and the few that are mentioned are no more than ‘baguenauderies’ of no value. However, at the same time, these glittering pieces are priceless, not because they exist outside the monetary circuit, but precisely because they stand at the very centre of the discursive and material economy of the ethnographic text: ‘Ainsi leur monstrans de loin des cousteaux, miroirs, peignes,'

---

29 Chow, ‘Where Have All the Natives Gone?’, p. 51.
& autres baguenauderies pour lesquelles, en les appelant, [notre peuple] leur demandèrent des vivres.’31 There can be no exchange without mirrors. No first encounter without these reflecting trinkets, no visual contact, even if they take place in the distance. Their faded glow has to be imagined behind Jean de Léry’s visual and typographic text, between its lines and crosshatchings, in the shadows of the engravings. Grafted to Léry’s text, Brunelleschi’s mirror facilitates the difficult lesson of Jean Starobinski: ‘Il n’est pas facile de garder les yeux ouverts pour accueillir le regard qui nous cherche. Sans doute n’est-ce pas seulement pour la critique, mais pour toute entreprise de connaissance: “Regarde afin que tu sois regardé”.’32
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Un jour, j’ai lu un livre, et toute ma vie en a été changée. Dès les premières pages, j’éprouvai si fortement la puissance du livre que je sentis mon corps écarté de ma chaise et de la table devant laquelle j’étais assis. Pourtant, tout en ayant l’impression que mon corps s’éloignait de moi, tout mon être demeurait plus que jamais assis sur ma chaise, devant ma table, et le livre manifestait tout son pouvoir non seulement sur mon âme, mais sur tout ce qui faisait mon identité. Une influence tellement forte que je crus que la lumière qui se dégageait des pages me sautait au visage : son éclat aveuglait toute mon intelligence, mais en même temps, la rendait plus étincelante. [...] J’étais assis devant ma table ; dans un coin de ma tête, je savais que j’étais assis là, je tournais les pages et toute ma vie changeait alors que je lisais des mots nouveaux, des pages nouvelles. [...] Un univers dont j’avais jusque là ignoré la présence, que je n’avais jamais même imaginé, pénètra mon âme et en prit possession. [...] Si l’on m’avait demandé de quoi il s’agissait, il me semble que j’aurais été incapable de le dire, alors que je continuais à lire, car plus j’avançais dans ma lecture, mieux je comprenais que j’avançais lentement sur un chemin sans retour.

Si on lit ces lignes, qui forment l’incipit d’un roman célèbre, tout en regardant la première figure parmi celles qui scanderont cette étude (voir figure 3), on note combien ensemble ce texte et cette illustration convergent pour exprimer la force d’une rencontre entre un lecteur et un livre qui le bouleverse et va changer sa vie. Et pourtant, ce roman et cette image qui s’accordent si parfaitement pour représenter le choc émotionnel et spirituel occasionné par la lecture n’ont strictement rien à voir. Presque trois siècles séparent le roman dont on vient de lire un extrait et cette gravure qui pourraient avoir été dessinée à quelques détails près tout exprès pour lui. Ce roman est La vie nouvelle d’Orhan Pamuk, romancier turc prix Nobel de littérature.
en 2006 ;1 cette image est tirée d’une édition de *Robinson Crusoe* de Daniel Defoe, dans une traduction en français parue en Hollande en 1726. Or si le texte d’un écrivain turc du XXIe siècle peut actualiser le programme narratif d’une gravure du début du XVIIIe siècle, c’est qu’une illustration peut être un *possible littéraire* et un *appel lancé* vers d’autres textes à venir, et parce qu’elle conserve fondamentalement une forme d’autonomie par rapport au texte qu’elle illustre. C’est le point qui va m’intéresser ici. Parfois cette autonomie est telle qu’il arrive que l’illustration soit décrochée de son texte de départ et serve à illustrer un autre livre – l’histoire de l’illustration littéraire sous l’Ancien Régime est faite de ces cas de *décrochage* des gravures d’un premier contexte suivi d’un réemploi ailleurs. C’est par exemple le cas des premières illustrations espagnoles du *Don Quichotte* qui n’ont pas été dessinées pour le roman de Cervantès mais proviennent d’autres textes.2 Ce qui m’intéresse est ici de saisir la problématique offerte par le sujet *Display and disguise* afin d’examiner quelques gravures à travers cette opération réversible d’un Montrer – Cacher qui peut si pertinemment décrire les rapports complexes entre les textes et leurs illustrations au XVIIIe siècle. Le versant « *Display* » se comprend aussitôt : c’est évident, l’illustration est d’abord fondée sur un principe de dévoilement du texte qui s’expose visuellement. En illustrant, on rend visibles certains épisodes. Mais ce dévoilement s’accomplit au prix d’un mouvement d’occultation3 encore plus fort, car tout ce qui n’est pas montré devient pour ainsi dire invisible.4 Qu’est-ce que l’illustration nous

4 Qui est ce « *on* » qui décide de ce qui mérite de paraître sur la scène de l’illustration romanesque ? Cette question est loin d’être éclucidée. Parmi les travaux qui problématisent cette question ou bien apportent des éléments nouveaux, je mentionne l’article de Nicholas Cronk : « Picturing the text : authorial direction of illustration in
Quand le roman se cache derrière une image


Figure 3  Daniel Defoe, La vie et les aventures surprenantes de Robinson Crusoe, troisième édition (Amsterdam : L'Honoré et Chatelain, 1726–7), tome I, planche en regard de la p. 216.

Une scène tirée de Mémoires d’un honnête homme, roman de l’abbé Prévost publié en 1745, constitue la première étape. L’épisode qui se trouve illustré à la fin du XVIIIe siècle dans l’édition des Œuvres choisies de Prévost (voir figure 4) est celui où le jeune comte de***, héros de l’histoire, s’est rendu de bon matin dans une église écrit :

Je descendis pour la messe, en souriant d’une diligence qui ne m’étoit pas fort ordinaire, car à peine étoit-il neuf heures. Je pris une chaise derrière celle d’une femme que je fus surpris de voir aussi matineuse que moi. [...] J’aurois suivi tout d’un coup le mouvement qui me fit souhaiter de voir son visage, si le respect du lieu & la considération que je crus devoir à une femme de cette apparence, n’eussent servi de frein à ma curiosité. Cependant je n’y pus résister jusqu’à la fin de la messe. Etant passé de l’autre côté de l’église, je m’avançai un peu sur la même ligne, de sorte qu’en tournant la tête, je crus découvrir aussitôt un visage connu. Mon embarras fut à me rappeler où j’en avois pu voir un si charmant. La belle femme ! fus-je tenté de m’écrier. [...]. D’ailleurs, cette belle personne avoit les yeux immobiles sur son livre. J’y gagnois la vue de la plus belle main du monde ; mais je ne découvris que la moitié du visage.  

Que montre la gravure ? Elle nous montre un décor, une église remplie d’une foule fervente. Tout le monde participe par la voix à la liturgie, comme le montrent les bouches ouvertes – est-ce une prière, chantent-ils ? En tout cas, comme souvent sur les gravures, la scène suggère un volume sonore. Maintenant, quelle est la femme dont parle le narrateur et qui est désignée par la légende « la belle femme »? Trois figures féminines ont un livre à la main : l’une qui regarde vers l’autel comme la majorité des autres figures, une autre dont nous voyons le profil, une main et le livre ouvert – ce qui correspond littéralement à ce que dit le texte au sujet de la « belle femme », mais si nous observons mieux, nous comprenons que ce n’est pas elle dont il est question, car le regard du personnage masculin nous désigne une troisième figure. Et étrangement le visage de cette femme est dissimulé par un capuchon noir, très noir, qui produit comme une tache sombre sur l’image. De cette femme, les deux mains (et non pas une seule) tiennent un livre.

5 Prévost, Œuvres choisies de l’abbé Prévost, Tome XXXIII (Amsterdam & se trouve à Paris, rue et hôtel Serpente, 1784), vis-à-vis de la p. 98.
Figure 4. Prévost, Mémoires d'un honnête homme in Œuvres choisies de l'abbé Prévost, Tome XXXIII, p. 98.

Nous ne la voyons pas, tandis que le personnage la voit – en partie mais il la voit : sa main et son profil – puisqu’il est dans cette position assez singulière sur le côté droit de l’image. Ce que le personnage voit (c’est-à-dire ce qui renvoie au contenu du texte) et ce que nous voyons (ce qui renvoie au contenu de la gravure) ne se correspondent pas. Certes, cela est en partie inévitable en raison d’un changement de point de vue entre la focalisation interne qui régît un roman-mémoires et la focalisation externe qui régît la
graveur lorsque celle-ci, comme c’est la règle générale, représente le couple et donc inclut l’observateur dans l’image. Pourtant dans le cas présent, il y a un effort manifeste d’occultation. Disparaît pour nous le détail qui est l’objet du fantasme, ce demi-visage, dont le héros a besoin dans sa recherche de l’identité de cette femme. Bref cette image nous cache ostensiblement ce que le texte nous montre. Elle nous le cache en affichant son effort d’occultation, sous le noir intense de ce vêtement. Nous ne voyons pas son regard à elle, ses yeux si utilement immobiles sur son livre.

Si elle nous cache la lectrice, en revanche l’image nous montre certaines choses en plus qui ont leur importance. Elle nous montre des tableaux, une magnifique architecture, une rosace sculptée : c’est-à-dire qu’elle expose et célèbre les trois arts du dessin (architecture, peinture, sculpture), ceux qui ont une affinité propre avec la nature visuelle de la gravure. Le livre qui représente les arts verbaux est bien petit à côté d’eux. Or si l’on regarde le livre qu’elle a entre les mains de plus près, on se rend compte qu’en réalité il s’agit d’un livre d’images 6. Voici un « détail », au sens de Daniel Arasse, c’est-à-dire un dispositif secret caché par l’artiste mais qui offre une clé d’interprétation.7 A la différence de la seconde figure féminine qui tient elle aussi un livre – dont on peut deviner les lignes tracées par les mots –, celle qui nous intéresse et qui intéresse le héros tient un livre, mais non verbal, iconique qui appartient donc au registre expressif et formel de l’image elle-même et qui, en faisant semblant d’inclure le support textuel à sa trame, ajoute en réalité un supplément visuel.

Il est clair que l’image ici ne joue pas vraiment le jeu du texte. Elle fait un peu « jeu à part » comme on dit, et elle fait la promotion de la « visualité ». Dans la façon même de représenter la textualité sur l’image se devine un rapport complexe qui ressemble à un rapport de force. « In a certain way it might even be helpful to think of illustrations as being ‘against’ rather than ‘to’ the text, probing its tacit ambiguities if not its

6 Les livres d’images ont effectivement une grande importance pour la pratique de la messe à l’âge classique et leur usage est le signe d’une grande piété de la part des fidèles.

weaknesses », conseillait Philip Stewart dans Engraven Desire: Eros, Image and Text in the French Eighteenth Century. Je crois qu’ici en jouant presque contre le texte, l’image réussit à enrichir la scène par un travail complexe sur les regards, sur ce qu’on ne voit pas tout à fait et qui cristallise le jeu du désir. La tache noire est celle de l’énigme : qui est cette femme ?

Son identité, nous la connaissons : cette femme est Mme de B, femme d’un conseiller fort riche, que le héros a vue dans un dîner et dont la beauté l’a touché. Mais qui est exactement Mme de B, moralement parlant ? C’est la question lancinante qui conduit très longuement le héros presque jusqu’au terme de ses aventures, lorsqu’il réussira finalement à comprendre qui elle est, qui elle est d’un point de vue moral et à comprendre le mystère d’une conduite qui intrigue le monde. Le comte de *** réussira à avoir la réponse à une question qui surgit en lui justement au cours de la scène représentée sur l’illustration et qui peut nous donner la clé de cette gravure. Une rumeur entendue au début du récit au cours d’un dîner mondain lui a fait croire que Mme de B avait un amant ignoble, un simple clerc, et en sortant de l’église, il se demande : « n’était-il pas possible que la malignité l’eût injustement noircié ? » Ce verbe « noircir » expliquera-t-il le noir intense qui cache le personnage féminin sur la gravure ? Si tel est le cas, nous avons affaire à un illustrateur particulièrement attentif aux échos du roman et qui trouve un équilibre subtil entre promotion affichée des pouvoirs et des arts du visuel et prise en compte des suggestions fines du texte. Ce serait donc l’énigme qui accompagne la principale figure féminine du roman et la question lancinante qui tenaille le héros de l’histoire qui se trouvent représentées par la tache noire au cœur de cette image. Cette marque a donc pour rôle de porter la question qui traverse le roman, mais sans y répondre. Dans le jeu de « cacher – montrer » qui unit le texte et son illustration, fondé ici sur une tension et une mise en concurrence de leurs moyens expressifs propres (la visualité contre la textualité), se produit, me semble-t-il, un véritable approfondissement de l’œuvre littéraire.

9 Ce qui constitue une différence avec l’exemple suivant, comme on va le voir.
L’exemple suivant nous conduit dans l’univers de Marivaux et de son *Paysan parvenu*10 dont le héros Jacob est aussi un jeune homme qui vient d’arriver à Paris, comme le héros de Prévost, mais en paysan qu’il est et non pas en jeune comte introduit dans la meilleure société. L’illustration reproduite (figure 5) provient de la première édition illustrée de ce roman, qui est étrangère.11 Le héros Jacob vient d’entrer chez Mme de Ferval qu’il trouve en train de lire :

Je la trouvai qui lisait couchée sur un sopha, la tête appuyée sur une main, et dans un déshabillé très propre, mais assez négligemment arrangé [...]. Je ne perdis rien de cette touchante posture ; ce fut pour la première fois de ma vie que je sentis ce que valaient le pied et la jambe d’une femme ; jusque-là je les avais comptés pour rien ; je n’avais vu les femmes qu’au visage et à la taille, j’appris alors qu’elles étaient femmes partout.12

Le texte dessine un nouveau portrait volé, où cette fois le héros ne voit plus les doigt d’une main et l’ombre d’un visage mais tout le galbe d’un pied et d’une jambe. Maintenant, que nous montre l’estampe ? Le premier constat est que cette gravure propose une interprétation iconographique qui tire la scène vers un érotisme explicite alors qu’il était discret dans le texte, manière de situer pour le public allemand le roman de Marivaux dans un certain registre galant – ce qui correspond précisément à l’évolution de la réception du roman français en Allemagne au cours du siècle, où s’oppose un roman français galant à un roman anglais qui porte la valeur de la sensibilité et de la vertu.

Les deux personnages sont vus de haut, dans le cadre d’une demeure noble avec quelques meubles et des tableaux dont celui du mari défunt au centre, Mme de Ferval étant veuve. Jacob, qui lui vient de se marier, se rend chez...
elle pour se faire admirer dans ses beaux habits. Il a bien été annoncé par une servante et pourtant Mme de Ferval fera semblant d’être surprise de le trouver là, fausse surprise dont seul peut être dupe le naïf qu’est encore Jacob. Ce que la gravure va développer était seulement suggéré par le texte : l’idée que la lecture est une métaphore et qu’elle est là pour dire autre chose. La lecture du livre est une fausse lecture, car ce qui est à lire n’est pas le livre pourtant ouvert mais, selon une analogie renforcée par le jeu des formes, un corps féminin désirant – Mme de Ferval étant éprise de Jacob et sur le point de lui proposer une liaison amoureuse. Le corps de Mme de Ferval est un livre : il suffit de regarder sa jupe, le pli central et les deux pans de tissu qui retombent de part et d’autre, eux-mêmes plissés et ombrés comme une écriture qui s’y tient là – alors que le livre lui est... totalement blanc. Ce que la fausse lectrice cherche à cacher derrière son livre écran, la gravure finit donc par nous le dire et montrer si l’on prête attention. A travers le jeu du ‘display and disguise’, le texte se trouve en quelque sorte dévoilé et explicité par la gravure. Nous avons affaire à une gravure qui montre ce que le texte cache. En dépit de moyens techniques et expressifs assez pauvres et au prix d’un certain manque de finesse, la gravure prend le texte de vitesse, dit plus vite et dit plus que lui les sous-entendus sexuels de cet épisode. Cet exemple présente un cas où l’image présente un excès par rapport au texte. Dire plus ou dire moins, ce sont deux modalités du rapport de la gravure à ce qu’elle illustre. Parfois l’image dit exactement ce que dit le texte vis-à-vis, mais c’est plutôt l’exception. Parmi les cas rares où les illustrations disent fidèlement ce que dit le texte, il y a celui, magnifiquement étudié par Jean Sgard, des gravures d’accompagnement à Manon Lescaut par Gravelot et Pasquier en 1753. On peut supposer que le regard auctorial de Prévost, qui manifestement a suivi la réalisation des estampes, a pu permettre un contrôle sur le travail des illustrateurs et les a obligés à rester dans le périmètre de son œuvre.

Avec Rousseau et les illustrations de La Nouvelle Héloïse qui seront les dernières de ce bref parcours, nous rencontrons un auteur qui, autant qu’il a pu, a cherché à rester le maître du jeu des figures avec l’œuvre littéraire, et à contrôler ce que les estampes avaient le droit de montrer et par conséquent aussi ce qu’elles ne devaient pas faire voir. Rousseau, qui souhaitait que son œuvre soit illustrée, a écrit à cette fin douze sujets d’estampes destinés
d’abord aux illustrateurs pour les guider dans l’élaboration des dessins, puis destinés au public quand il a décidé de les publier en accompagnement des planches. Ces sujets d’estampes deviennent une partie du roman et constituent d’étonnants instruments de relecture du texte par la manière dont Rousseau lui-même s’est obligé à jeter un regard sur les douze épisodes sélectionnés – qui vont du baiser donné par Julie à Saint-Preux jusqu’à la mort de Julie – et de préciser non seulement l’aspect physique mais le caractère de ses personnages au moment où ils doivent être mis sur la scène de l’image.13 Mais ces gravures sont très bien connues, ont été commentées et fort bien par Claude Labrosse, Alain-Marie Bassy, Philip Stewart, Yannick Séité et par d’autres spécialistes encore, il est donc inutile d’ajouter un commentaire. Les gravures dont il sera question n’appartiennent pas au programme iconographique de Rousseau, elles s’en affranchissent et ont ceci de particulièrement intéressant qu’elles thématisent chacune la question du regard, un regard que j’aimerais ici considérer à travers la définition qu’en donne Jean Starobinski, grand lecteur de Rousseau, dans *L’Œil vivant* : « j’appelle ici regard moins la faculté de recueillir des images que celle d’établir une relation ».14

Dans ce frontispice (figure 6) d’une réédition de *La Nouvelle Héloïse* dans les Œuvres complètes de Rousseau parues chez Poinçot à Paris entre 1788 et 1793, on retrouve à l’œuvre Clément-Pierre Marillier. Cet artiste cherche à résoudre par une solution originale le problème du frontispice. Comment concevoir un frontispice ? Censé donner la vision synthétique d’une œuvre ou d’une partie d’une œuvre, un frontispice tend en général à symboliser ou à allégoriser pour rassembler le plus d’éléments possible et pour dégager une signification globale. Parfois au lieu de totaliser, il singularise fortement, choisit un épisode particulièrement dramatique qui pourra concentrer l’attention du lecteur et créer une attente, de sorte que celui-ci guette dans le texte le moment où l’épisode mis en valeur se réalise

13 Dans cette sélection opérée par Rousseau, certains personnages se trouvent écartés, comme la mère de Julie qu’on ne verra jamais alors qu’on voit son père ; ou encore des lieux : on ne voit pas le jardin de Julie qui est pourtant au cœur du roman.
– le roman gothique fin de siècle utilisera beaucoup cette technique. Mais Marillier n’a pas tranché entre les deux options, et il fait les deux choses à la fois : il plante un vaste décor (un paysage suisse, qui correspond au cadre général du roman) dans lequel il inscrit, sous la forme de médaillons accrochés au décor, une sélection de scènes particulières du roman. Sauf qu’ici, un petit personnage tenant un télescope en haut au coin gauche, trace un chemin et guide notre regard à travers cette profusion. Il crée une « relation » et donne un sens à la collection ou au « recueil » d’images jetées sous nos yeux.

Figure 6  Rousseau, La Nouvelle Héloïse, Œuvres complètes de J.J. Rousseau (Paris : Poinçot, 1788–93), frontispice du tome I.

Le paysage naturel d’un lac entouré de montagnes, que la silhouette de cet homme regarde au télescope, est aussi une histoire racontée en huit médaillons. C’est sa propre histoire qu’il contemple, inscrite dans une
nature à la fois civilisée – le village témoigne de la présence d’une société humaine – et sauvage par l’entrelacs végétal accroché à la trouée rocheuse. Les figures des médaillons représentent en sept stations le cours d’un récit qui, comme le lac, est tantôt paisible et tantôt tumultueux. Une dernière légende sans image est accrochée sur la roche au dessous du personnage et dit son état d’âme, celui de la tentation du suicide. La première partie de La Nouvelle Héloïse est ainsi traversée depuis le point de vue de Saint-Preux à Meillerie (lettre XXVI), où il a emprunté un télescope au curé du village pour observer Julie, depuis l’autre côté du lac. A travers un regard subjectif et désespéré – « Je n’ai plus qu’un mot à vous dire, ô Julie ! vous connaissez l’antique usage du rocher de Leucate, dernier refuge de tant d’amans malheureux. Ce lieu-ci lui ressemble à bien des égards. La roche est escarpée, l’eau est profonde, et je suis au désespoir » écrit-il en conclusion de sa lettre –, apparaît une lecture sélective du début du roman. Elle retient des scènes tirées, dans l’ordre, des lettres IV, XXIII, XXXI, LV, LXIII, LXIV, et LXV, c’est-à-dire par exemple celle de l’aveu d’amour de Julie à la lettre IV, l’épreuve des larmes versées par la mère de Julie que Saint-Preux surprend à la porte (lettre XXXI), la scène de la nuit d’amour des deux protagonistes (lettre LV), le départ de Saint-Preux qui quitte Clarens et dans l’escalier se jette aux pieds de M. d’Orbe, sous les yeux de Claire, pour baiser les marches de pierre en invoquant Julie (lettre LXV), etc. Distingué du reste par un ruban qui lui sert de phylactère, le premier médaillon est une scène qui représente la seconde préface du roman – ou préface dialoguée –, entretien sur les romans où débattent R. et N., l’éditeur et un homme de lettres.

Le frontispice suivant (figure 7) représente un degré supérieur de l’art de montrer qui s’exerce dans la gravure. Combien de récits une seule image peut-elle contenir ? Cette estampe pousse l’art du frontispice à sa limite. Ce frontispice a ceci de particulier qu’une scène de théâtre – ou plus exactement d’opéra – constitue le lieu focal où vont se trouver accrochés les médaillons représentant des scènes particulières du roman. Le spectateur devant l’image sera donc comme au théâtre. Un tableau – qui représente les voyages de Saint-Preux – ajoute encore à la profusion visuelle de ce frontispice qui semble avoir cherché à rassembler toutes les manières de faire voir. A toutes ces images, des textes se mêlent : d’abord sous la forme du titre inscrit sur le fond du théâtre, puis sous la forme des légendes sous les médaillons. Mais
ce n’est pas tout : à l’intérieur des médaillons la présence d’autres textes est suggérée par la mention de deux bibliothèques qui se répondent symétriquement de part et d’autre du titre. Enfin, dans un espace intermédiaire entre la fosse d’orchestre et l’encadrement du tableau, un livre, le *Phédon* de Platon, tenu ouvert par un poignard cite l’épisode où Saint-Preux discute de la légitimité philosophique du suicide. Théâtre, musique, peinture, belles-lettres : cette illustration de Marillier a su tous les réunir en un seul espace. Il y a du défi dans un tel tour de force et sans doute cet artiste célèbre-t-il ici l’art de l’illustration lui-même, non seulement en rivalisant d’invention avec le texte qu’il illustre et dont il réussit à citer ou à représenter une dizaine d’épisodes, mais avec la peinture par exemple – Marillier était lui-même peintre – qui devient un ornement de l’illustration.

Figure 7 Rousseau, *La Nouvelle Héloïse*, Œuvres complètes de J.J. Rousseau (Paris : Poinçot, 1788–93), frontispice du tome II.
Qu’aurait pensé Rousseau d’un tel programme qui va au-delà du sien, lui qui aimait les estampes pour ce qu’elles laissent encore à imaginer ? On ne trouve ici qu’une seule scène qui corresponde aux « Sujets d’estampes » que Rousseau a définis. C’est la première image en haut à gauche, épisode de la lettre 10 de la seconde partie que Rousseau avait intitulé « Ha jeune Homme ! à ton Bienfaiteur » (II, 10). Au seuil des sujets d’estampes, Rousseau affirmait : « Le talent de l’artiste consiste à faire imaginer beaucoup de choses qui ne sont pas sur la planche ». Il est clair que l’esthétique de Marillier sur cette planche propose exactement le contraire : son théâtre d’images est un éloge de l’illustration et de ses pouvoirs de représentation. Il lui manque les absences chères à Rousseau et qui laissent à l’imagination, et au désir, encore quelque chose à faire. C’est de ce vide-là dont parle la gravure suivante. Pour Rousseau, l’art de l’illustration est surtout celui de ne pas tout montrer, il est l’art savant de cacher certaines choses essentielles, comme on va le verra pour finir.

Cette dernière estampe (figure 8) nous plonge dans un tout autre univers, et pourtant il s’agit bien d’une scène du même roman. Il s’agit de la lettre XXII de la seconde partie du roman. Saint-Preux se trouve à Paris, éloigné de Julie. Il vient de recevoir un paquet qu’elle lui avait annoncé dans une lettre précédente :

J’étois fort embarrassé dans mon fiacre avec mon pacquet ; je ne voulois l’ouvrir que chez moi, c’étoit ton ordre. […] J’arrive enfin, je vole, je m’enferme dans ma chambre, je m’asseyehors d’haleine, je porte une main tremblante sur le cachet. O première influence du talisman ! j’ai senti palpiter mon cœur à chaque papier que j’ôtois, et je me suis bientôt trouvé tellement oppressé, que j’ai été forcé de respirer un moment sur la dernière enveloppe… Julie !… O ma Julie !… le voile est déchiré… je te vois… je vois tes divins attraits ! Ma bouche et mon cœur leur rendent le premier hommage, mes genoux fléchissent… charmes adorés, encore une fois vous aurez enchanté mes yeux. […] Une minute, un instant suffit pour arracher de mon sein mille ardens soupirs, et me rappeler avec ton image celle de mon bonheur passé.15

La gravure qui illustre cette scène est signée de Jean-Michel Moreau. Dans la notice qu’il consacre à cet illustrateur dans son ouvrage Les dessinateurs d’illustrations au XVIIIe siècle, Roger Portalis qualifie Moreau le jeune

d’« interprète le plus intelligent et le plus artiste, et qui prêtera le plus
de charme aux jeunes gens passionnés qu’il [Rousseau] avait rêvés » et il
ajoute que les frères Goncourt l’appréciaient comme un illustrateur exact,
respectueux des œuvres et des temps, un illustrateur « historien ».
Le « talisman » que Saint-Preux vient de recevoir, c’est le portrait de Julie.
Les papiers qui l’entouraient sont ôtés, ils sont tombés par terre, froissés.
Il regarde d’un regard halluciné, ses genoux s’affaissent. « Le voile est
déchiré », dit-il, « je te vois ». On sait que J. Starobinski a attiré l’attention
sur cette métaphore du voile qui revient sans cesse dans La Nouvelle Héloïse,
« rêverie prolongée sur le thème de la transparence et du voile ». Curieu-
sement cette occurrence-ci n’est pas analysée par le critique genevois. Or la
gravure nous oblige à y revenir car elle montre précisément ce qui se passe
quand le voile se déchire. Ce n’est pas le moment de transparence qu’on
pourrait attendre, mais plutôt un moment où l’imagination prend le dessus.
Saint-Preux lui-même rapproche les deux termes du voile et d’imagination
dans une lettre précédente où mettre un voile, c’est dompter l’imagination :
« j’avais dompté les fougueuses saillies d’une imagination téméraire ;
vrais couvert mes regards d’un voile et mis une entrave à mon cœurs ; mes
desirs m’osoient plus s’échapper qu’à demi » (I, 14, après le baiser). Si le
voile se déchire, l’imagination a libre cours. C’est ce qui se passe ici et ce
que Moreau a choisi de représenter. Comment fait-il ? À la différence de
Marillier, Moreau élimine toutes les images qui pourrait parasiter l’intensité
de ce moment et distraire notre regard dont la concentration doit répondre
to celle des yeux noirs de Saint-Preux. Ainsi il nous prive du portrait de Julie
dont nous ne verrons que l’effet subjectif sur le visage et dans le corps bou-
levré du jeune homme. Il y a des livres fermés sur le bureau et l’un grand
ouvert qui est peut-être le recueil de leur correspondance qu’à son arrivée à
Paris, Saint-Preux avait commencé à copier dans un livre pour éviter que ne
s’usent les lettres qu’il ne cesse de relire. Il vient d’ailleurs d’annoncer à Julie
qu’il l’a tout juste terminé. Ce décor est une somme de choses absentes : les
chaises sont là pour montrer que personne n’y est assis, il n’y a rien dans la

16 Roger Portalis, Les dessinateurs d’illustrations au XVIIIe siècle (Amsterdam :
G.W. Hissink, 1970).
17 La Nouvelle Héloïse, édition citée, Lettre I, première partie, p. 64.
cheminée, seul entre par la fenêtre un filet de vent qui a écarté le rideau, a fait bouger la plume et soulève les pages du livre ouvert.

![Figure 8 Rousseau, La Nouvelle Héloïse, gravure de J.M. Moreau, Œuvres de J.J. Rousseau, citoyen de Genève (Chez Defer de Maisonneuve, 1793–8, édition truffée), Lettre II de la Ile partie.](image)

Le personnage debout, de face, est dans une position qui le place dans une relation directe avec le spectateur de l’estampe. Il ne regarde plus le portrait car il a maintenant la vision de la femme aimée que non seulement il croit voir mais aussi toucher et couvrir de baisers. A ce stade, il y a un élément du décor qu’il convient de relever : le miroir derrière lui. A quoi sert-il ? Il sert à nous dire qu’il n’y a rien dans cet espace que Saint-Preux contemple si avidement. Il ne laisse aucun doute sur ce vide dans lequel le regard de Saint-Preux est abîmé. Et le portrait qui si étrangement cherche à fonctionner comme le télescope que Saint-Preux avait emprunté pour regarder Julie à distance et se donner le change de son absence et de leur séparation, ce portrait-talisman, cet objet magique tant attendu, ne produit maintenant
que du vide. L’acte d’imaginer (et de regarder une image) produit ici un objet imaginaire, au sens de quelque chose qui n’existe pas. Moreau a tout fait pour donner l’idée de cette absence et sa gravure opère comme le texte et non pas comme une image qui voudrait suppléer au texte. Elle agit dans le sens inverse de la gravure-théâtre d’images de Marillier. Elle oblige à son tour à imaginer ce qu’elle ne montre pas : le délire de Saint-Preux, ce qu’il voit et qui se trouve justement de notre côté. Car cette gravure assigne à son « spectateur » une position et un rôle : il se tient dans ce vide contemplé par Saint-Preux et dont le miroir donne un désespérant reflet. Nous ne voyons pas ce que le personnage imagine mais nous partageons son exercice d’imagination et nous sommes sommés d’inventer à notre tour l’image qu’il voit. C’est un rêve qui se fait sans montrer le contenu du rêve. Au lieu de satisfaire le désir d’images créé par le texte et par la passion de Saint-Preux, cette gravure le relance et l’amplifie. L’acte d’imagination bascule énergiquement de l’autre côté de la gravure, en fidélité avec la conception rousseauiste de l’estampe.

Reste ce regard noir qui fixe intensément l’au-delà de l’estampe. Le génie de cette gravure est de figurer le moment de grâce que décrit Jean Starobinski et qui se produit quand la critique accepte de « s’oublier soi-même et se laisser surprendre » : « En récompense, je sentirai, dans l’œuvre, naître un regard qui se dirige vers moi : ce regard n’est pas un reflet de mon interrogation. C’est une conscience étrangère, radicalement autre, qui me cherche, qui me fixe, et qui me somme de répondre. Je me sens exposé à cette question qui vient ainsi à ma rencontre. L’œuvre m’interroge. Il n’est pas facile de garder les yeux ouverts pour accueillir le regard qui nous cherche. Sans doute n’est-ce pas seulement pour la critique, mais pour toute entreprise de connaissance qu’il faut affirmer : <Regarde, afin que tu sois regardé> ». A travers le regard de Saint-Preux que l’illustration de Moreau a su capter et tourner vers le spectateur de l’estampe, c’est le texte de Rousseau qui interroge d’une manière renouvelée son lecteur et sa capacité à imaginer les œuvres de fiction. Ainsi il apparaît que si l’on questionne et élucide le rapport entre ce que l’illustration montre et ce qu’elle cache du

18 Starobinski, L’Œil vivant, p. 28.
roman qu'elle accompagne, elle peut devenir un véritable instrument de lecture des œuvres littéraires et nous permettre de découvrir sous l'œuvre que nous lisons un autre roman caché qu'elle contient.
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KLEMENS JAMES

Dalí, Surrealism and the Problem of Postmodern Camp

Behind the eminently recognisable farrago of Dalían hallmarks which includes melting watches, flimsy crutches and lobster telephones there lurks a mercurial wit at once capricious and apocryphal, having frequently resisted appropriation or annexation to any artistic style or creed. It is the elusive wit of Salvador Dalí which has made him a master of display and disguise and frequently confounded critics by perpetuating extravagant yet highly implausible claims and wilfully provocative viewpoints.

Detractors of the artist, who have read Dalí literally, and have thereby attempted to extract coherent meaning from his statements or his works, have frequently concluded that his œuvre is either intellectually vapid or expressive of a hidebound conservatism (adducing his public endorsements of Renaissance painting, Catholicism and Franco as evidence for this). Such readings do, however, frequently incur the risk of ascribing a unilinear intentionality to his works and eliding their many contradictions; for, as many of his works also attest, Dalí delighted in assuming differing and indeed contradictory viewpoints and personae throughout his career. For this reason, recent scholarship has begun to challenge essentialising views of the artist for their reductiveness and their general indisposition to consider the Dalían personality as a wilful perpetration and play of multiple identities and belief systems.

David Vilaseca’s *The Apocryphal Subject* (1995) reconsiders Dalí’s biographical works through the interpretative lens of post-structuralism, showing how they resist any definitive, essentialising interpretation of his life and personality\(^1\) and that the various personae that he displays to the world all have their own truth:

\(^1\) Given the vast number of biographies and critical interpretations of Dalí’s life and works, it would be impossible to enumerate them all here. I therefore refer the reader
His work, his personality and his opinions transgress most of the binary oppositions with which we might attempt to define and classify them: he is and is not an avant-garde artist, he is and he is not an original author, a Surrealist, a mystic, a showman, a homosexual, a sadist, an anarchist. However, for the majority of his critics and biographers, the act of reading and making sense of the contradictions and heterogeneities which inherently concern not only Dalí’s activities and work but his very status as subject (and his autobiographical writings constitute a paradigmatic example of it) reveals itself to be an act of reducing and eliminating them drastically in favour of a single, all-too-clear explanation.

In *Dalí and Postmodernism: This is not an Essence* (1997), LeFountain adroitly shows how Dalí anticipates the postmodern with its trafficking of phantom meanings and signs without clear referents. He qualifies the elusiveness of the Dalían personality as a ‘con’ which far from implying any moral disapproval of the artist, underscores the fact of its mercurial fluidity and its ‘con-fusing’ interplay of multiple meanings. His works are located by LeFountain in the conjunction of accidental and intentional juxtapositions where the entire event inscribes itself in such a way that only artifice, vis-à-vis truth, is likely. Such a scene, complicated by the incursion of simulation and dissimulation, can exist only when a ‘con’ is at work. That Dalí was a con-artist extraordinaire is well known, but the extent of his con-artistry, I suggest, has not been fully appreciated.

Postmodernism is defined by the *Oxford Dictionary of Philosophy* as ‘a playful acceptance of surfaces and superficial style, self-conscious quotation and parody […] and a celebration of the ironic, the transient and the glitzy’. This aspect of the postmodern has yet to be fully mined in its affinities with Dalían works and it is one which I wish to explore further within this arti-

---

3 Marc J. LaFountain, *Dalí and Postmodernism: This is not an Essence* (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1997), p. 3.
cle. I intend specifically to cast light on one of the chief correspondences between Dalían ‘display’ and the postmodern: a correspondence which for me resides in the very tangible quality of Camp which permeates his works. I furthermore wish to suggest that it was the surrealists’ fundamental misrecognition of the concept which contributed to Dalí’s estrangement, and ultimate ejection, from the movement.

A number of his artistic works will be analysed with reference to Susan Sontag’s seminal interpretation of the concept in ‘Notes On “Camp”’ (1964), in which the Camp is defined not ‘in terms of beauty, but in terms of the degree of artifice, of stylization’ and where ‘the sleek fantasies of Dalí’ are amongst the list of examples which exemplify this. The urgency for such a reading is further reflected in the fact that he has long been suspected as a manufacturer of Camp wares. Even as early as 1939, Clement Greenberg in his essay ‘Avant-Garde and Kitsch’, identified Dalí’s works as kitsch, dismissing modern art more generally as ‘the debased and academized simulacra of genuine culture’. Such a desublimatory account of his works was however left untempered by a more positive view of the Dalían kitsch, which I believe can be extracted with reference to Susan Sontag’s ‘Notes On “Camp”’, in which the ‘kitsch’ plays a defining and more affirmative role.

Sontag’s essay is significant in cultural historical terms as it was elaborated in reaction to a sterile and single-minded preoccupation with literary and artistic interpretations, especially when presented as offering definitive or coherent meaning. This rejection of essentialist hermeneutics and the valorisation of style and surface are on all accounts presages of postmodern thought. Although Sontag did not consider herself a postmodern theorist and was avowedly favourable to the high culture of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries – making reference to Art Nouveau, Dandyism, the heroes of Huysman’s novels, Jean Cocteau and Oscar Wilde (to whom her essay is dedicated) – this need not impede the present line of enquiry if we consider postmodernism as an extension of modernism rather than

its negation. As Frederic Jameson has mused: ‘Was not Thomas Mann, after all, interested in the idea of pastiche, and are not certain chapters of *Ulysses* its most obvious realisation? Can Flaubert, Mallarmé and Gertrude Stein not be included in an account of postmodernist temporality? What is new about all of this?’

Few theorists of Camp, postmodern or other, have been able to engage with the concept without first referring to its original conception in the ‘Notes’. Moreover, through Sontag’s exposition of the Camp the term has also entered common parlance to denote a display of ostentatious, exaggerated, affected, theatrical, effeminate, and homosexual behaviour. This is not to say that one must not be wary of presenting her as having the final word on the concept. Sontag interprets the Camp as an aesthetic sensibility which is fundamentally apolitical in nature; such a view has, quite understandably, not been universally accepted and, for this reason, critics such as Kleinhans (1994), King (1994), Meyer (1994), Dollimore (1999), Dyer (1999) and Padva (2000) have attempted to rouse the term from its conceptual languor and highlight its potential subversiveness in politics and society.

For the purposes of this article, however, Sontag’s definition of the Camp as the privileging of ‘artifice’ and ‘stylization’ over political engagement accords well with Dalí’s own stance which, as will be demonstrated, hinges on capricious showmanship at the expense of all political engagement. Moreover, like Sontag, he similarly prefigures certain postmodern

preoccupations (such as pastiche, irony and kitsch) whilst continuing to rely not only on the automatised visual psychoanalysis and formal experimentation of modernism, but also the high art and technical craftsmanship of the Renaissance.

Sontag and Dalí are in many respects complementary for what the former calls for in her theoretical writings; that is to say, an end to interpretation and the creation of an ‘erotics of art’. Dalí frequently achieves this in practice by using painting and the plastic arts as a means of basking in suggestive, polyvalent imagery and exaggerating Freudian symbolism to a prodigious, and at times hilarious, degree. Both prize the immediacy and sensuousness of art, its malleability and its capacity to enact melodramatic psychodramas. This becomes self-evident when we consider two of Dalí’s most famous paintings from his early period, *The Lugubrious Game* and *The Enigma of William Tell*, and consider their conceptual affinities with the Sontagian Camp.

For Sontag, ‘the hallmark of Camp is the spirit of extravagance’, with Camp art being ‘art that proposes itself seriously, but cannot be taken altogether seriously because it is “too much.”’ During Dalí’s time with the surrealists, the first sign that his painting was ‘extravagant’ or ‘too much’ – and therefore not to be taken entirely seriously – was in 1929 when he first exhibited the painting *The Lugubrious Game*. The work featured a man with excrement-bespattered trousers in the foreground and a gallimaufry of formless biomorphic objects hovering above him. Although ludic in nature, the painting’s imagery was met with a surprising degree of gravity by the surrealist spokesman André Breton, who, as Dalí tells us, ‘hesitated a long time before its scatological elements’.

---

12 Ibid., p. 284.
Figure 9  Salvador Dali, *The Lugubrious Game* (1929).
Breton had at times imposed a degree of censorship upon certain projects he considered to be in violation of Surrealism’s ideals, even though within the ‘Manifesto of Surrealism’ of 1924 he had stated that Surrealism was ‘pure psychic automatism [...] in the absence of all control exercised by reason, outside all aesthetic and moral preoccupations’.\(^{14}\) For Dalí this seemed to constitute a contradiction in Surrealism’s purport, for surely surrealist art, if it was to be truly automatic, should be free of all conscious censorship. If there had been scatological elements within his dreams, then didn’t he have the right to represent these in his paintings? Remarking on Breton’s reaction to *The Lugubrious Game*, Dalí indignantly affirmed that ‘the involuntary aspect of this element so characteristic in psychopathological iconography, should have sufficed to enlighten him’.\(^{15}\) Yet far from enlightening Breton or his acolytes from within the movement, concerns were expressed about whether Dalí might not be coprophagic (that is to say, inclined to eat faeces).

The Bretonian surrealists had failed to see that Dalí’s painting was derived neither from psychopathy nor from coprophagia, but was, rather, an overt theatricalisation of aspects of a self-fabricated persona (with a rich mythology of bizarre psychological obsessions in its wake). According to Sontag ‘Camp is the glorification of “character”’ and it is precisely in this that Dalí proved himself to be adept during the remainder of his time with the surrealists. In his mock-biographical work, *The Secret Life of Salvador Dalí*, Dalí, mounting a defense of *The Lugubrious Game*, glorifies, or at least exaggerates, his irrational phobias, stating, ‘I consider scatology as a terrorising element, just as I do blood, or my phobia for grasshoppers.’\(^{16}\) The notion that one can innocently claim to be terrorised by both grasshoppers and excrement represented a form of juxtaposition which, in its extravagance, discredited any claims to seriousness. The point is underscored by the context in which Dalí makes his defense of the painting, for in fact he


\(^{15}\) Dalí, *Secret Life*, p. 219.

\(^{16}\) Ibid., p. 231.
was addressing the above remark to his future wife Gala in the early stages of their courtship which he claimed was ‘marked by a permanent character of diseased abnormality’.

More generally, his autobiographical works, including both *The Secret Life* and *Diary of a Genius* (quoted below), extend the flair for theatricality that he evinces in his paintings to the narrative and linguistic plane. Critically, he also used his writings to play the misunderstood genius and true exponent of Surrealism in response to his conflicts with Breton. When Dalí eventually left the surrealists, he was to make light of the incident by proclaiming that Surrealism as a movement was dead and that he himself was Surrealism.

It is clear, however, that the coterie of surrealists around André Breton were not amused by Dalí’s buffoonery. This is evidenced again by their chastisement of him in the 1930s for his failure to share in their collective ideological stance, which was at least initially one of Marxist revolt in the face of a growing fascist threat within Europe. Dalí again exhibited an audacious extravagance and irreverent playfulness in the elaboration of his own counter-ideology. This began in 1933 when he first exhibited the painting *The Enigma of William Tell*. The painting depicted Lenin in the guise of a grinning William Tell with a phallically-distended buttock which was kept aloft by the support of a crutch. The painting thus transformed the revered leader of the Bolshevik revolution into a figure of ridicule whose might seemed both perversely menacing yet precarious. For Sontag, this would be one aspect of the Camp, whose aim is ‘to dethrone the serious. Camp is playful, anti-serious. More precisely, Camp involves a new, more complex relation to “the serious”. One can be serious about the frivolous, frivolous about the serious.’ For the surrealists, however, the trivialisation of what they considered an inviolate ideological stance proved to be unacceptable.

17 Ibid., p. 231.
It is unsurprising, then, that when Dalí arranged private viewings of *The Enigma of William Tell* within his studio, he promptly received a letter from an angry Breton, who questioned his motives for doing this and thus his loyalty to the revolutionary cause of Surrealism. In his reply, Dalí affirmed that the protagonist of the painting was his own father, a cannibal who wanted to devour his son and assured Breton of his surrealist ‘unconditionality’. His intention was not to disparage Lenin but to paint what for him was the representation of an ultimate paternal signifier. His frank and rather outlandish thematisation of fatherhood was in his own words a result of his banishment from the paternal home some four years previously when his real father had accused him of dishonouring the memory of his deceased mother and had objected to Dalí’s association with Gala, who was at that time still married.

---

He had therefore taken to dramatising a personal conflict within the painting in yet another act of stylised extravagance. His preoccupation with the glorification of his own character and experience were necessarily at the expense of any political affiliation. As Sontag has observed on this very principle: ‘To emphasize style is to slight content, or to introduce an attitude which is neutral with respect to content. It goes without saying that the Camp sensibility is disengaged, depoliticized – or at least apolitical.’

This indeed chimes with Dalí’s own statements in which he stressed an absolute apoliticism throughout his life. In his words:

Only people with a servant’s mentality commit themselves. I prefer being a noble-man, and so I couldn’t ask for anything better than being covered with all kinds of medals... I’d even consent to a badge of honor from Mao Tse-tung.

The comment is not insignificant, for long after his departure from the surrealists, Dalí was awarded ‘the Cross of Isabella the Catholic’ by General Franco. However, committing oneself to a political cause was then in Dalí’s eyes only secondary to being decorated by a fine selection of medallions for extraordinary artistic merit. As Sontag states, the Camp is frequently decorative for it is ‘one way of seeing the world as an aesthetic phenomenon.’

The controversy around Dalí did not end there, for he next provoked outrage through what appeared to be an open fetishisation of Hitler. Dalí mythologised the entire episode in Diary of a Genius by playing up his own sense of pathological deviancy. In his own words:

I was fascinated by Hitler’s soft round back, always so tightly encased in its uniform. Every time I started painting the leather strap that ran from his belt across the opposite shoulder, the softness of the Hitlerian flesh squeezed into the military tunic brought me to a state of ecstasy that was simultaneously gustatory, milky nutritive and Wagnerian, and made my heart beat violently, a very rare emotion I don’t experience even when I’m making love. Hitler’s chubby flesh, which I imagined to be like the most opulent feminine flesh with the whitest skin, fascinated me.

24 Dalí, Diary of a Genius, p. 27.
This view of Hitler was also promoted in the painting *The Enigma of William Tell* (1934) in which Hitler, in the guise of a wetnurse, presents this soft round back to the spectator (the front being not visible at all), ‘whose lumpish body is propped up [by a crutch] as though its internal muscle structure had atrophied to the point of uselessness’.25 The nurse was originally portrayed bearing a Nazi armband but this was painted out at the behest of Dalí’s friends. The painting was followed one year later by a text entitled ‘The Conquest of the Irrational’ in which he appropriated some of the terminology of national socialism in order to ‘materialize by means of the most imperialist rage of precision the images of concrete irrationality’26 (Dalí’s words) admonishing the reader against ‘the cannibalistic frenzy of moral and irrational starvation’27 which results in a futile search for nourishment in the body of a Hitlerian wetsuit.

Figure 11 Salvador Dalí, *The Enigma of William Tell* (1934).

27 Dali in Bosquet, p. 58.
When André Breton expressed his displeasure at this fascination with Hitler in a letter sent in January 1934, Dalí replied by insisting on his right to interpret the phenomenon himself because the Communists were failing to do so, warning that ‘no dialectical progress will be possible if one adopts the reprehensible attitude of rejecting and fighting against Hitlerism without trying to understand it as fully as possible’. He claimed that his paintings would be as unlikely to find favour in National-Socialist Germany as they would in Russia. Then came his inanities, which were becoming ever more hyperbolic and ludicrous in nature: he now claimed that he had just conducted a ‘vast study’ on German racism which had revealed that Hitler was a nurse (with particularly foul-smelling testicles and foreskin which had been compressed in the same manner as the genitals of Napoleon).

Dali’s emasculation of Hitler through his association with an image of the wetnurse with a plump, tender back would of course have been anathema to a regime which prized above all feats of bravery and ruggedness as allied to an image of idealised manhood. In his treatment of Hitler as in his treatment of Lenin he had exposed yet another facet of the Camp which was (again according to Sontag) ‘a relish for the exaggeration of sexual characteristics’. In the case of Lenin, his masculine traits had been exaggerated by a cartoonish he-mannishness into grotesque absurdity. With Hitler, the same absurd effect had been achieved by an inverse process, a triumph of what Sontag calls ‘the epicene style’ or ‘the convertibility of “man” and “woman.”’ As Sontag goes on to say: ‘What is most beautiful in virile men is something feminine; what is most beautiful in feminine women is something masculine... Allied to the Camp taste for the androgynous is something that seems quite different but isn’t.’

---

29 Sontag, ‘Notes on “Camp”’, p. 279.
30 Ibid., p. 280.
31 Ibid., p. 279.
The surrealists, and least of all Breton, did not stop to consider the iconoclastic potential for such an emasculating strategy, nor the veracity of Dalí’s claim that ‘if Hitler conquered Europe he would seize the opportunity to do away with all hysterical characters like myself, as he had already done in Germany by treating them as degenerates’. Rather, concerns were raised about the unhealthy fascination the dictator held for the artist, and he was consequently summoned to a disciplinary hearing for ‘several counter-revolutionary acts tending to the glorification of Hitlerian Fascism’. It was proposed that he would thus be excluded from the group.

The term ‘glorification’ was certainly misapplied, for it was not Hitler’s own beliefs that were given prominence but Dalí’s own character. As various critics such as LaFountain and Schiebler have affirmed, and Dalí himself confirmed in *Diary of a Genius*, Hitler served only as a locus for his own mania: ‘my fanaticism, aggravated by Freud and Einstein, both of them forced out of Germany by Hitler made it obvious that the latter interested me only as an object of my delirium’. What specifically appealed to him was the incomparable disaster value of Hitler, which he qualified as masochistic and would culminate in his losing the war in a manner which was both ‘heroic’ and ‘Wagnerian’. The choice of the word Wagnerian (a word which he frequently associates with the dictator’s fate) is in this regard significant, for as Sontag tells us, opera embodies the very nature of the Camp; in her words, ‘it seems unlikely that much of the traditional opera repertoire could be such satisfying Camp if the melodramatic absurdities of most opera plots had not been taken seriously by their composers.’ The interest of Hitler was then, in Dalí’s view, a kindred pathology with a flair for great operatic drama. His highly specious yet lavishly constructed kinship between both men, served then to glorify his feigned delirious mania rather than it did Hitler’s.

32 Dalí, *Diary of a Genius*, p. 29.
34 Dalí, *Diary of a Genius*, p. 29.
Such theatricality was further reinforced by his appearance at the surrealist hearing. Claiming to be suffering from a bout of the flu, he took to the stand with a thermometer in his mouth, checking his temperature intermittently as the charges against him were read out, and removing (and then putting back on) large numbers of thick pullovers as the trial proceeded. This, according to Dalí’s biographer, Ian Gibson, transformed the hearings ‘into nothing short of a farce’. He effectively sought to incarnate what Sontag refers to as ‘instant character’ whereby character ‘is not stirred by what is the sense of the development of character’ but ‘understood as a state of continual incandescence – a person being one, very intense thing. This attitude toward character is a key element of the theatricalisation of experience embodied in the Camp sensibility.’

According to Robert Descharnes, Dalí pleaded that his dreams of Hitler and Millet’s Angelus were involuntary, adding that his conception of Hitler saw him as having ‘four testicles and six foreskins’. At this point, Breton shouted “Are you going to keep getting on our nerves much longer with your Hitler!” Dalí, to general amusement, replied: “… if I dream tonight that you and I are making love, I shall paint our best positions in the greatest of detail first thing in the morning.” According to Descharnes, ‘Breton froze and, pipe clenched between his teeth, murmured angrily: “I wouldn’t advise it, my friend.”’

Breton, who was rabidly homophobic and had little understanding of Camp irony, gave Dalí a short reprieve before excommunicating him from the movement. As the artist himself explained:

It was impossible to be a thorough-going surrealist in a group that was guided only by the political motives of partisans... Dalí, the complete surrealist, preaching an absolute absence of aesthetic or moral constraint, actuated by Nietzsche’s ‘will to power’, asserted that every experiment could be carried to its absolute limits, without any break in continuity. I demanded the right to make Lenin grow buttocks nine

---

37 Sontag, ‘Notes on “Camp”’, p. 286.
feet long, to garnish his portrait with jellied Hitlers spiced, if need be with Roman Catholicism. Each man was free to become or to abandon another being: pederast, coprophage, virtuous or ascetic in the transports of his digestive or phosphenomatic upsets.  

Although the surrealists claimed to be the defenders of elective love and Sadean perversion, sexual difference was not always welcomed if it did not fit the heteronormative bias of the movement’s inner circle. Dalí on the other hand, whose natural instinct was to wallow in the polymorphously perverse in a quasi-exhibitionistic manner, retained a much more open mind to sexual difference, and that, as can be inferred from the quotation, included the issue of homosexuality. From the contorting and blending of gender identities, as was effected in the depictions of Lenin and Hitler (and which became a recurrent theme in his life and works), Dalí was also to concede the place of what Sontag refers to as ‘the peculiar relation between Camp taste and homosexuality’.  

He situated himself within that largely but not exclusively homosexual class, which in Sontag’s words constituted a self-appointed ‘aristocracy of taste’. One of the other acts which had also incurred the indignation of the surrealists shortly before his excommunication was his repudiation of modern art in favour of academic painting. Now that he was freed from the diktats of the surrealist leadership, he would seek increasingly to emulate the Renaissance masters, such as Leonardo and Velasquez, as the arbiters of good taste (see for example figure 12 in which Dalí, by means of a points system, compares himself favourably to Renaissance painters whilst deprecating Mondrian as a representative of modern art).

---

41 Sontag, ‘Notes on “Camp”’, p. 290.
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Above all else, Renaissance art provided Dalí with an extremely fertile source of parody, dramaturgical inspiration and what Sontag qualifies as the ‘metaphor of life as theatre’.

This new phase within his painting was however anything but pure, his ‘classical’ works being in themselves pastiche and frequently contaminated by the perverse, delirious and scatological motifs of the ‘old Dalí’. Nonetheless his hallmark and very ingenuity lay in such inconsistencies, such playfulness and the ability to create dramatic montages out of disparate if not antithetical belief systems.

---

This, as we have seen, has made his works highly resistant to interpretation and as such seems almost to complete Sontag’s call for an end to reductive interpretative frameworks. As she herself affirms: ‘interpretation does not [...] always prevail. In fact, a great deal of today’s art may be understood as motivated by a flight from interpretation. To avoid interpretation, art may become parody. Or it may become abstract. Or it may become (“merely”) decorative. Or it may become non-art.’ Dalí’s œuvre seems to become all of these things and yet none. Unlike the crutches of his subjects, all attempts to ‘fix’ the flamboyant, elusive personage of Dalí and his aesthetic elaboration of the Camp are therefore doomed to failure.
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PART III

Authenticity in Times of Change: Writers in Disguise
Machines, Modernity and Masquerades in Flaubert’s *Salammbô*

In the late 1850s, struggling with an attempt to find ‘la note juste’ for his new novel, *Salammbô*, Flaubert embarked on a trip to Carthage in order to immerse himself in the ancient world which would provide the subject matter for his project. On his return from Carthage, he recorded the lingering sensation of his journey in his travel notes: ‘C’est maintenant comme un bal masqué dans ma tête, et je ne me souviens plus de rien’.

The masquerade image is appropriate in a number of ways. Not only does it evoke the confused imagery of the journey and the shadowy ways in which different worlds intersect – Flaubert’s desk in Normandy, the ruined cities of nineteenth-century Tunis and the echoes of ancient Carthage that they conjure up – but the masked ball also indicates the elements of mystery and disguise which will characterise the finished novel. *Salammbô* is a text written to enable Flaubert, according to his letters, to escape from the banalities of contemporary France. Its setting, distant in time and place, is a deliberate attempt to evade the preoccupations of nineteenth-century society. Yet *Salammbô* can also be read as a masquerade, a novel which disguises its reaction to the modern, mobilising world of the nineteenth century behind a veil of antiquity. In so doing it raises questions about the purposes and practice of disguise.

Flaubert claims he saw *Salammbô* as a refuge from the modern world. Speaking of Carthage, he writes that: ‘C’est là une Thébaïde où le dégout de la vie m’a poussé’.

---

ety: ‘Le niveau moral est tellement bas maintenant. On pense au caoutchouc durci, aux chemins de fer, aux expositions etc [...]’.3 Yet in escaping this world, with its low morals and its railways, he creates a portrait in Salammbô of a society similarly obsessed with display, production and innovative forms of ‘technology’. Anne Green discusses the various ways in which Carthage can be seen as a social and political reflection of the world Flaubert maintained he was trying to escape from, arguing that he ‘has chosen to examine, in an unfamiliar context, some of his own feelings and anxieties about contemporary France’.4 This article will focus on one aspect of Flaubert’s examination of contemporary France: the role of machinery and in particular of the steam train as an icon of speed and progress in the nineteenth century. It will argue that traces of the locomotive lie, buried and hidden, in the sand of Flaubert’s Carthage. The ‘disguise’ of the train may be conscious or unconscious on Flaubert’s part, but the parallels between steam travel and the lumbering, forward-moving battle machinery of the ancient setting allow for a particularly brutal view of the supposed golden age of transportation.

Flaubert’s disguised modern world in Salammbô can be read as a response to the practice of ‘display.’ Arguments of the 1850s advocated that literature should flaunt and embrace modernity. Such arguments were put forward by, among others, Flaubert’s friend and travelling companion, Maxime du Camp.5 Du Camp claimed that literature should showcase modernity. His 1855 work, Les Chants Modernes, argued for a literature which would embrace progress and industry. The preface to this work sees Du Camp rejecting art which looks towards the past and lamenting the most recent choice of poetry prize offered by the Académie française –

3 Correspondance, III, p. 46.
5 See also, for example, Louis de Cormerin, ‘Les féeries de la science’, Revue de Paris (May 1852), VIII, 105–20 and Hippolyte Castille, ‘Des lettres et des arts du point de vue de l’industrie’, Revue de Paris (February 1853), XI, 228–42. Both Cormerin and Castille celebrate the glories of the scientific era, and argue, like Du Camp, that literature has a role in promoting and explaining new technological discoveries.
‘L’Acropole d’Athènes’ – because it encourages a backward focus. Du Camp also concludes that the epoch of art for art’s sake has had its day. Literature should instead adopt the role of translating the language of science and technology, encouraging awareness of advance and innovation:

Elle (la science) parle encore une langue étrangère, barbare; elle est hérissée de termes singuliers comme une forteresse est hérissée de canons: il faut lui enseigner notre langage sonore, imagé, facile et à la portée de tous.6

Poems in the *Chants Modernes* collection indicate the perceived way forward. Industry, technology and the new methods of transportation are to be extolled; their benefits clearly laid out, explained and displayed by poetry. ‘La Locomotive’, for instance, adopts a first person voice which sees the train as an emblem of progress singing its own praises and epitomising a vision of global peace:

C’est moi qui tûrai la souffrance
Parmi les générations
Et j’unirai les nations!7

Flaubert vigorously rejected Du Camp’s manifesto in the *Chants Modernes*, reportedly declaring, as Du Camp reports in his *Souvenirs Littéraires*, ‘tu as célébré l’industrie et chanté la vapeur, ce qui est idiot et par trop saint-simonien’.8 Letters written at the time of the publication of the *Chants Modernes* make clear his reaction:

Quand on ne peut pas entraîner la société à son cul, on se met à sa remorque. Comme les chevaux de roulier lorsqu’il s’agit de descendre une côte; alors la machine en mouvement vous entraîne, c’est un moyen d’avancer [...] C’est là le secret des grands succès, et des petits aussi […] Notre ami Maxime, lui, profite des chemins de fer, de la rage industrielle, etc. […] Mais nous qui ne profitons de rien, nous sommes seuls, seuls, comme le Bédouin dans le désert.9

7 *Les Chants Modernes*, p. 303.
9 *Correspondance*, II, p. 599.
Resisting the move to fashion a modern literature based on an exhibition of modern technology, Flaubert models his art on the isolation of a Bedouin. He rejects the exhibitionist tactics advocated by Du Camp, preferring instead the dress and disguise of the Bedouin. The nomadic art that results from this rejection of progressive ideas promulgated by Du Camp, reaches its apogee in *Salammbô*, the novel set out as an escape from modern life. *Salammbô* could not be further from Du Camp’s celebration of modernity. Set ‘dans le désert’, following the manoeuvres of the ragged Barbarian tribes and their Bedouin-like existence, *Salammbô* exemplifies Flaubert’s insistence on an art which should remain ‘seul, seul’. Despite this insistence, the machines and dynamics which are a feature of Flaubert’s Oriental novel suggest that echoes of ‘industrial art’ can be traced even in the dust of the desert. In *Salammbô*, it can be argued that more attention is given to machinery than in any of Flaubert’s novels set in France.

Later nineteenth-century writers, such as Verne and Zola, are often associated with evocative depictions of the age of the machine. Peter Brooks argues that each of Zola’s novels is centred around a machine.\(^{10}\) Verne has been described as ‘the first and greatest mythmaker of the machine age.’\(^ {11}\) Flaubert is not generally included among their number as a writer known for his memorable machines. In an encyclopaedic study of the machine in modern literature, Jacques Noiray accords Flaubert just a passing mention, listing Flaubert only as one among several writers of the mid century who expressed hostility towards the mechanised world, subscribing to what Noiray calls ‘ce courant misotechnique’.\(^ {12}\) Yet *Salammbô*, published in 1863, anticipates the literary response to machinery and technology, epitomised by Verne and Zola, that becomes a feature of the second half of the nineteenth century. Flaubert’s wheeled machines of war bear comparison with engines depicted in the works of his own and later generations.

---

Chapter 13 of *Salammbô* is devoted to a depiction of the machinery of warfare. It represents the crux of the repeated confrontations between the Barbarian army and the city of Carthage which have been waged throughout the novel, since the Carthaginians’ refusal to recompense the Mercenaries for their support during the First Punic War. Having cut off the water supply to Carthage by cracking the aqueduct at the end of Chapter 12, the Barbarians prepare to capitalise on the city’s weaknesses by attempting a siege. In the opening paragraph of Chapter 13, ‘les machines’ make an appearance, bristling alongside the Barbarian armies, the wagons and the horses on the exterior of the city walls. These machines are divided into two main systems: half act as bows and half as slings. They are fundamentally projectiles – constructed with the purpose of facilitating speed and forward motion. Flaubert describes the labour and the inventiveness that combine in the making of the great machines of war:

> Leur construction exigeait de savants calculs; leurs bois devaient être choisis dans les essences les plus dures, leurs engrenages, tous d’airain; elles se bandaient avec des leviers, des moufles, des cabestans ou des tympans; de forts pivots variaient la direction de leur tir, des cylindres les faisaient s’avancer, et les plus considérables, que l’on apportait pièce à pièce, étaient remontées en face de l’ennemi.\(^\text{13}\)

These machines are on rollers. They advance, heavily and impressively. Their movement makes them all the more threatening as they close in on Carthage. Finally the Barbarians bring forward the largest and most powerful machine of all – the helepolis, a 130 foot, nine-storey high construction, which advances on wheels towards the gates of the city, a massive siege engine bearing an enormous catapult on its upper platform.

The helepolis might be the mightiest of the machines rolled forwards by the Barbarians, but the Carthaginians are able to go one better. The last of the machines featured in Chapter 13 is not a catapult or a battering ram on wheels. It is instead a representation of the god Moloch: a mechanical god containing seven compartments into which sacrificial offerings are placed. Into the seventh compartment are thrown the children of Carthage,

---

\(^{13}\) Flaubert, *Salammbô*, in *Œuvres*, 2 vols (Gallimard, Pléaide, 1952 [1880]), I, p. 918.
sacrificed in the hope of ensuring that the might of Moloch remains on the side of the Carthaginians, and that water will return to the city. As Baal it is the god of all machines – higher, hungrier and more dangerous than any other. The sacrifice of the children becomes a simple and desperate attempt to stoke the furnace of the machine, to fuel it with energy: ‘l’appétit du Dieu ne s’apaisait pas’.

In its description of the complex military mechanisms, Salammbô implies a connection between these instruments of warfare, and those of earlier ages. We are told that: ‘sous la variété infinie de leurs appellations (qui changèrent plusieurs fois dans le cours des siècles), elles pouvaient se réduire à deux systèmes: les unes agissaient comme des frondes et les autres comme des arcs’. Not only have the names of the ancient machines varied throughout the centuries BC – but these machines act as precursors of the machine of the industrial age in nineteenth-century Europe. Flaubert wrote to Feydeau of the diversity and complexity of the machines and their names: ‘Je suis perdu dans les machines de guerre, les balistes et les scorpions, et je n’y comprends rien, moi ni personne’. The ‘ballistae’ and the ‘onagres’ and the ‘scorpions’ described in Flaubert’s novel may find themselves under different names in the industrial age. Could one such name be that of the locomotive?

Mid-nineteenth-century observations of the railway emphasise concepts of invasion and ammunition. Flaubert’s own reference to ‘chemins de fer’ in the Dictionnaire des idées reçues reminds the reader that contemporary opinion waxed lyrical on the potential of the steam train as an instrument of invasion: ‘Si Napoléon les aurait eu à sa disposition, il aurait été invincible’. Connections can be made between the locomotive – the machine which might have led to ultimate Napoleonic victory – and Flaubert’s invading machines in Salammbô. Like the locomotives, the catapults and battering rams employed by the Barbarians are intended to facilitate passage: in this case, passage beyond the walls of Carthage.

14 Œuvres I, p. 949.
15 Ibid., p. 917.
16 Correspondance, III, p. 166.
17 Œuvres II, p. 1003.
armies are levered into the city by a tollenone which, ‘comme un bras de géant, qui tiendrait sur sa main une cohorte de pygmées, [...] déposa au bord du mur la corbeille pleine d’hommes’. Critics of the railways scorned the idea of allowing the public access to previously largely uncharted destinations, envisaging such mass access as a form of invasion. In a commercial sense too, the steam trains were employed in a form of industrial ‘battle’. They were put on display at the Great Exhibitions in order to reflect the power of industrial nations and their capacity for economic competition. In Flaubert’s novel, the Barbarians ‘exhibit’ their own readiness for battle by revealing to the enemy the composition of their machines. Their very construction is intended to astound and intimidate.

The association between the train and invasion is reinforced by references to ammunition. The Carthaginian machines rely on speed, as they project forward their hurtling ammunition: ‘cette grêle de balles, de dards et de feux passait par-dessus les premiers rangs et faisait une courbe qui retombait derrière les murs’. Wolfgang Schivelbusch notes that early train passengers were made passive by the speeds to which they were subjected. Train travel entailed a loss of control over the senses, and the metaphor of the projectile or the parcel became a popular way of describing the experience of being a passenger. Early critics of the steam train compared locomotive travel to weaponry. Charles Nodier wrote: ‘La machine locomotive entièrement en métal a la forme d’un pistolet d’arçon, ce qui lui a fait donner le nom de “pistolet de Volta”’. In Flaubert’s imaginative recreation of a world of machines, the catapults which reflect the locomotives launch real projectiles:

18 Œuvres I, p. 922.
20 Œuvres I, p. 919.
Les trois grandes catapultes, malgré tous ces travaux, ne s’arrêttaient pas. Leurs ravages étaient extraordinaires; ainsi, la tête d’un homme alla rebondir sur le fronton des Syssites; dans la rue de Kinisdo, une femme qui accouchait fut écrasée par un bloc de marbre, et son enfant avec le lit emporté jusqu’au carrefour de Cinasyn où l’on retrouva la couverture.23

This account reads like a list, a matter-of-fact enumeration of events which precludes emotion. Jeffrey Wallen writes of this passage: ‘the resolutely visual perspective establishes an interchangeability between the stone and the bouncing head and is itself almost an act of dismemberment.’24 In addition to the consequences of ‘dismemberment’, there is something farcical about the brutality of this scene. The removal of identity, juxtaposed with the specificity of location, turns the fast-flying figures into cartoon characters, clowns shot from a cannon. Salammbô offers a peculiarly appropriate way of visualising the impact of speed, appropriate because the brutality and rawness encouraged by the setting enables a violent comparison with nineteenth-century forms of technological advance.

One of the best known examples of literature written in response to the rise of the railways was Vigny’s poem, ‘La Maison du berger’ (1844). Vigny describes the locomotive as ‘le taureau de fer qui fume, souffle et beugle’, aboard which man has climbed ‘trop tôt’. The bull also evokes connotations of Carthage, made explicit in the concluding lines of this verse:

Et le gai voyageur lui livre son trésor;  
Son vieux père et ses fils, il les jette en otage  
Dans le ventre brûlant du taureau de Carthage  
Qui les rejette en cendre aux pieds du Dieu de l’or.25

Reputedly, there was a bull made of bronze, into which Phalaris, tyrant of Agrigente, threw criminals. The bull-furnace was imported to Carthage, and used to sacrifice children to the god Moloch. Vigny thus explicitly

23 Œuvres I, p. 929.  
connects his ancient, Carthaginian ‘ventre brûlant’ with the stubborn, bull-like locomotive, aboard which the nineteenth-century traveller merrily sacrifices his family to the speeds of modern transportation. The brutality associated with Vigny’s representation of the machine is emphasised by the knowledge that the poem was written in response to the first major railway accident in France, at Meudon in May 1842, when fifty-five passengers were killed, many of them burned alive. The furnace of the steam engine, the blaze at Meudon and the smouldering bull-machine found in ancient Carthage are connected in Vigny’s poem. Flaubert would have been familiar with ‘La Maison du berger’. The hideous, arm-spinning, fiery machine-god in Chapter 13 of Salammbô is another nineteenth-century literary depiction of Phalaris’s brazen bull. In the light of Vigny’s poetic response to the locomotive, Flaubert’s machine can, in turn, be seen as a veiled response to the potential danger and brutality associated with steam travel. The machines found in Chapter 13 are possible predecessors of nineteenth-century industry, and of the locomotive in particular. Flaubert’s machines lie buried in the sand of the Carthaginian landscape, evoking a means of staging which is simultaneously subtle and violent – subtle because hidden, all the more violent because set in the context of battle. Flaubert’s originality lies in the idea that, in important respects, the industrial revolution is not new. Industry is a reflection, not of progress, but of circularity: each age repeats in a modified form the achievements and downsfalls of earlier generations.

Jacques Noiray’s analysis of the role of the machine in literature sees it as having one essential connotation: ‘La machine, tout à la fois, provoque, contient et désigne la mort.’ The machine is perceived as hostile and inhuman: ‘le caractère gigantesque de la violence mécanique impose à la mort conférée par les machines un aspect collectif, plus épicque, celui de la catastrophe.’ Few mechanically motivated catastrophes in literature can be as epic and as bloody as the siege of Carthage. Noiray looks at Zola’s obsession with the machine, finding, in the earlier novels, a largely negative, anti-capitalist portrait. Notes for Germinal refer to the pit as ‘le tabernacle, le dieu qui dévore

26 Noiray, Le romancier et la machine, p. 131.
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les ouvriers dans l’ombre’. Zola’s depiction of the exploitation of the workers in *L’Assommoir* (1877) or *Germinal* (1885) sets him apart from other writers who evoke the image of the machine in their work, according to Noiray. But what about Flaubert? Zola describes the hungry machine of the Germinal mine, which metaphorically feeds on the bodies of the men and women whose labour stokes its furnaces. In *Salammbô*, written some fifteen years before Zola’s novels, Flaubert has no need for metaphor. His monstrous, rolling machines are literally built from human body parts. The Carthaginians cut the hair from the heads of the finest ladies of the city in order to string the winding-assembly of the catapults. Meanwhile the Barbarians take the fat from the dead to oil their machines and break the nails from corpses to sew together as breastplates. In *Salammbô*, Flaubert denounces an age in which machines in general and the locomotive in particular are lauded as symbols of progression and achievement. His choice of an ancient, unfamiliar setting for this condemnation does not make it less powerful than the presentations by other writers who preferred a more contemporary medium for their denunciations of industrialization. If anything, it is more powerful because of the brutality permitted by the Carthaginian milieu. Flaubert incorporates a critique of modern French displays of innovation which is all the more vehement thanks to the ‘disguise’ of antiquity.

Flaubert’s text plays with disguise and misinterpretation. His disguised version of nineteenth-century society, which is layered beneath the constructions of Carthage, enables a particularly graphic and disturbing vision of the technological developments of his own age, and the uses to which those developments can be put. Yet the theme of disguise is also particularly appropriate within the text itself: *Salammbô* is a novel in which concepts of display and disguise are key, as they are employed by the warring Barbarian and Carthaginian armies as military techniques. At times the armies are keen to astound their opponents by revealing the might of their machines and their weaponry. At other times, they rely on the landscapes of the desert, which so appealed to Flaubert, in order to disorientate their adversaries by disguising their onslaught. This practice whereby the role of disguise is to represent threat can also be seen as a literary device: Flaubert ‘disguises’ his threatening condemnation of nineteenth-century society amid the barbarism of antiquity. He also suggests the need to appreciate the disturbing realities which lurk behind the masquerade.
Mirages become significant in *Salammbô* thanks to their capacity for disguise. Flaubert’s letters and travel notes dating from the period when he was writing the novel reveal an obsession with mirages and horizons – aspects of the landscape which provide authenticity but also deception. When Flaubert embarks on his research mission to Carthage, he is obsessed with noting the demarcations of the horizon. Sketching the emergence of the landscape at dawn, he notes that: ‘La partie est du ciel est maintenant rosée; ce qui domine immédiatement la ligne de l’horizon, blanchâtre et comme poudreux.’

The line of the horizon is important since it can so often prove deceptive. Jean Rousset describes Flaubert’s affinity for optical illusions, and hence his frequent employment of the moving image first seen at a distance:

Flaubert se plaît aux visions déformées: elles sont signes d’incertitude sur le réel: celui-ci apparaît au regard non tel qu’il est, mais tel qu’il semble être; d’où tant d’effets de mirage et de fausses interprétations. Placer l’objet à distance, c’est favoriser les méprises optiques.

In the *Voyage à Carthage*, the horizon is described as ‘poudreux,’ or ‘oscillant.’ Flaubert notes his uncertainty as to what he can see:

Du côté de La Goulette, en face, des fumées filent à ras de terre, cela se représente plusieurs fois. Mirage? Les objets supérieurs, estompés à la base par ces fumées, ont l’air suspendu.

The desert landscape appeals to Flaubert because it is at once so open and empty, alive to possibilities and yet so susceptible to the tricks of the light.

A scene from the Battle of the Macar, at the heart of *Salammbô*, reveals the extent to which Flaubert has absorbed the illusions of the Orient and is able to maximise their effects. Hamilcar’s army of elephants is advancing on the Barbarians’ camp:

---

30 *Voyage à Carthage*, p. 689.
Cependant, quelque chose d’énorme continuait à s’avancer. De petites vapeurs, subtiles comme des haleines, couraient sur la surface du désert; le soleil, plus haut maintenant, brillait plus fortement: une lumière âpre, et qui semblait vibrer, reculait la profondeur du ciel, et, pénétrant les objets, rendait la distance incalculable. L’immense plaine se développait de tous les côtés à perte de vue; et les ondulations des terrains, presque insensibles, se prolongaient jusqu’à l’extrême horizon, fermé par une grande ligne bleue qu’on savait être la mer.31

Here, the army is a massive, moving force which advances steadily, like one of the battle machines, or like the nineteenth-century locomotive. Yet the advance is disguised by the landscape and its mirages, which have a specific reference point in the image of the locomotive. On experiencing a mirage in the desert for the first time, Flaubert likens it to the movement of the train:

De temps à autre, il vous semble voir à l’horizon de grandes flaques d’eau avec des arbres qui se reflètent dedans et tout au fond, sur la ligne extrême qui paraît toucher le ciel, une vapeur grise qui passe en courant comme un train de chemin de fer.32

Flaubert makes a connection between the effects of light in the desert landscape, and the sight of an industrial landscape perceived through the plumes of steam. The horizon, the ‘ligne extrême’ which separates ancient Carthage from mid-nineteenth-century France is made blurred, uncertain, illusory in the light of the mirage. Vapours like puffs of locomotive smoke disguise the landscape; in turn, that landscape masks the threat of the peculiarly modern machines in Flaubert’s novel.

Flaubert described his aim in *Salammbô* as that of ‘fixer un mirage’.33 He wanted to capture the shimmering essence of a reality – a mirage – that exists momentarily and is proved to be an illusion. He wanted to perform the impossible – to ‘fix’ an image that by its very nature cannot be pinned down, an image which is constantly fluctuating and that shifts shape or melts away the closer it appears. In the passage above, the elephants are first viewed as something vague, an amorphous mass. Gradually, as the army advances, the Barbarians’ impressions shift:

31 *Œuvres* I, p. 844.
32 *Correspondance*, I, p. 532.
33 *Correspondance*, III, p. 276.
Enfin ils distinguèrent plusieurs barres transversales, hérissées de points égaux. Elles devinrent plus épaisses, grandirent; des monticules noirs se balançaient; tout à coup des buissons carrés parurent; c’étaient des éléphants et des lances.34

Flaubert captures the various stages of the evolving image. From being a blur, the army becomes a network of dots and dashes, a geometrical procession of lines and points, like a moving text, punctuated with stops and commas, before it finally becomes something recognisable, to the reader as well as to the Barbarians. By combining the misleading light patterns of the desert with a moving perspective, Flaubert subjects his readers to the same visual experience – and the same ‘text’ – as his characters. He presents a false or unfamiliar image, before explaining the causal links behind the image. As Rousset specifies: ‘en effet, le spectacle y est présenté d’abord tel qu’il apparaît, ensuite tel qu’il est.’35 The deceptiveness of the initial image proves dangerous. Armies are not identified as such until it is too late. Reality, when recognised, is threatening. When disguised, it is bearable and intriguing. The emerging spectacle reveals Flaubert’s position as a writer, caught between the doctrine of art for art’s sake and the desire to rub his reader’s noses in the mire of reality.

Flaubert shares his ambition of ‘fixer un mirage’ with Hamilcar. The Carthaginian general is a brilliant tactician who drives the elephants through the desert with the purpose of simulating a mirage and tricking the opposition. Similarly the novelist is a schemer by definition. He intends that his novel will attack but also that it should present a challenge to comprehension: he repeatedly insists that Salammbô was written for only a select band of readers, those who would be able to recognise the ‘mirage’ for its true nature.36 Flaubert wants to identify himself with the Mercenaries – the Correspondance is full of references to the similarities between the writer and the Barbarian. He shares the wanderlust of the Barbarians: ‘Je porte en moi la mélancolie des races barbares, avec ses instincts de migrations et ses dégoûts innés de la vie qui leur faisaient quitter leur pays comme pour

---

34 Œuvres I, p. 845.
36 ‘N’importe, j’avais fait un livre pour un nombre très restreint de lecteurs et il se trouve que le public y mord’ Flaubert, Correspondance, III, p. 269.
Yet the Barbarians are taken in by the disguise. As they watch the indistinct mass of the opposing armies advancing towards them, blurred by the heat and the light, various explanations are put forward as to the origin of the phenomenon. ‘Ceux qui avaient beaucoup voyage’ shrug their shoulders and explain it as ‘les illusions du mirage.’ They are, of course, wrong. The elephants are only like a mirage. The know-it-all travellers risk the security of their race by relying too heavily on their nomadic experiences. Despite his identification with the Barbarian race, Flaubert must, intellectually at least, become Hamilcar, who opposes the Barbarians even while remaining distanced from the Carthaginians he commands, a character who distances himself from society even as he attempts to control it, a figure of contradiction.

Epitomising contradiction, Hamilcar is an appropriate figure for the writer as revealed by Salammbo. Flaubert’s response to Du Camp’s Les Chants Modernes suggests an adherence to ‘l’art pour l’art’ and a disgust for those who flaunt and display contemporary technology and innovation as their subject matter. In the letter referred to above, in which he laments those who profit from ‘la rage industrielle,’ he also makes claims to be a Bedouin, ‘seul, seul.’ Yet Salammbo includes its own distinctive response to modernity. To see Flaubert as Hamilcar is to see him caught somewhere between the past and present, contemporary society and escape, between the self-sufficiency of ‘l’art pour l’art’ and a capacity to engage with the real world and recognise the threats of disguising that reality. This contradiction is encapsulated in the battle of the Macar. The Barbarians misinterpret the image of the advancing elephants. They see it as something unreal, purely fictional, an aesthetic vision. Hamilcar, on the other hand, understands the nature of the mirage, as an illusion designed to impact on the real world. Similarly, Flaubert, in Salammbo, shows an understanding of the mirage in both its illusory and its real implications. He employs aesthetic techniques of disguise, but behind the veils and vapours of the Carthaginian setting lies an attack on society, both ancient and modern.

37 Correspondance, I, pp. 217–18.
Salammbô shows that disguise can be dangerous and threatening. The armies who fail to comprehend the mirage-like disguise are vulnerable, out of position and unarmed. Reality lurks behind the disguise. Flaubert creates a text which, as the ‘bal masqué’ image he himself employed to refer to the novel would suggest, defamiliarises the world. In so doing, Flaubert evokes a response to modernity which deviates from the clear-cut clarion call of Du Camp. The technique of disguise permits him an ability to evoke both the threat of the modern world, and of the real, in sometimes disturbing ways.
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Display and disguise, the two title terms for this volume, play a decisive role in the work of Milan Kundera. In a very specific way, they represent a threat to art as he defines it, and to what he deems to be one of the key qualities of the art form that he values most, namely the novel, as well as to French literature, which he considers to be one of the richest and most beautiful in the world. Display and disguise only develop their fatal effect, however, when combined in an elaborate manipulative game usually called kitsch.

Kundera’s deep suspicion of kitsch and its creators is correlated with the particular qualities he attributes to art and particularly to the novelistic genre. For him, art in general and the novel in particular has the potential to make hitherto unknown aspects of human existence explicit by implicitly dealing with them. Art, in his view, should strive to conceal from the reader its creator’s personal opinions, views and ideas. It should refrain from moral judgement in order to let the plot develop in unforeseen ways, and challenge existing values in their exclusivity. Furthermore, it should avoid evaluating and classifying the aspects it deals with in order not to propose one clear and unambiguous meaning. In other words, the inherent implicitness of art is needed to keep its potential meaning infinite. In this respect, Kundera’s approach is reminiscent of Roland Barthes’s aesthetic theory, assuming potentially boundless meaning behind the artwork.¹ Moreover, Kundera’s claim that art takes its creator beyond the boundaries of his own self is evocative of Maurice Blanchot’s belief in art having the
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power to transcend reality by opening up a realm where meaning develops out of the cognitively impossible: ‘L’œuvre attire celui qui s’y consacre vers le point où elle est épreuve de l’impossibilité.’

This radically aesthetic experience, however, can be neither guaranteed nor wilfully brought about; it is a direct result of the creator’s and/or the recipient’s ability and willingness to let go of himself during the encounter with the artwork. For Kundera, the opposite of this is kitsch. In the novel in particular and in art in general, the audience should contemplate never previously considered views and ideas. Instead of allowing for this unsettlingly new perspective, kitsch resorts to preconceptions for safe effects upon the audience, its success being based on the recognition of stereotypes. Thus, by its nature, it is unlike art. Moreover, it could be concluded that stereotypes, due to their always underlying conventional connotations, never solely belong to the realm of art. Yet while this explains the difference between kitsch and art, it does not account for Kundera’s claim that kitsch represents a threat: a display of preconceived notions, appealing to typically shared emotions, may not at first seem detrimental to art in general, if intellectually and aesthetically unexciting. In Kundera’s eyes, the threat is constituted by the creators of kitsch and their unique propensity for camouflaging other agendas which are offered to the audience disguised as harmless stereotypes.

In my discussion of kitsch, I will repeatedly use the terms ‘emotion’/‘emotional’, ‘feeling’ and ‘affect’/‘affective’. The myriad existing definitions attest to the difficulty of settling on a coherent definition of these notions. Without claiming to exhaust their semantic depth, I define ‘emotion’, along with Klaus Scherer, as a ‘component process’, that is, as the cognitive processing of information (and its relevance) and the bodily reactions, behaviours, feelings, and actions it triggers. The term ‘feeling’, in Scherer’s terms, describes the ‘subjective experience of an emotional

---

4 Ibid., p. 698.
response’, to which he attributes ‘an important monitoring and regulating function.’5 ‘Affect’ or ‘affective phenomena’ are described as longer-lasting, stable states, that are usually lower in intensity than emotions, have a less immediate behavioural impact, and are neither triggered by ‘stimulus events’ nor as dependent on instantaneous relevance as emotions.6

The etymological roots of the term ‘kitsch’ cannot be unambiguously retraced; its possible sources include the German/ Yiddish term ‘verkitschen’ (old German for ‘to hawk something’,7 Yiddish for ‘to palm something off on somebody’), the outdated German verb ‘kitschen’ (‘to sweep up the mud/ sludge off the street’), and the English word ‘sketch’, used by tourists to ask for cheap, serially produced drawings.8 Since the end of the nineteenth century, ‘kitsch’ has been used as a notion for artefacts that can be serially produced, are of limited value and taste, but conventionally pleasant; and that celebrate ‘bad taste as an aesthetic category.’9 Despite its outward naivety, kitsch has often been labelled a dangerous mass phenomenon; Adorno in particular voices concerns that kitsch could overwhelm art by its sheer quantity.

Kundera’s understanding of kitsch differs from the colloquial use of the term as well as, in some instances, from Adorno’s reflections, insofar as he challenges Adorno’s take on the falseness of the emotions incited by kitsch. Rather, he bases his reflections on two other predecessors, namely Flaubert and Broch. In Flaubert’s *Dictionnaire des idées reçues*, the term ‘kitsch’ itself does not appear. More subtle than a mere pamphlet against stereotypical thought, the *Dictionnaire* attempts to redefine and/ or re-contextualise pre-classified, conventional meanings of terms which do not necessarily exhaust their depth. By exposing the power of preconceptions

5 Ibid., p. 699.
6 Ibid., pp. 699–703.
not only on the level of complex intellectual entities, but already on the level of individual words, and by playfully exploring the chosen notions in a largely non-utilitarian manner, Flaubert outlines the task of literature as the constant reinvention of phenomena that we believe we know. In Bakhtinian terms, his endeavour could be described as an attempt to re-establish and re-emphasise a dialogical way of approaching the chosen notions. Although he never explicitly calls the preconceived notions ‘kitsch’, which may merely be due to the close proximity between the first emergence of the term and the time the *Dictionnaire* was written, the phenomenon Flaubert detects bears a strong resemblance to what Kundera calls kitsch: the *Dictionnaire* can be read as ‘le dégoût du kitsch avant la lettre’ in the same way as Kundera sees it in Nietzsche, another fierce critic of kitsch and its effects. The affinity to Flaubert’s approach also indicates that Kundera’s idea of kitsch indeed borders on the stereotype; however, to Kundera, kitsch appears to be a combination of stereotypes with the noncritical emotions they elicit.

The second main influence, Hermann Broch’s approach, most strongly shapes Kundera’s own. Broch objects to the creation of kitsch for aesthetic reasons, but also points out its ethical implications: he considers it ‘the mission of kitsch to be the representative of the ethically evil’. Based on this position, Kundera has developed a concise conception of kitsch since his early novels. The role kitsch plays throughout his whole œuvre can scarcely be overestimated: it is addressed in *L’Art du Roman*, *The Unbearable Lightness of Being*, and in the introduction to the French edition of *Jacques and his Master*; in other texts, such as *The Joke*, *Immortality*, *L’Ignorance* or *La Lenteur*, it appears in the form of stereotypical, emotionally loaded preconceptions that are revealed in their ridiculousness and hypocrisy. In *The Unbearable Lightness of Being*, the narrator offers the following definition of kitsch:

---

12 Here, the titles of the texts Kundera wrote in French are quoted in French, while the titles of the texts first written in Czech appear in English.
Kitsch causes two tears to flow in quick succession. The first tear says: How nice to see children running on the grass! The second tear says: How nice to be moved, together with all mankind, by children running on the grass! It is that second tear that makes kitsch kitsch.\textsuperscript{13}

Kitsch is represented as related to an emotion which itself depends on pre-conceived ideas – in this case to the idea that men on earth form a brotherhood in which the offspring occupies a particularly significant position. If we rationalise this idea behind the tears flowing in quick succession, as Kundera puts it, we recognise a chilling political mechanism: this type of pre-determined connection between idea and emotion is often used as a tool for manipulation in favour of agendas that would not be accepted if argued rationally. An especially distressing example of this is the Nazi ideology, which proliferated the idea that the German people needed to occupy other countries in order to provide sufficient living space for the descendants they might once have. Here, the affective value conventionally linked to the care for one’s offspring was exploited for military purposes to ease potential moral objections and make people endorse their belligerence – even though it clearly fell short of providing rationally and ethically acceptable reasons. This lack of rationality and sensitivity and its horrifying consequences were concealed by the feelings activated by kitsch.

It is precisely for this reason that Kundera fears kitsch: kitsch relies on ideas so familiar and so unquestioningly connected to certain emotions that people are blind to its conventional character, fail to question its use in relation to particular situations, and do not consider it socially acceptable to challenge the affective reactions it triggers. Kitsch is selfish. The second tear does not flow because of the emotion triggered by the children on the grass. It flows because the onlooker is pleased with her own feelings that seem to prove to her that she is able to recognise what is important, and that she feels right because her feelings are shared. The value of emotion, in the logic of kitsch, is measured by the degree to which it matches the

\textsuperscript{13} Milan Kundera, \textit{The Unbearable Lightness of Being} (London: Faber and Faber, 1984), p. 244.
emotions of an entire group. Where true sensitivity is individual, kitsch is by nature un-individual. The second tear flows because the person has realised that her feelings are shared. The (logically incomplete) conclusion that this makes them the ‘right’ feelings automatically excludes all those who feel differently, and thus entails a questionable moral component. If all those who cry for joy because the children are running on the grass prove their sensitivity by sharing the same feeling, than those not sharing it are likely to be viewed as preoccupied in the best and less sensitive in the worst case. As a result, if somebody does not share the emotional experience, it would seem like a shortcoming on their part rather than a difference of opinion. Here, disagreement would not be socially acceptable. Hence, kitsch detaches feeling from rationality: rational thought is viewed as a mere intellectual construct, inherently transitory and open to argument; feelings are considered over-individual, permanent, and true. On the basis of this distinction, the conventional feeling will be accepted even in a rationally questionable setting.

Indeed, Kundera has a point: as soon as kitsch notions gain an overwhelming social acceptance (such as the feeling of human brotherhood), or are imposed as a result of power relations, openly opposing them means self-stigmatisation. Erving Goffman illustrates that any social stigmatisation necessitates a reaction by the stigmatised: since a stigma means being beyond the socially acceptable, it needs to be hidden, explained, or otherwise dealt with. Consequently, a stigma resulting from the defiance of a kitsch term means that the stigmatised needs to position himself with regard to the kitsch notion instead of overcoming it altogether. Hence, even if defied, once a kitsch notion has successfully entered a discourse, it is not easily erased. Kitsch notions are ubiquitous, and attempts to point them out, defy or ignore them can quickly turn into a social obstacle. This fact can be exploited by people wanting to manipulate others by hiding a different, often political agenda behind the kitsch notion, and therefore underhandedly selling it to those they manipulate, counting on the social pressure that keeps them from objecting to or questioning the notions used.

Kundera defines kitsch in general as an embellishing lie. Kitsch caters to man’s feeling of wanting to be part of a group of people sharing similar emotions, to his wish to be able to recognise true feelings and true beauty, and to his need to believe that there is a fixed essence to things which can be experienced emotionally, and is not just the result of individual or social constructions, cultural ideology, and convention. But this belief in man’s ability to feel what is right, to Kundera, is itself a lie (we might even say: a kitsch notion), and a refusal to acknowledge that emotion is no reliable indicator of objective truth. A particularly bizarre example of this is described in the preface to the French edition of Kundera’s play Jacques and his Master. Kundera tells the story of how when still living in Czechoslovakia, he was once stopped by a Russian officer who, while searching Kundera’s car, complained to him about the hostility of the Czech population towards the Russian occupants. The officer claimed that the Russian regime felt nothing but caring love for the Czechs and had only invaded the country for the Czechs’ own good. This underlines my earlier observation that kitsch, as Kundera defines it, is based on an ethical hierarchy that places emotion higher than rationality, creating a system of values that Kundera deeply distrusts. The dangerous side of kitsch, however, is here further enhanced by an aspect that differentiates Kundera’s approach from Adorno’s. Adorno claims that the emotions related to kitsch are fake, because ‘[...] one of [the] most tenacious characteristics [of kitsch itself] is the prevarication of feelings, fictional feelings in which no one is actually participating, and thus the neutralization of these feelings. Kitsch parodies catharsis.’ Kundera and Broch seem to suggest that while the kitsch is fake, the emotions are in fact real – which makes them particularly dangerous, leading, so to speak, to a catharsis gone awry. The Russian officer searching Kundera’s car may really have loved the Czechs; he may have honestly believed to be acting in their best interest.

15 L’Art du roman, p. 160.
The sincerity of his feelings, triggered by political propaganda and devoid of any attempt to rationalise them, turned him into a man of conviction who believed that he knew and (worse yet) was doing ‘the right thing’.

The German psychoanalyst Carl-Gustav Jung refers to this hegemony of emotion in the ethical hierarchy as the super-structure of dangerous disorder. This links to his theory of the collective unconscious. Like Freud, Jung believes that man’s soul is layered, consisting of an individual conscious and an individual unconscious. However, thinking beyond Freud’s theory, Jung claims that the soul contains another layer, namely a part of the psyche comprised of ‘contents and modes of behaviour that are more or less the same everywhere and in all individuals.’ These are passed on to the individual but have existed prior to her. The experience of this collective unconscious determines those parts of the individual’s dreams, affective reactions and associations that she usually does not rationalise. People experiencing an emotion often do not question it, as it feels ‘right’ to them, an idea which is due to the fact that the emotion itself is genuine. If, however, these irrational emotions are used as a justification for actions, the path for brutal, disorderly or even insane behaviour is cleared. (The term action, here, is used more broadly than in Scherer’s definition. Scherer includes action in his definition of emotion, but the actions he refers to are linked directly to the cognitive process: running away or screaming if scared, crying if sad, etc. Jung refers to actions that happen after these immediate reactions.) This is why Jung stresses the great importance of a strong balancing ego:

Under certain conditions the unconscious is capable of taking over the role of the ego. The consequence of this exchange is insanity and confusion, because the unconscious is not a second personality with organized and centralized functions, but in all probability a decentralized congeries of psychic processes.

20 Ibid., pp. 3–4.
21 Ibid., p. 155.
22 Ibid., p. 278.
Hence, Jung’s approach makes a clear case for the regulation of emotion; an aspect that is reflected in Kundera’s views.

At this point, it is crucial to note that Kundera’s contempt for a hegemony of emotion as opposed to rationality is not to be mistaken for a disbelief in the value of emotions; on the contrary, he believes sensitivity to be ‘indispensable à l’homme.’ But the emotions caused by kitsch, to him, are not of the essential kind, because they lack an important feature: they are unindividual and thus wrongly elevated to a status quo. They are conventional. Kundera draws a clear distinction between sensitivity and sentimentality. While sensitivity enhances man’s ability to respond to a certain situation or condition in an individual manner, sentimentality is marked by the wish to classify an experienced emotion as being of supra-individual value. Thus, sentimentality elevates a feeling to a status of beauty, which in turn transforms it into an ideologically loaded conception. At the same time, it becomes easy to reproduce, as it can be triggered by recognition. So unlike Robert C. Solomon, who maintains that ‘[w]e remove from consideration those concerns that are appropriate to art and aesthetics rather than ethics, it seems [...] that the real objection to kitsch and sentimentality is the rejection (or fear) of emotions,’ Broch and Kundera suggest that emotions only need to be feared (aesthetically and ethically) if expressed sentimentally, not sensitively. For Kundera, people who love kitsch are sentimental, not sensitive – they enjoy watching themselves while having an emotion, and elevate the feeling to a supra-individual status, using it in order to justify their actions.

Not all kitsch, of course, has wide-reaching political consequences. It may even seem harmless as long as it is what Solomon calls ‘sweet kitsch’, that is, for instance, ‘road side ceramics of wide-eyed puppies and Keen-type paintings of similarly wide-eyed children.’ However, Kundera’s understanding of kitsch would challenge the sweetness of any kind of kitsch. While he already objects to kitsch in everyday life, he views it as

an existential threat to art. Art, for Kundera, needs a climate of open-mindedness, an openness to new notions, ideas and interpretations, and a readiness to engage with what one may not yet know and may even feel uneasy with. If this general climate is denied, art can scarcely exist: it could, in such a case, only repeat what has proven to be successful in the past, or be produced in hiding. Regarding the latter option, Kundera is very sceptical. Having lived under a working ban in Czechoslovakia, he suggests that the idea of the artist in hiding who remains unwaveringly productive is kitsch in itself: if the climate of repression persists, then the artistic production falters. In reference to the question whether anything stimulates the artist’s creativity in such a situation, Kundera simply states that this idea is overly romantic— it is likely that he purposely uses this term, as he in other instances closely links kitsch to the output of the Romantic movement. But a political regime is not the only force able to oppress the climate of open-mindedness. A kitsch-oriented audience can equally destroy the grounds on which art thrives, since they ask for safe conventionality which is incompatible with art. Moreover, for Kundera, art should never be viewed from the perspective of morality. In reviewing art, the audience needs to resist the urge morally to judge the contents of the artwork. For example, a recipient who morally judges Rabelais’ Panurge for being a lazy, cowardly, gluttonous liar is likely to miss out on the depth of the character, or on the chance to recognise features of herself in Panurge, thereby learning and evolving in the reception (this, for Kundera, being one of the main purposes of art).

Secondly, if kitsch finds its way into an art form, for instance the novel, the resulting work becomes a contradiction in itself. For Kundera, art always needs to show new angles of pre-existing phenomena and ideas. Kitsch, as a


\[ \text{Kundera, L’Art du roman, p. 160.} \]

\[ \text{Milan Kundera, Les Témoins trahis (Paris: Gallimard, 1993), pp. 15–16.} \]

\[ \text{Milan Kundera, Le Rideau (Paris: Gallimard, 2005), p. 114.} \]
rule, cannot be new. It can only be kitsch because of its repetitive character, and thus it is by nature anti-art. A kitsch novel, then, is no longer actually a novel. It may formally resemble one, but only promotes preconceived ideas in the guise of the novelistic form. Developing Kundera’s thought, we can conclude that should kitsch really take over the novel, the genre would disappear, leaving behind nothing but the empty shell of a material artefact. Since the artefact, a kind of novel look-alike, would still remain, this process would likely go unnoticed by a kitsch-obsessed audience. Unable to question their preconceived ideas or even to recognise them as such, this audience would innocently rejoice in the recognition of clichéd images, notions and ideas instead of benefitting from the unique emotional and intellectual challenge posed by the novel. More worrying even than that, non-artistic and non-aesthetic kitsch agendas are likely to find their ways into artworks that cannot entirely be classified as kitsch, a point raised by Adorno: ‘Kitsch [...] lurks in art [...]’ (312). In this case, even Kundera’s own model reader, that is, a reader who enjoys the novel’s free exploration of existence, might be fooled into overlooking kitsch elements because they are embedded in non-kitsch literature. In this instance, Kundera’s approach is not unlike Adorno’s; although Adorno is much more concerned with kitsch being a mass phenomenon than Kundera, for both of them it is not so much the sheer quantity of kitsch that presents the threat, but rather its ubiquity and intrusive and misleading nature.30 Kundera’s and Adorno’s theories are built on the assumption that kitsch never attempts to reveal its fake nature. Calinescu attributes ‘a curious semiotic ambiguity’ to ‘most kitsch objects’, claiming that ‘they are intended to look both genuine and skilfully fake.’31 For Kundera this would already be overcoming kitsch, as true kitsch, in his view, conceals its falseness.

To shatter the display of emotion as a front for hidden agendas, Kundera believes that art needs to resort to measures that make the hypocrisy of kitsch visible. In his own novels, he attempts to do so by incorporating conventional kitsch elements in the artwork before destroying them by

30 Adorno, Aesthetic Theory, p. 312.
31 Calinescu, Faces of Modernity, p. 252.
unmasking the questionable motivations and effects linked to them. Apart from unmasking kitsch by showing its ability to serve as a disguise for potentially extremely dangerous agendas, it can also be shattered by that which Kundera claims the French context has long seen as the capital sin in art: vulgarity (vulgarity, here, does not represent a lack of sophistication in Adorno’s broad sense, but clearly refers to obscene and repulsive scenarios). Indeed, vulgarity as a means to shatter kitsch has become an often used tool in Kundera’s texts since his move to France and his changeover to the French language. Ever since Kundera started writing in French, his work has shown a strong awareness of the new literary context he is writing in. For all the traditions of French literary history he embraces, he also insists on keeping the position of the unaffected onlooker, commenting on French literary conventions from the outside. The conventional French disapproval of vulgarity seems foolish to him, for vulgarity represents the exact opposite to kitsch, an aspect that he lets his narrator express in The Unbearable Lightness of Being:

The fact that until recently the word ‘shit’ appeared in print as s— has nothing to do with moral considerations. You can’t claim that shit is immoral, after all! The objection to shit is a metaphysical one. The daily defecation session is daily proof of the unacceptability of Creation. Either/or: either shit is acceptable (in which case don’t lock yourself in the bathroom!) or we are created in an unacceptable manner.

It follows, then, that the aesthetic ideal of the categorical agreement with being is a world in which shit is denied and everyone acts as though it did not exist. This aesthetic ideal is called kitsch. (201)

Kundera’s novel La Lenteur takes the reader to a scientific convention, where the characters Vincent and Julie meet and spend the whole evening together.32 Both characters express the feeling that nobody else at the convention is as perfect to talk to as the respective other (75–7) and soon they share a kiss (90). Then, they take a walk in the moonlight; they kiss again and he admires her beauty (90–1). So far, the narrative amounts to what Kundera would see as a perfect kitsch scenario. Two people believe

that they have found a soul-mate merely because no one else will talk to them and because the moon is bright, and instead of rationally considering these two aspects, they take them as a basis for a soulful connection. But this connection is constantly mocked as the reader is granted access to Vincent’s mind. Indeed, while walking in the moonlight, Vincent has no romantic thoughts. Instead, he wishes the whole time that he had the nerve to blurt out that he is thinking about Julie’s sphincter muscle, not because this is exciting to him on a sexual level, but because he rejoices in the liberating effect of this unconventional and provocative thought (in his mind he repeatedly calls it her ‘trou de cul’) (91–2, 97–101). The wish to be rebellious, however, adds a paradoxical conventionality to Vincent’s unconventional reflections. Moreover, while wanting to be rebellious, he finds talking about Julie’s sphincter all too daring and instead turns it into a metaphor, calling the moon itself a gigantic sphincter muscle attached to the sky (99). This, of course, ironically renders him very conventional, as he assesses his seemingly free thought on a very conservative scale, turning it into an impersonal, if slightly unusual metaphor instead of professing the direct vulgarity of his thoughts. In fact, as long as the two lovers are alone, they speak in kitsch notions for fear of the consequences of more blunt and individualistic remarks. The kitsch notions give them security.

However, both of them are secretly vexed by the fact that the other people at the convention do not seem to take note of them, an aspect they look to change by moving on from the romantic cliché to a more drastic measure, namely the passionate cliché, which they act out by having intercourse out in the open for all to see. What could seem like the result of irrepressible lust is rather the wish to be seen as seized by irrepressible lust. Unfortunately, the lust itself is lacking: they fake their desire and Vincent fails to have an erection. Neither of them cares, however, as long as the passersby are fascinated by their seeming need to have intercourse immediately (120–1). By now, Vincent and Julie no longer perpetuate

33 While the fascination with the female sphincter as a motif already appears in The Unbearable Lightness of Being, its depiction as a vulgarity rather than as a sexual stimulant gives it a new aspect in this context.
kitsch, as they did when they were alone, but actively create it: by putting an intimate situation out in the open, they forfeit the pleasures that usually go with it in exchange for the emotions (surprise, shock, envy) they hope to incite in their potential onlookers. Thus, they try to evoke conventional emotions in response to their make-believe actions. This coincides with my earlier observation that in Kundera’s understanding, the charade of kitsch incites real emotions, and it is meant to do so. Here, the kitsch images of love at first sight and of two lovers being violently seized by the force of their passion are shattered by the revelation of the premeditated intent of their action, by the vulgarity of Vincent’s thoughts, by the lack of real desire, and by the manipulative ease with which the lovers switch between kitsch images.

Of course, a situation like this could turn out quite differently: since there is no direct social incentive for the onlookers to react with shock, surprise, envy or possibly indignation rather than, for instance, amusement, laughter from one of the passersby could incite hilarity in the others and thereby destroy the skilfully staged kitsch moment of faked irrepressible passion. However, in Kundera’s novel this does not happen.

Kundera claims that French literature is afraid of vulgarity like none other. In the French tradition, displays of vulgarity were long regarded as a sign of bad taste and substandard art, if of art at all. Precisely this fear of vulgarity, Kundera suggests, makes French literature more prone to fall prey to kitsch. He even claims that kitsch has managed to sneak into some of the great French novels; in this context, he especially refers to the novels by Victor Hugo, which, he claims with reference to Nietzsche, hide their content behind their ‘jolis mots’ and their ‘manteaux de parade.’ Indeed, Nietzsche fiercely criticises Hugo’s works as unapologetically indulging the mediocre taste of the masses at the expense of art: ‘Victor Hugo and Richard Wagner – they signify the same thing: in declining cultures, wherever the decision comes to rest with the masses, authenticity becomes

34 Le Rideau, p. 65.
superfluous, disadvantageous, a liability.' The example of Hugo, however, also shows that kitsch need not always take over entirely. Hugo’s novels, while containing a couple of kitsch elements, have in other respects still maintained the exploratory nature that Kundera deems characteristic of art. Moreover, Kundera’s understanding of kitsch as a threat to art has one significant catch which shows its threatening potential even more clearly: kitsch is dependent on time. In other words, a kitsch notion may not always have been kitsch, and something written in a novel in good faith can turn into kitsch in the eyes of others, a point famously raised by Adorno: ‘What once was art can later become kitsch’ (398). In that sense, the novel can be discredited by evoking kitsch images that were not kitsch at the time of its production, and even serve as a disguise for negative agendas, a phenomenon that was for instance to be seen in Nazi Germany, where texts by medieval authors were used to sell the fascist ideology behind the kitsch notions of brotherhood, strength, courage, and a love for one’s country and people. This problem is not addressed in Kundera’s theory of kitsch. Nonetheless, it could be one of the reasons for Kundera’s repeated attempts to strengthen the position of the author regarding the translation, adaptation, distribution, and reception of his literary works, and to stress the importance of a work’s intertextual links to particular literary traditions: if the author’s wishes regarding his work are met, if the period where a work was written is considered, and if the literary context it was written in is included in the reception, it is harder indeed to exploit a text for kitsch purposes, whatever their underlying motivations.

However, the perception of kitsch is more reader-dependent than Kundera’s approach allows for. In fact, his own novels entail images that could easily be seen as kitsch. In _The Unbearable Lightness of Being_, Tereza’s love for her dog, which seems more trustworthy to her than any human, is as much an example of this as Tomas’s love affairs with his female clients in his time as a professional window cleaner (the latter seems like a par-


particularly clichéd version of a rather pedestrian sexual fantasy). It appears that Kundera, in these instances, did not employ kitsch to challenge and alter the readers’ perceptions, as the clichéd notions are not overthrown in the course of the novel. This supports the point that kitsch can be created inadvertently, and more, that what seems like kitsch to one person may not necessarily be kitsch to another. This point could be considered a weakness of Kundera’s approach to kitsch, as it does not allow for clear boundaries, or alternatively one of its strengths, as it illustrates the wide range of kitsch. It is nearly impossible for an author to manage a work such that it can under no circumstances be used to serve kitsch purposes or be understood, wholly or partially, as kitsch. Hence, the boundary between kitsch and art cannot be set by the author alone. At the same time, this argument shows the validity of Kundera’s strong objections to kitsch: if everything can be turned into kitsch, kitsch indeed presents a considerable threat to art and free thought and needs to be challenged permanently on a rational and ethical level. Indeed, Kundera’s whole approach is based on the assumption that the arts fight to raise an awareness of kitsch as a threat to open-mindedness and originality. It therefore seems that the ongoing struggle between kitsch and originality can only be resolved by an audience reasonably conscious of the historical and ideological conditions of production and reception at different times, and one that thus strives to undo the game of display and disguise that is typical of kitsch. In that sense, Kundera’s work on kitsch needs to be read as an attempt to raise awareness of a threat that art itself can never entirely overcome.
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PART IV

Responses to Twenty-First-Century Life: Disguising Reality
Mortality, Art and Disguise:
On Sophie Calle’s *Pas pu saisir la mort* (2007)

**Palliative Art**

This chapter is conceived as part of a broader project on what I call palliative art: art that examines mortality and that in so doing seeks to explore the possible relief or reprieve fostered through creativity. I am fashioning the term from the medical concept of ‘palliative care’, that approach to medicine that ‘improves the quality of life of patients and their families facing the problem associated with life-threatening illness, through the prevention and relief of suffering by means of early identification and impeccable assessment and treatment of pain and other problems, physical, psychosocial and spiritual’ (WHO definition). From this definition I want to retain particularly the notion of ‘relief of suffering’ and the recognition of the association of the physical, psychosocial and spiritual. But looking at the etymology and meanings of ‘palliation’ and the word ‘palliate’ I want to draw out some meanings perhaps more apt in an artistic than medical context. ‘Palliate’ derives from the Latin ‘palliare’, to cloak and ‘pallium’, a cloak. The dictionary lists first two obsolete meanings of ‘palliate’: ‘to cloak’ and ‘to disguise’, before moving on to the more familiar meanings, ‘to excuse, extenuate’; ‘to soften by pleading something in favour’; ‘to mitigate’; ‘to alleviate’. Palliative care, which in the words of the WHO, ‘affirms life and regards dying as a normal process’, seems distinct from the associated meanings in the etymology of the term ‘palliative’ of cloaking, disguising. I question here how some contemporary artworks may thread back the connections between alleviating, mitigating, softening, extenuating, cloaking and disguising. In so doing I argue that they unsettle the meanings
of concealment and counterfeiting that attach to cloaking and disguise. Disguise will be allied here with fantasy and play; cloaking with covering, enclosing, wrapping, soothing and holding.

Pas pu saisir la mort

I examine here Sophie Calle’s installation *Pas pu saisir la mort* shown in the International Pavilion at the Venice Biennale 2007 in the exhibition ‘Think with the senses, feel with the mind, art in the present tense’ directed by Robert Storr. The work explores the death of the artist’s mother, Monique (also sometimes called Rachel) Sindler. I argue that this work makes use of transitional spaces and objects, of sensory and material experiences which are neither entirely part of the internal world of the artist nor of the object world around her, as a way of responding to, mitigating, playing with and making art from the mother’s death. Critical to my thoughts here is the psychoanalytic thought and practice of D.W. Winnicott.¹

While Winnicott’s major object of attention was the actual relation between mother and infant, and infant and environment, his work on these very early months demonstrates precisely their impact on later development. I wonder here whether these early histories of separation and loss, and the means by which their pain is managed, through physical care, the facilitating environment, and the transitional object, itself a small cloth or cloak or cover, may be instructive for thinking about mortality and palliative art. In a sense I make these transitions easier for myself in choosing an artwork that takes the relations between a mother and daughter as its subject since it may invite us precisely to cover or close the distance between infant separation and adult grief.

I want to move on by taking us into Calle’s installation, *Pas pu saisir la mort*. The installation is incorporated in two, small white-walled rooms.

In the first there is an oil painting of Monique. The image accentuates her sultry beauty. She appears in a sleeveless white satin dress with a scarf carefully draped. The image seems to recall Calle’s theatrical images of herself. With its kitsch style, its veneer of luxury, serenity and insouciance, it seems an uncanny relic. It is both a link to the artist, who has a tendency to display particular aspects of herself, and a display of the mother as relic. The image is accompanied by text situating Calle’s work. The text states that on 15 February 2006 she received two telephone calls, one telling her that she had been invited to exhibit at the Biennale and the other that her mother only had a month to live. The concept behind the installation is defined as Calle says of her mother: ‘Quand je lui ai parlé de Venise, elle a dit: “Quand je pense que je n’y serai pas”. Elle y est.’ [‘When I spoke to her about Venice, she said: “When I think that I won’t be there”. She is there.’]

In the first room these words asserting the mother’s posthumous presence seem to attach reassuringly to the outmoded image. But this primary space opens onto a second room and a further mode of presenting, or making present, the mother in Venice.

In the second room is a screen showing looping video footage of Monique, as she lies on her deathbed, with flowers and objects around her. She is motionless for the time of the video, her rest, dying moments and death only interrupted by the gestures of Sophie, and two nurses, who check her pulse and finally verify that she has died. The screen and its deathbed images seem to transform the room into a secular chapel or the scene of a wake. The images transfix the viewer. The window of the screen in the bare room seems to open onto a different, newly-disclosed space. The tranquillity of the images is disquieting. Monique is still and the camera is still. Moments of the film stretch our sense of the distinction between still photography and moving film. We stare as if at Monique’s still, dead effigy, as if at a still frame, and viscerally then feel the intrusion of Sophie’s hand as she reaches in to feel Monique’s pulse and in so doing to remind us that the still woman we view is dying perhaps but not yet dead. We are led to know that Monique dies before our eyes in this stream of her daughter’s images and that she is dead at its end. Monique’s state and composure seem constant, however, through the footage.
Adjacent to the screen where we see her dying, text is affixed to the wall. Echoing a notice she published in the 18/19 March edition of the newspaper *Libération*, immediately after her mother’s death, Calle creates a rhythmic account of the intimate rituals which accompanied her mother’s preparations for death: her last trip to the sea at Cabourg, the last book she read, the choice of dress she will be buried in, her final resting place in (one of Calle’s own favoured locations) the Cimetière Montparnasse. In these words, and the clean print on the gallery wall, the setting of a life in order and preparation for a good death are made the matter of an artwork which in turn apparently sets in order, and renders art, an experience of personal loss.

Calle’s choice to make art out of her mother’s death registers at some level as an emotive shock to the viewer; this is certainly a premise in this paper. Yet Calle has spoken in an interview with Lorna Collins of the way she experienced the project rather differently. Collins writes: ‘Calle says that making this film was not so much a consciously planned activity, but more like an automatic response to what was happening. The basic process of making this work, and filming her mother, became a method of being-there at such a difficult time’. She continues: ‘The technology and practical tasks involved in the film-apparatus […] then provided a cathartic distraction to the point that such technology quite simply became her way of being’ (36). Calle told Collins that the filming helped her to be there with her mother and that, in her idea, her mother knew the camera was there. (Annie Leibovitz has spoken in similar terms about her photographing of Susan Sontag).

Sophie Calle’s Art

Calle’s mother has been knowingly complicit with her art in the past. In an interview with the magazine *Télérama*, Calle speaks of her childhood rituals with her mother, recalling that when she was a child of five her mother
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would regularly go out in the evenings. Their ritual was that Monique would wake Sophie when she returned, fetch her a glass of orange juice and offer her an account of the evening. In Calle’s project *A suivre…*, Monique hired a private detective, at Calle’s request, to record her daughter’s itinerary for a day in Paris. In a follow-up project where Calle is trailed twenty years on, a private detective photographs her with her mother, in the Place Colette and in a queue for an exhibition at the Centre Pompidou. In a project in collaboration with Damien Hirst, for the Calle retrospective at the Centre Pompidou in 2003/2004, Monique, together with one of Calle’s friends and Calle herself, responded to a psychiatrist’s questionnaire about Calle in order to allow a psychiatric portrait of Calle to be constructed. In this questionnaire, Calle herself describes Monique as: ‘Une mère très drôle, désespérée, légère, paresseuse, qui aime boire, séduire, danser, qui veut “oublier”, et éviter toute conversation sur l’art contemporain ou autre “sujet”’. [‘A very funny, despairing, light-hearted and lazy mother, who loves to drink, to seduce and to dance, who wants to “forget”, and to avoid any conversation about contemporary art or other such “subject”’.]

Strikingly Monique is also present at the Biennale in Venice in a different way in her involvement in the exhibition in the French pavilion, *Prenez soin de vous*, for which Calle received the invitation on 15 February 2006. (Here we move briefly across to the installation in the French Pavilion; it was also mounted in a very different setting in the Bibliothèque Nationale in 2008). The Actes Sud publication accompanying the exhibition is dedicated thus: ‘À Monique Sindler qui tient dans ce livre son rôle de mère, qu’elle a, depuis, abandonné malgré elle’ [‘To Monique Sindler who in this book plays the role of mother which she has since abandoned despite herself’]. *Prenez soin de vous* is an exhibition in response to an email received by Calle where her lover breaks with her. Calle invited 107 professional women – writers, actresses, intellectuals, a high court judge, a psychiatrist, a tarot reader, a clown and others – to interpret the email using their professional tools. One of this number, playing the role of ‘La mère’, is Monique Sindler. Her photograph, in the French pavilion just across the gardens from the installation of her death, is another shock to the viewer. This shock comes in the correlation of the living Monique photographed for the major installation and the apparently so much frailer,
dying Monique on view elsewhere. Indeed Monique’s centrality to both installations, both that about her death and that about Sophie’s break-up, has been overlooked. A letter from Monique to Sophie in response to the email is included in the exhibition *Prenez soin de vous* and, as the dedication of the whole project to Monique implies, Monique’s letter seems to provide the inspiration for the work undertaken. After words of levity and comfort, Monique writes to Sophie: ‘On quitte, on est quitté, c’est le jeu, et pour toi cette rupture pourrait devenir le terreau d’une manifestation artistique, non?’ [‘You break up with someone, someone breaks up with you, that’s the game, and for you this break-up could be fertile soil for an artistic project?’]

Calle previously in *Douleur Exquise* made art out of a failed relationship where, contemplating her abandonment by a different man, she juxtaposed her exquisite pain with narratives of pain and distress by strangers and acquaintances. The installation, as shown at the Centre Pompidou retrospective, spread across three rooms, one of images representing a countdown of days, one of the material coordinates of the room in which Calle was left, and one of narratives and images representing the days after the event. *Prenez soin de vous* seems to take up a similar challenge as Calle makes an excursion through the other to soothe herself and, at the same time, to interrogate the art of intimacy. She speaks of the professional women who engaged in her project analysing, dissecting and exhausting the letter for her. She describes their work thus: ‘Comprendre pour moi. Parler à ma place. Une façon de prendre le temps de rompre. A mon rythme’. [‘To understand for me. To speak in my place. A way of taking time to break things off. At my own rhythm.’] It is the time and rhythm of separation that, I argue, are played out again in *Pas pu saisir la mort*, in ways that reading through Winnicott can clarify, and in ways that cast light on Calle’s artistic projects more broadly.
Transitional Phenomena

Winnicott’s narrative of transitional phenomena is a narrative of failure, separation and loss; I read it as a narrative of pain management. I draw here on the chapter ‘Transitional Objects and Transitional Phenomena’ in Playing and Reality. Talking about the earliest stages of development, Winnicott writes: ‘The good-enough mother [...] starts off with an almost complete adaptation to her infant’s needs, and as time proceeds she adapts less and less completely, gradually, according to the infant’s growing ability to deal with her failure.’ I want to draw attention to this controlled rhythm of separation. For Winnicott, ‘[t]he Mother’s eventual task is to disillusion the infant’ (15). The disillusionment is syncopated over time, and appears a time-based, controlled process. Winnicott reminds us that: ‘The [transitional] object represents the infant’s transition from a state of being merged with the mother to a state of being in relation to the mother as something outside and separate’ (19–20). In ‘the child’s management of separation and loss’ (20), the ability to represent the mother even as she is separate and absent is key. Again time is important here: ‘the infant has a memory or mental image of the mother, or what we call an internal representation of her, which remains alive for a certain length of time’ (20). Winnicott speaks of the time that internal representation stays alive: ‘It is a matter of days or hours or minutes. Before the limit is reached the mother is still alive; after this limit has been overstepped she is dead’ (29).

This account of separation and loss needs to be supplemented with an account of the work that is taking place in this transitional phase on the relation between inner and outer worlds. For Winnicott, from birth ‘the human being is concerned with the problem of the relationship between what is objectively perceived and what is subjectively conceived of’ (15). It is this problem the mother helps the child manage or negotiate, at first, it seems, in the fostering of illusion as the child is physically tended and emotionally assuaged: ‘[t]he mother’s adaptation to the infant’s needs,
when good enough, gives the infant the *illusion* that there is an external reality that corresponds to the infant’s own capacity to create’ (16). Winnicott gives a vivid example of this miraculous coincidence and symmetry between the child’s need (to create) and the mother’s capacity to provide: ‘the breast is created by the infant over and over again out of the infant’s capacity to love or (one can say) out of need. A subjective phenomenon develops in the baby, which we call the mother’s breast. The mother places the actual breast just where the infant is ready to create, and at the right moment’ (15). The actual breast, tactile living flesh, is ‘just’ where the infant is ready to create, and at the ‘right’ moment. The image allows already for a split between the subjective phenomenon and the soothing flesh, but this split is denied by the almost complete adaptation of the good-enough mother to the child’s needs.

As we have seen, the mother is charged with the responsibility to adapt less and less completely as the infant in turn develops means of dealing with this maternal failure. The transitional object, in Winnicott’s words, ‘gives room for the process of becoming able to accept difference and similarity’ (8). As Martha Nussbaum puts it, with the transitional object, ‘the child assuages her need for reassurance without needing to seek the presence of the parent.’4 It is not an internal object – a mental concept – it is a possession; yet it is not an external object either. Winnicott writes: ‘Sooner or later in an infant’s development there comes a tendency to weave other-than-me objects into the personal pattern’ (4). He speaks of the individual ‘with a limiting membrane and an outside and an inside’, and adds to this too ‘an intermediate area of *experiencing*, to which inner reality and external life shall contribute’ (3). For Winnicott, this area shall exist as ‘a resting-place for the individual engaged in the perpetual human task of keeping inner and outer reality separate yet inter-related’ (3). For Nussbaum, ‘Just as the parent exercises imagination in responsively meeting the child’s needs, so now the child plays at being her own solace, imagining a safe world in the absence of visible sources of safety’.

This sense of an intermediate area of experiencing as a ‘resting place’ interests me, as does Nussbaum’s image of the child being her own solace. There is a broader implication in Winnicott’s specific evocation of transitional objects that the bundle of wool or eiderdown or piece of silk, some soft object or other the infant clasps, offers a defence against anxiety, a soother or sedative. Winnicott acknowledges that ‘the transitional object may eventually develop into a fetish object and so persist as a characteristic of the adult sexual life’. Borrowing his alignment of the transitional and fetish object, I am interested in how far the object is always caught in a relation of disavowal or illusion, the both/and logic of fetishism. For Winnicott, the transitional object ‘must seem to the infant to give warmth, or to move, or to have texture, or to do something to show it has vitality or reality of its own’. The object must trouble categories of me and not-me, of sentient and inanimate. Its power comes in its existence as both at once. As comfort, as sedative, as tantalizing distraction from the separation of ‘inner psychic reality’ and ‘the external world’, the transitional object opens out possibilities for thinking about illusion, disguise and the efficacious assuagement of palliative art.

Winnicott acknowledges the relation between transition, play and artistic creativity. He says of the transitional object: ‘It is not forgotten and it is not mourned. It loses meaning, and this is because the transitional phenomena have become diffused, have become spread out over the whole intermediate territory between “inner psychic reality” and “the external world as perceived by two persons in common”, that is to say, over the whole cultural field’. He acknowledges that at this point his subject widens out ‘into that of play, and of artistic creativity and appreciation, and of religious feeling, and of dreaming, and also of fetishism, lying and stealing, the origin and loss of affectionate feeling, drug addiction, the talisman of obsessional rituals, etc.’. Winnicott allows, or encourages, us to weave associations between those infant negotiations of the failure of adaptation, of the weaving of not-me objects into the personal pattern, with the work of the adult artist. He writes: ‘It is assumed here that the task of reality-acceptance is never completed, that no human being is free
from the strain of relating inner and outer reality, and that relief from this strain is provided by an intermediate area of experience [...] which is not challenged (arts, religion, etc.)’ (18).

**Art of Dying**

Sophie Calle as an artist has long been associated with tensions between inner and outer reality. Shirley Jordan speaks of the ‘slippage between fact and fiction’ as one of the issues which has shaped debates of her work. Johnnie Gratton calls her work photobiographical autofiction. In *Pas pu saisir la mort* Monique’s dying moments foster her daughter’s art to the extent that it becomes hard to dissociate Monique’s good death, her art of dying, from the work of Calle’s own installation. While the text that accompanies the moving images narrates Monique’s last acts, the lapidary sentences and simplicity of the statements entirely mimic the style of Calle’s many former projects. This lack of break or rupture in the seeming artistic assimilation of the mother’s death may be disquieting and open questions of what Calle’s art can contain or cover, or indeed what it may confront us with. In her volume *From Margin to Center*, Julie Reiss writes that ‘[t]he essence of Installation art is spectator participation’. She specifies: ‘It can [...] mean demanding that the viewer walk through the space and simply confront what is there’ (xiii).

---


I am interested in what it means to think of the installation as a transitional space, as an ‘intermediate area of experiencing’ in Winnicott’s terms, and a resting place where inner and outer reality may both contribute. In her essay ‘Exhibiting Pain: Sophie Calle’s Douleur Exquise’, Shirley Jordan evokes the second room in what was a three-room installation. In this room Calle recreated the bedroom in a hotel in New Delhi where she received news of her break-up. Jordan acknowledges that the room is the installation’s ‘temporal and experiential fulcrum’ but she continues ‘I shall say little about room two since, although its logic is to take us as close as possible to the experiential quality of Calle’s suffering at its height, it has less emotive charge than the rest of the work, being above all a space of transition’.

I want to suggest that we need to pause longer in these spaces of transition in Calle’s work. Seeing them as transitional spaces in Winnicott’s terms may offer insights into questions of the relationship between inner and external reality in Calle, into the temporality of her projects and their calibration of the management of loss. I am privileging the experiential, material and sensory qualities of Calle’s art, a dimension that is coming to the fore as she develops her work in other media and as she repeats experiments with pain management.

In Pas pu saisir la mort, Calle comes to render all the more material and sensible the intermediate terrain of the installation. The emotions attaching to the artwork and its self-reflexivity are heightened as in the matter of her installation. Calle approaches a subject which is painfully proximate to the experiences of separation and loss, or, put another way, of adaptation to failure, which inhere in an infant’s initial encounter with transitional phenomena. The poignancy of Pas pu saisir la mort, and I think this is what the installation asks the beholder to confront, is that it offers an image of the mother absenting herself, of the mother withdrawing from the daughter’s game in death. In Winnicott’s infant scenario, the mother’s withdrawal, her gradual failure to adapt to the child’s needs, is orchestrated in a loving, symbiotic exchange between mother and child. The mother is so cognisant, so physically sensible to, the child’s needs and capacities that
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she withdraws at the moment when the child may adapt to her loss and play with her presence and absence as it attaches to the affective objects it chooses. In confronting mortality and the death of the mother, unwilled, Calle takes a scenario that is outside the wishes or control of mother and daughter. Yet what I find interesting is the way in which she attempts to make art of that death in a manner that recalls and conjures the transitions of a child’s development and which attempts to present that death as if it were a separation knowingly managed by both mother and daughter. The filming of the mother’s death and Monique Sindler’s apparent complicity with this offers a means of controlling that loss. This separation will still be a game; art will be the managed product of the separation between mother and daughter. By this token the artwork disguises the death as unmanageable and the process of making art is palliative (in the original sense of the word), covering over the death, yet also managing it and making it, perhaps, a good death.

Wondering about Monique Sindler’s complicity, I wonder how far this staging brought relief, both in pursuing an assigned role wilfully in the face of death and also in ensuring her daughter’s management of that process of separation. Yet such complicity as I imagine suggests an alarming subjugation of self to daughter and to art. Indeed this may be one of the further questions the installation opens. Lynne Huffer has questioned: ‘How does a daughter write about or even to a mother without consigning the mother to the absence, invisibility, and silence on which a certain conception of writing traditionally depends?’¹¹ Is the creating daughter always in some ways putting her mother to death? Elisabeth Bronfen, in her work on death and femininity, speaks of ‘the sacrifice of the body for the production of art’¹² and the investment in ‘the dead feminine body comparable to an exhibited art object displayed in a glass coffin’ (xiii). The image of Monique Sindler *gisant sur son lit de mort* [lying on her death bed] invokes this tradition of
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the artistic record of the body perfected in death. Yet Calle’s image of her mother is also more intimate and domestic. Monique lies dying at home. We see the details of the floral sheets, the apricot flowers, the small toy. This may be a frame that Calle and Monique have chosen for her death and for its video record, yet there is little theatricality or display.

Imagining the installation before arriving in Venice I thought in terms of obscenity, of the visceral horror of an artist putting on show and exposing intimate moments of her mother’s life. Initially I find nothing of this in the installation. Perhaps the initial tranquillity with which the images can be viewed comes from the fact that Monique is unconscious throughout the footage. We never have to confront her conscious vulnerability or fear. This choice may be one of tact, discretion and protection on Calle’s part. As Monique appears it is as if she is already dead – by this token Calle adds a further complexity, reminiscent of the ambiguities of funerary photography, to Barthes’s famous formulation in *La Chambre claire* about the young assassin. Barthes looks at the image of a young man condemned to death and says that he is dead and he will die. As we view we know that Monique is now dead. We assume that in the image she is alive but will die. But her mortuary pose – she looks as if she is dead – unsettles that assumption.

Calle has previously in her work been interested in evoking absent images. This is the premise behind her installation *Ghosts* at the Museum of Modern Art where she invited museum guards to provide descriptions of works of art in the collection. Those descriptions were then framed in the installation, allowing framed text to call to mind something absent. She further recalls this previous work, in a somewhat muted and minimal manner, in two framed images that appear within the installation *Pas pu saisir la mort*, both bearing at the centre of a pale blank image the single word *souci* [worry or concern], Monique’s last word. This stripping of the text within the frame to a single word speaks of the move in Calle’s art towards thinking with the senses at this point as the white words look outwards to an experience muted, blinding, and hidden.

Retaining this importance of the absent image, I want to say that *Pas pu saisir la mort* depends for its impact, an act of confrontation, on the beholder’s bringing of the images the installation does not show. Shock
comes as we try to correlate knowledge that Monique dies and the tranquil material evidence we see on the screen. My viewing of the video footage of Monique as she dies is also troubled by the off-screen spaces of the video. The camera is emphatically focused on Monique; it is closely framed as a living and dying portrait. Video is approaching portraiture here (and this is another of the acts of correlation the installation requires as, in different rooms, unable to view the two simultaneously, we nevertheless work to parallel the portrait of Monique with her dying image). In insistently viewing Monique near death, the video absents the others present in her apartment as she dies; it absents the hours leading up to her death; it absents her decision, with Sophie, to participate in this dying ritual. All this may be inferred from the project but are absent in it. To draw an analogy with *Douleur exquise*, we find that in *Pas pu saisir la mort*, Calle strips away the days that proceed the filming and Monique’s dying. We have no countdown to the day of death or avowal of the obscenity of the decisions on when to film and when the end was close (enough). We have no days of mourning or restitution either. Instead Calle leaves us, by analogy, in the room at the centre of the installation of *Douleur exquise* in a room where someone, or something, dies. This is a room that we navigate with our senses and in which the boundary between what is imagined and what is seen, between internal and external reality is unclear.

While cataloguing all that is missing from the installation, I should say too that I am struck by Calle’s own relative absence from the image. We do not see her hold her mother, speak to her or reassure her. It troubles me that the comfort her daughter might give Monique even as she lies unconscious is missing here and that this move to hold the mother is perhaps denied for the demands of art. I cannot know what happened prior to the filming, but I see that in the installation Monique is held instead in the gaze of the camera. This may have brought her comfort and composure, as I have wondered above, yet a sense remains that this distancing also protects the artist. Technology affords a position of distance and separation from the mother, which anticipates strategies for managing (and missing) that pain after she has died. Calle has spoken about what technology made possible. I am interested in turn in what the installation affords and questions.
Recalling Winnicott’s terminology, the installation is a space that may be a resting place in which to take time to adapt to the loss of the mother. This is a space where the boundaries between internal and external reality are not secure. That insecurity seems registered in the opening of the wall onto a different space: the screen does not hang on the wall but behind it, so that the surface seems to open like a window onto another reality. This is a space in which the mother’s image is kept alive for a time. Here I recall Winnicott’s notion of the infant’s memory or mental image of the mother which remains while the mother is absent, but is itself time-bound and can only be maintained for a finite period: ‘Before the limit is reached the mother is still alive; after this limit has been overstepped she is dead.’\textsuperscript{13} Calle places on screen a video image which arguably replicates or makes present prosthetically the last images caught of her mother living and dying. The apparently indexical nature of the photographic image restores a now lost time before the mother died. Yet the video, despite its looping, always leads us towards the moment, which we always miss, where a limit has been overstepped, both in Monique’s mortality, and in Sophie’s memory, and before we know it the mother is dead. The ephemeral nature of installation art may also be relevant here to the notion of the transitional space as a temporary resting place. An installation is conceived for a particular exhibition or museum space and is usually impermanent (and sometimes artists accentuate this through recourse to ephemeral or perishable materials). \textit{Pas pu saisir la mort} was conceived to make Monique present posthumously in Venice at an allotted time after her death.

An implication of what I’m saying is that the video image itself as positioned in the installation can be seen as a self-conscious transitional object. The screen offers a surface on which images of the mother are recalled and held temporarily as they depart. Calle may not hold her mother in her dying moments, but her video camera captures her mother’s tactile, material presence as she lies between life and death. Gazing at the video images, touching them with our eyes in a haptic appreciation of what they render present for us, we feel the weight of Monique’s head indenting the

\textsuperscript{13} Winnicott, \textit{Playing and Reality}, p. 29.
propped pillow, the clean, ironed fabric of the bedding, the textures of her thinning grey hair (reminiscent of Agnès Varda’s close-up images of the hair and skin of the dying Jacques Demy in Jacquot de Nantes). The video makes Monique materially present, arresting for a time the loss of her tangibility and reciprocity. For Winnicott, as we have seen, the transitional object ‘must seem to the infant to give warmth, or to move, or to have texture, or to do something to show it has vitality or reality of its own’ (7). In a video image between movement and stillness, between sentience and inanimation, Calle tests out possibilities of the palliative properties of screen media. Screened in this room where we find ourselves present, fissuring the room’s white walls, vivid and saturated with light from behind, this tranquil sequence of images takes on the magical properties of the transitional object as it calls on us to question vitality and reality, to add new textures to thought about the purposes of art’s masking of reality, its illusory mimesis.

The footage of Monique is, as I’ve been suggesting, stripped away to the minimum. Calle has not relinquished, or put on show, much of the event or of her feelings. The artwork is as much an act of disguise as one of exposure. As I have written this paper I’ve found myself relying on my own investment in the project and that perhaps is one of the work’s effects. Where Prenez soin de vous invites other women to understand her letter of separation in Calle’s place, Pas pu saisir la mort opens an event to the passage and imagining of the other. The space of the installation is a space for the weaving of me and other-than-me, and their involvement and inextricability. Representation and the reception of art, through display and illusion, becomes a means of managing loss and separation. This opening to another who is not me in the common arena of the gallery may be one further means to find a rhythm for separation and relinquishment. In turn, in placing this footage in the bare room of the installation Calle makes available to us a space in which to feel and think about mortality, and the comforts and tranquillity of art’s ordering of emotion.
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Télérama, propos recueillis par Erwan Desplanques et Virginie Félix, 2994, du 2 au 8 juin 2007


The terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center and Pentagon in 2001 were undeniably the most significant global media event in history. Well before 9/11, social theorists remarked on how terrorism is, in many respects, a media fabrication. One wrote, ‘What we know as terrorism is actually a media creation: mass media define, delimit, delegitimize, and discredit events that we have not actually seen.’ Another stated, ‘The media do not merely need and support terrorism, they construct it mimetically as a phenomenon.’ The aim of these theorists is not to diminish, dematerialise or deny the all-too-real devastation caused by terrorism. Rather, it is to suggest that what the vast majority of people understand to be the reality of a terrorist attack is not the attack itself, but a kind of disguise: a mediatised reconstruction that poses as reality.

_11 September 2001_, or _11 septembre 2001_, was written by Michel Vinaver, arguably the most important French playwright of the latter part of the

---

twentieth century. Vinaver’s original text is in English, since, as Vinaver states, most words in the play were lifted *verbatim* from American ‘daily newspapers’, in the wake of the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the USA. He published it in 2002 with a parallel French translation, but I choose here to refer to the original English text, firstly because this was Vinaver’s point of departure, and also because the production I analyse, directed by Robert Cantarella (April 2005) at the Center for New Performance at CalArts, Los Angeles, was performed in English, even when it went on tour to the Théâtre National de la Colline (June 2006).

Vinaver’s playwriting is often referred to as belonging to the théâtre du quotidien, which tends to explore the lives of ordinary people – office clerks, factory workers, the unemployed. The personal and the social, the everyday and historical events, are combined in a habitually non-linear, fragmented, elliptical montage that avoids political or ethical conclusion, message or position. Vinaver specialist David Bradby rightly points out that the playwright’s theatre shows how major events, for example the Korean War in *Les Coréens* (1956), or the Algerian War of Independence in *Iphigénie Hôtel* (1959), impact on the lives of ordinary people. Vinaver himself explains how his material often draws from ‘la banalité quotidienne […] [l]a matière de la vie journalière dans son état le plus indifférencié, le plus confus, le plus indistinct, le plus neutre […] [le] magma quotidien’. Almost all the text in *11 September* is taken from authentic speech, in a manner typical of *verbatim* theatre. Vinaver includes television addresses by George W. Bush, Donald Rumsfeld and Osama bin Laden, air traffic control record-
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4 Vinaver has written around fifteen plays, many of which are frequently read and staged. At the age of eighty-three, he is still an active author and director.
8 A *verbatim* play is collated from ‘authentic’, non-scripted speech, that is quoted word-for-word. For further detail, see Will Hammond and Dan Steward, eds, *Verbatim Verbatim: Techniques in Contemporary Documentary Theatre* (London: Oberon,
ings from United Airlines flight 93, the chief attacker Mohamed Atta’s last will and testament, testimonies from World Trade Center traders, and finally, advertising slogans from television, radio and the press. The play also features the voices of ordinary people trapped on planes or inside the Twin Towers. However, I feel that this play differs considerably from Vinaver’s théâtre du quotidien. Vinaver takes words not from the personal experiences of everyday people caught in the 9/11 attacks, but rather, from the press and media coverage of that event. It is surely significant that one of only two invented characters in the play is the Journalist. This is unlikely to be a coincidence, and is no doubt a remark on press and media representation. The aim of this article is to explore the ways in which, to my mind, Vinaver’s play displays the artifice inherent in media coverage of 9/11 – a coverage that literally covered the vast political, historical and social complexities of the event.

Few have reflected more on the ways in which the media recreate reality than French philosopher Jean Baudrillard. Back in 1970, La Société de consommation warned that the mass media has created a situation where people are in contact not with reality, but with a disguised, distorted, abstracted version, which they mistake for reality:

Nous vivons ainsi à l’abri des signes et dans la dénégation du réel. Sécurité miraculeuse [...] L’image, le signe, le message, tout ceci que nous ‘consommons’, c’est notre quiétude scellée par la distance au monde [...] on peut dire que la dimension de la consommation telle que nous l’avons défini ici, ce n’est pas celle de la connaissance du monde, mais non plus celle de l’ignorance totale: c’est celle de la MÉCONNAISSANCE.9

Shortly after the 9/11 attacks, Baudrillard continues to conceptualise the media’s derealisation of reality:
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Television and the press saturated everyday life with images of 9/11 that are now seared onto global public consciousness. These ‘signs’ gave audiences the impression they were seeing and hearing the actual event. However, that event was reduced to easily-digestible, rapidly-consumable signs. These maintained the public at a safe distance from reality, thereby foreclosing on historical awareness, and on questioning impulses that might have placed the attacks in a broader critical perspective: the USA’s aggressive foreign and economic policies; their support for Israel; their assistance in creating the Taliban in Afghanistan... Images of the planes crashing into the towers, people scrambling down staircases, and office workers throwing themselves from windows were replicated ‘à l’infini’ in slow and fast motion, from close-up and from a distance, until in the mind of the public, they became reality.

Notably, in the half hour following the impact of United Airlines 175 into the second tower, CNN broadcast the sequence eleven times. This incessant repetition was reinforced since, for the first time in the history of US television, the main networks shared available video images. These signs, which had been lifted from the sorts of historical and political contextualisations that I have just mentioned, constructed a fictionalised narrative of 9/11 that gave audiences the impression that they recognised the event. But this recognition, for Baudrillard, was a misrecognition, which served to disguise the great complexity of historical and political realities.

In Cantarella’s production, the play, which only takes around thirty minutes to perform, was shown three times, back-to-back. Cantarella therefore provided a metaphor for the loop of images with which the media constructed the ‘reality’ of 9/11. His production also highlighted the fact that the representational sign often poses as a disguise that covers, or conceals reality, rather than displaying it. Onto a screen on the right-hand wall of the stage were projected images of fruit that looked like real fruit until, upon closer inspection, they were revealed to be made of plastic. In addition, postcards of what appeared to be office interiors were passed around the audience. However, like in photographer Thomas Demand’s works, the furniture, stationery, and other office accessories on the postcard were nothing more than models. Cantarella thus alluded obliquely to the tricks and guises with which Baudrillard claims the media represent reality.

Vinaver himself has meditated extensively on the processes of disguise inherent in media representation. À la renverse (1980) and L’Émission de télévision (1990) provide probing insights into the discrepancies between what the public perceives as reality via the mass media, and that reality itself. In L’Émission de télévision, Monsieur Delile is interviewed for a television programme, on the subject of unemployment. Delile and his wife are filmed at home, but the television crew writes the script, chooses their costumes, and even provides Delile with a Citroën CX to drive off in at the end of the programme, as a sign of the new-found fortune his new job has brought him. The television researchers Béatrice and Adèle call these clips of the Deliles’ private life ‘quelques flashes qui font pénétrer dans la vérité du vécu’, even though they are staged, scripted and rehearsed. These ‘flashes’ make a superficial allusion to reality, but are ultimately consumable television images which efface the complexities of the Deliles’ socio-economic situation. David Bradby indicates, in terms evocative of Baudrillard, that Vinaver demonstrates how real-life experience is ‘digested’ into

---

13 See, for example, Demand’s replication in cut-out paper of the Oval Office in the White House (http://www.thomasdemand.de/). The trompe-l’œil is so accurate as to disguise its own trickery. By extension, the photograph displays the façade that is political power.

media entertainment; playwright and theorist Daniel Lemahieu echoes this view, with respect to À la renverse: ‘le paraître, l’image deviennent ainsi plus essentiels que le réel’. Certain of Vinaver’s plays thus display the transformational processes of stylising, editing, even manipulating, inherent in media representation, highlighting how reality is disguised in order to render it suitable for dissemination and consumption.

In 11 September, Vinaver includes a polyphony of different voices, from the public to the private, from the seemingly important to the supposedly insignificant. He incorporates figures like Todd Beamer, the passenger who communicated with air traffic control shortly before helping to bring down United Airlines Flight 93 (10); and Demczur, the window cleaner who scrambled down 50 flights of stairs out of one of the burning blocks (58). This inclusion of everyday people’s voices is characteristic of the théâtre du quotidien, as is the incorporation of seemingly inconsequential details like the exact times recorded by witnesses, their ages, company names, and so on:

FEMALE VOICE My name’s Katherine Ilachinski I’m seventy I’m
an architect
My office is
I should say was
On the ninety-first floor of 2 World Trade Center
The south tower that is (30).

However, the material included in 11 September can in no way be described as ‘indifférencié’, ‘indistinct’ or ‘neutre’, to use Vinaver’s terms. To take just one example, the play’s title is not simply an empirical piece of data. Like 4 July for the Americans, or 14 juillet for the French, 11 September is semiotically charged. French philosopher Jacques Derrida explains:

15 Bradby, p. 126.
16 Daniel Lemahieu, ‘D’une écriture, quelques figures’, Europe special issue, 69–87 (pp. 84–5).
[we are] reduced to pronouncing mechanically a date, repeating it endlessly, as a kind of ritual incantation, a conjuring poem, a journalistic litany or rhetorical refrain... September 11, le 11 septembre, September 11.17

The US administration ensured almost immediately that this date would become an instantly recognisable and readily consumable icon. A few days after the attacks, George W. Bush stated, ‘Each of us will remember what happened that day, and to whom it happened.’18 Nearly ten years later, the date is still mentioned almost daily.19 It has become both an ideologically intoxicating, and readily consumable sign, which serves the politicians and media outlets that propagate or sell the idea of the War on Terror. It is no longer the ‘banalité quotidienne’ or ‘magma quotidien’ of which Vinaver writes. Other details that Vinaver includes in the play are, likewise, emblematic, rather than banal: the ‘jumpers’, that are described as ‘falling from upper floors of the one hundred and ten-storey buildings’ (28); people rushing down ‘the packed stairwell’ (30, 36)… Vinaver takes some of the most memorable words, that evoke some of the most abiding images in contemporary history. The details he includes in the play symbolise 9/11 far in excess of their simple denotative meaning. The words have already been filtered, stylised, commodified, to conform with the mass media’s ideologically inflected and easily digestible agendas.

So if Vinaver includes in his play the same details from 9/11 that can be found in the press and media, how does his representation differ from that of the mass media? And this is my point: Vinaver’s play displays not 9/11 itself, but the disguises created by political rhetoric and the mass media, in order to represent 9/11. He writes:

19 Some go so far as to say that this date has become a brand, or trademark. See The Selling of 9/11: How a National Tragedy became a Commodity, ed. by Dana Heller (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005), p. 5.
Je suis convaincu que, pour amener le spectateur à ‘changer’, rien ne sert de le heurter au départ en lui disant que ‘les choses ne sont pas comme il le pense’; il faut au contraire gagner son adhésion en lui montrant les choses ‘comme il les connaît’, et puis, insensiblement, l’amener au point où ses certitudes vacillent.20

In 11 September, Vinaver provides the reader/spectator with a recognisable media representation of 9/11 that he simultaneously deconstructs, in order to display that ‘point où ses certitudes vacillent’. This article describes the various devices he employs to expose and display the disguises inherent in every system of representation – the mechanisms of composition, formalisation and stylisation – which the media tend to hide.

Firstly, Vinaver’s play displays the fact that realism is a kind of aesthetic disguise that represents reality, and is not that reality itself. Literary theorist Tzvetan Todorov explains, in an essay distinguishing between the vrai and the vraisemblable, that there is no causal relationship between the former – reality – and the latter – realism.21 Russian formalist Roman Jakobson notes that realism is an aesthetic convention that does not enjoy a privileged relationship with reality, any more than romanticism, modernism or surrealism do.22 Realism perhaps provides a greater ‘effet de réel’ than other literary styles, as Roland Barthes explains, but this does not mean it displays reality any more honestly, or authentically than the others.23 The profusion and proliferation of details included in the press and media coverage on and after 9/11 gave audiences the impression that they were receiving the eye-witness, first-hand, real-time, non-stop, 24/7 full story. However, the coverage was nothing more than a mass of details – hand-held movie camera videos, mobile phone stills – spliced together with rapid and sketchy journalism, banter by pundits, and slick graphics, in order to constitute vraisemblance, presented to audiences as reality. Impartiality is impossible in the media, just as it is in any other formalised medium.

Cantarrella’s production cleverly highlighted the dissymmetry between the realist representation of reality, and reality itself. The actors wore everyday clothes, typical of their identities as young Americans: jeans, t-shirts, sweatshirts. When they were not speaking, they went to a clothes rail at the back of the stage, changing out of their everyday clothes, and into other everyday clothes. They thus indicated that the clothes they wore were in fact costumes, or signs, that represented or performed everyday reality, rather than being that reality.

Vinaver claims: ‘Avec septembre 11, 2001, j’ai plus littéralement imité que dans mes œuvres précédentes, où l’imagination intervenait davantage’. This might give the deceptive impression that he aspires to an impossible objective impartiality. However, he continues, explaining that ‘invention’ is key to his representational process. 24 Aestheticisation plays as great a role as imitation in this play, thus serving to distinguish it sharply from media coverage. Whilst press and the media employ realism in an attempt to conflate news coverage with reality, Vinaver employs many devices to distance his text from the realism from which he borrows, by displaying its artifice, instead of concealing it. For Baudrillard, words and images in the media are reduced to easily consumable signs that exclude the reader/spectator from social, economic or political concerns. He illustrates this media phenomenon with the dynamic of constant interruption that structures his play:

MALE VOICE: My name is John Paul de Vito
DORENE: At the seventy-eighth floor I saw a woman whose hair and clothing Had largely been burned off
JOHN PAUL: I was sitting down to some paper work and a second cup of coffee after meeting with a client (40)

Vinaver’s profusion of details provides no real access or insight into the phenomenological starkness or anguish of people trapped in planes that are about to become missiles, or buildings that are about to become rubble; nor

24 Programme note for Robert Cantarella’s production at the Théâtre National de la Colline (June 2006).
does it provide a chronicle of everyday people’s experiences in the manner of some of his théâtre du quotidien plays like Par-dessus bord (1997) or L’Émission de télévision; nor does it shed new light on the political motivations for the attacks. No sooner has one voice begun to tell its story, than it is interrupted by another. His ‘zapping’ technique mirrors the press’s and media’s tendency to provide the public with cosmetic words and images, rather than with probing, detailed accounts. Moreover, it could evoke the channel-hopping viewer, hungry for new, sensational stories.

Vinaver employs many techniques that display the artifice of his representation of 9/11, rather than disguising it, which the press and media habitually do. He does this, notably, by presenting the albeit realist details in his play, with artistic stylisation. For instance, he resists realism in the representation of his characters. Vinaverian specialist Eric Eigenmann mentions the relevance to Vinaver’s works of Oswald Ducrot’s theory of polyphony, which divides the speaking subject into Speaker-L (who produces the physical sounds of speech) and Speaker-I (who positions her/himself at the origin of personal pronouns and possessive adjectives like ‘I’, ‘my’, etc.). Eigenmann notes that in Vinaver’s theatre, actor and character present two separate entities, and describes the actor’s utterance as an ‘énonciation citationnelle’.

The fact that the characters in 11 September must visibly display their names emphasises this dislocation between actor and character. Vinaver states in his ‘Foreword’: ‘Le nom des personnages doit être entendu ou vu au même titre que les paroles prononcées’ (9). This technique, reminiscent of Brechtian Verfremdungseffekte, or distancing techniques, foregrounds the character’s status as artifice and dramatic illusion. In Cantarella’s production, each actor had a small microphone pinned to her/his chest. Before speaking, s/he would whisper the name of the character s/he was playing, into the microphone. For example, ‘The Unidentified Male Voice’ would


be whispered into the microphone, and ‘Nobody move please’ would be spoken to the audience. The actors therefore ‘quoted’, to use Eigenmann’s term. Moreover, they avoided identifying themselves with the characters they were playing, since they did not adopt a naturalist acting style. They would speak in chorus, and accompany their words with vocal tones that appeared inconsistent with their dialogue: or with stylised and unrelated hand gestures and body movements. For example, when the actor playing Todd explained to Air Traffic Control that his plane had been hijacked, he spoke his lines quite blithely. And actors playing workers stuck in the towers laughed as they uttered their lines. Cantarella’s technique was not intended to be irreverent. Instead, by dislocating the verbal utterances from the tone of delivery, the actors invited spectators to reflect on the words and their significations, rather than on the psychology or intentionality of the individual characters. Cantarella also employed cross-casting, where male and female actors played men and women interchangeably. And each time the play was repeated, actors changed parts, so that the proximity between actor and role was reduced to a minimum. French academic Patrice Pavis also adopted a non-mimetic aesthetic when he staged the play with students at the University of California, San Diego (June 2002). He explains how the actors strode across the stage in strictly choreographed geometrical movements, and writes, ‘l’interprète est moins un personnage qu’un exécutant, un instrumentaliste au service d’un orchestre.’ Each of these dramatic techniques constituted an effective means for highlighting the artifice of the representation, and displaying self-consciously the fact that this was a partial, artificial version of real events, which did not have a privileged relationship to those events.

Vinaver’s use of a Chorus also displays his artistic stylisation. In *The Birth of Tragedy*, Friedrich Nietzsche quotes playwright Friedrich Schiller who states, ‘the chorus [is] a living wall that tragedy pulls around itself to

close itself off entirely from the real world and maintain its ideal ground and its poetic freedom.’ With the use of the Chorus, Vinaver displays the play’s status as art, and not as ‘the real world’. Cantarella’s production employed many theatrical techniques for displaying the play as artifice. The lights were left on in the auditorium – a typical Brechtian *Verfremdungseffekt* – to abolish the transparent fourth wall of naturalist theatre which habitually conceals the illusionistic nature of the performance. In addition, the stage floor and side walls, which were made of huge sheets of plywood, afforded the impression that the play was taking place inside a wooden toy box, which underscored further the fact that this was a make-believe representation of reality, and not reality itself. On the left-hand side of the stage stood another wooden box – a toy box within the toy box. This box contained tiny human figures that the actors manipulated with long sticks, rather like army strategists from the Second World War. The moving figures were filmed, and the images projected onto the screen on the right-hand wall of the stage. This projection could have provided a meta-commentary on the processes involved in transposing reality into a mediatised image. The electric guitar music strumming softly in the background throughout much of the play also served to remind the spectator of the production’s artifice. Whilst Cantarella had chosen a play the mere title of which indicates that it refers to real historical events, he ensured that the artificial reconstitution and aesthetic formalisation of that event were displayed, not disguised.

One of Vinaver’s most striking stylistic modifications is almost totally to remove the play’s visual dimension, rendering it an essentially auditory piece. Mass media, most notably television, and increasingly the press, invest in the visual – a spectacle of sensationalist colour images. Vinaver explains that his theatre is ‘fondé sur l’écoute [...] et pas sur le regard’, and adds elsewhere,

'Je serais mieux dans ma peau si j’étais [...] musicien.' 

He takes arguably the most visual and visually mediatised event in history, and transforms it into an acoustic piece. In his ‘Foreword’, he stipulates that the text should resemble music composed for soloists, an orchestra and a chorus:

La forme se rapproche de celle des cantates et des oratorios, se composant d’airs (à une, deux ou trois voix), de parties chorales [...] et de récitatifs pris en charge par un ‘journaliste’, fonction qui peut faire penser à celle de l’évangéliste dans les Passions de J.-S. Bach (9).

He enhances musicality, for example, by juxtaposing extracts of text in order to generate alliterative or assonant resonances and rhymes. In Bush’s and bin Laden’s ‘duet’ towards the end of the play, phrases quoted verbatim from their speeches create alliterative recurrences of the phoneme /f/:

bush We will not falter
bin laden The camp of the faithful
bush And we will not fail
bin laden And the camp of the infidels
bush Peace and freedom will prevail (68, my emphasis).

Here, Vinaver maintains aural continuity, whilst disrupting thematic continuity, a technique he often favours. He sometimes takes aural uniformity even further, employing paronomasia – the selection of words for their homophonic consistency, rather than their semantic signification:

chorus Hi
Jacked
Hi
Jacked Jets Jackety Jets
Hijacked Jets


Hi
Jets Hit Trade
World Weird
Worderly Trade
Pentagon
Twin Towers
Falling Down Falling Down Falling Down (22, my emphasis).

The /h/, /ai/, /j/, /k/ and /t/ of ‘hijacked’ are repeated in words like ‘Hi’, ‘Jacked’, ‘Jets’, ‘Jackety’, ‘Hit’, ‘Twin’ and ‘Towers’, creating alliterative and assonant sequences that foreground the acoustic signifier over the semantic signified. The inclusion of one of the final verses of T.S. Eliot’s *The Waste Land*, ‘London Bridge is falling down’, highlights further Vinaver’s poeticisation of the witnesses’ speech.³² Finally, as is evident in the Bush/bin Laden example, Vinaver also often fractures *verbatim* prose into lines of free verse, in a manner evocative of Peter Weiss’s *Die Ermittlung* (*The Investigation*, 1965), the *Urtext* of *verbatim* theatre. This, and other aestheticising techniques, thereby display Vinaver’s poeticisation of people’s voices, whereas mass media tend to disguise the ways in which they edit and transpose authentic speech.

The acoustic properties of the actors’ voices, which are solicited by Vinaver’s text, were emphasised further in Cantarella’s production. The actors employed their full vocal range by whispering, shouting and singing their dialogue. In addition, the Chorus adopted a melodic line that verged on song. These techniques served to distance the piece from a realist aesthetic, by highlighting its artifice. The fact that the production in France was delivered in English with French surtitles, added further to the aural dimension to the play: the text was repeated three times for each performance, and the last time, the surtitles were removed, so that the non-Anglophone audience could focus more on the words’ acoustic materiality than on their semantic content.

Vinaver displays his own processes of composition most notably through his hallmark use of what he terms ‘assemblage, ... collage, ... montage, ... tissage’. Bertolt Brecht advocates a fragmented narrative structure that might encourage spectators to analyse the relationships between the different scenes and themes that compose a play: “The individual episodes have to be knotted together in such a way that the knots are easily noticed. The episodes must not succeed one another indistinguishably but must give us a chance to interpose our judgment.” Techniques of suturing and interweaving serve to display not only the joins, but also the gaps between elements. In this respect, Vinaver quotes the cubist artist Georges Braque, whose work, along with that of Jean Debufet, has influenced him profoundly: ‘Cet “entre-deux” me paraît un élément aussi capital que ce qu’ils appellent “l’objet”’. For Vinaver, Brechtian dislocation is significant, since it enables the reader/spectator to interject actively her/his own judgement and opinion. He writes of the ‘dérapages de sens d’une phrase à l’autre, collisions déclenchant comme de mini-phénomènes de décharges ironiques’. 11 September juxtaposes fragments of speech that, to borrow Vinaver’s own image, explode like the 9/11 aeroplanes, and implode like the towers. There are many instances in 11 September where Vinaver places extracts of speech in unexpected contexts, in order to provoke a ‘décharge ironique’ – a meaning that is opposite to, discordant with, or unintended by the meaning expressed by the original context. The most manifest example is Bush’s and bin Laden’s duet:

**BUSH** Good afternoon on my orders the United States military has begun strikes  
**BIN LADEN** Here is America struck by God almighty in one of its vital organs  
 [...]  
**BIN LADEN** America has been filled with horror from north to south and east to west  
**BUSH** Our military action is designed to clear the way for sustained comprehensive and relentless (60)

35 Michel Vinaver, ‘Mes appétits’, Europe special issue, 144–63 (p. 147).  
37 Vinaver, Programme Note.
Vinaver’s contrapuntal collage interleaves the speeches of both figures, displaying how, despite Bush’s and bin Laden’s best efforts to depict their ideologies as oppositional, they are in fact strikingly alike.38 Their utterances derive from the same range of rhetorical devices, and even resort to parallel vocabulary and imagery: Bush says ‘strike’, and bin Laden ‘struck’; bin Laden says ‘from north to south and east to west’, and Bush says ‘sustained comprehensive and relentless’, both expressions denoting expansive, global intent. Not only their use of vocabulary and imagery, but also their use of syntax, is comparable. Bin Laden’s sentence begins with a noun, ‘America’, followed by a passive voice, ‘has been filled’; Bush’s sentence begins with a noun clause, ‘Our military action’, also followed by a passive voice, ‘is designed’. The homogeneity, rather than expected heterogeneity between the two political figures’ discourses produces a striking political effect. Vinaver states, ‘Pour moi, rien ne va de soi [...] C’est tous les jours un peu le commencement du monde’.39 It is clear here that he takes nothing for granted with respect to conventional and received geopolitical paradigms.

In political terms, Vinaver’s alignment of Bush’s rhetoric with bin Laden’s is not so unreasonable, even if, as Pavis rightly notes, this should not then constitute an apology for Islamic fundamentalism (38). International law scholar Richard Falk highlights the parallels between the rise of global megaterrorism, and the USA’s plans for global domination by means of a space-based missile defence shield.40 9/11 was an attack without a declared enemy, territorial claims, or a clear intention. Reconstructed by politicians and the media, it became an emblem of an abstracted, rarefied, symbolic

38 Anne Ubersfeld makes the useful distinction between the slightly different processes of montage and collage: ‘Il y a montage quand les éléments hétérogènes prennent sens par la combinaison qui est faite avec eux; il y a collage quand c’est l’hétérogénéité qui fait sens, non la combinaison’, *Lire le théâtre* (Paris: Éditions sociales, 1982), p. 265, note 48. Therefore, Vinaver employs collage here, since, according to her definition, Bush’s and bin Laden’s words gain no more meaning from their juxtaposition; indeed, they gain less.  
attack of Evil against Good, that bore little relation to the political, historical, social and economic reality from which it arose. This ideological fabrication enabled the USA and its allies to justify their War on Terror: ‘war’ and ‘terror’ becoming an unshakable opposition between ‘war’ that is legal, clean, precise and rational, and ‘terrorism’ that is criminal, dirty, indiscriminate and mad. As political philosopher Suman Gupta indicates, political academics and legal analysts have great difficulty defining in moral and practical terms, between war and terrorism. If terrorism is defined rather crudely as the indiscriminate targeting of civilians and the terrorising of populations, what war has avoided random casualties, and not generated mass terror?41 Philosopher Slavoj Žižek adds to the debate, by noting that war and humanitarian aid are no longer oppositions, since in Afghanistan, ‘one is never sure what [the American war plane] will drop, bombs or food parcels’.42 When, in 11 September, Bush describes the US initiative in Afghanistan, ‘As we strike military targets we will also drop food’ (62), his implication is that the war he perpetrates is humane and generous. Vinaver avoids the reductionist rhetorical fictions of dominant political discourses – them and us; civilised and barbarian; freedom and extremism. He writes, ‘À l’origine de mon activité d’écrivain, il y a, je crois, un refus. Le refus de toute réflexion générale sur le monde […] Une objection tenace à tout processus de pensée unifiante’.43 In his plays, notably here, he circumvents a ‘pensée unifiante’ by self-consciously juxtaposing elements from opposing political positions. Answers do not always correspond to questions; lines of argument intertwine, shift, break up and reform, enabling new comparisons and contrasts to emerge. He thus demonstrates how the apparent Manichean opposition between war and terrorism, to which these theorists refer, is easily blurred. This was rendered all the more acute in Cantarella’s production, where each time the play was repeated, the spectator could make new sets of associations between the multiple fragments of speech.

Cantarella provided a visually poetic image of this conflation of ideological binary oppositions. As the actors reciting Bush’s and bin Laden’s lines delivered their duet, they attempted to stand transparent plastic tubes, around 150 centimetres tall, up on end. Other actors joined them in this activity. Owing to the tubes’ lightweight nature, they were almost impossible to balance, and frequently tumbled down, perhaps alluding to the flimsiness of the two leaders’ discourses. In addition, when stood up, the tubes could have connoted the New York skyline, so that when they toppled, the allusion to the Twin Towers was oblique, yet clear. The male actors then came and lay down amongst the fallen tubes, reinforcing connections between the demolished towers, and the two main male characters’ discourses of war and enmity.

In the epigraph to this essay, Vinaver cites Goethe. The secret to be revealed, the disguise to be displayed, is not to be found behind the surface. Rather, the secret to be revealed is that surface itself: the façade of media representation that misrepresents, distorts or conceals reality. Vinaver’s 11 September 2001 does not represent 9/11; it represents the media representation of 9/11. He employs the realist detail of the mass media, but, to my mind, to subversive ends. His play takes extracts from real life – albeit mediatised real life – and composes them aesthetically into fiction for theatre. But this fiction is no more or less true or valid than the discourses encountered every day in the press and media.

In L’Image peut-elle tuer? art historian Marie-José Mondzain argues vehemently against the notion that violent images promote violent behaviour.44 Real violence, for her, depends not on the image’s content, but on the way it is constructed:

Ne pas savoir initier un regard à sa propre passion de voir, ne pas pouvoir construire une culture du regard, voilà où commence la vraie violence à l’égard de ceux qu’on livre désarmés à la voracité des visibilités. Il revient donc à ceux qui font des images de construire la place de celui qui voit et à ceux qui font voir les images des premiers de connaître les voies de cette construction.45

When realism – a realist reproduction of reality – attempts to pass itself off as reality, when it ‘brouill[e] volontairement ou non la distinction des espaces et des corps pour produire un continuum confus’, violence is committed; political violence. Distance is required, to display openly the fact that the reproduction is just that – a reproduction, which has been subjectively, aesthetically and artificially fabricated. The party who produces images must display the manner in which they construct them. A distance between the object, event or person being represented, and the representation, enables a ‘culture du regard’ that potentially permits the viewer to give her/his own meaning to signs, thereby expressing her/his ‘altérité’, which might differ from the views of the filmmaker, journalist or television network. For Mondzain, signs should be ‘en attente de sens’ and not provide ready-made, off-the-peg meaning. Vinaver stated in the post-show talk after Cantarella’s production, ‘On est dans le leurre de la reproduction... Plus ça veut être vrai, plus c’est faux’, stressing, like Mondzain, the necessity to maintain a distance between the referent and its representation. Elsewhere, he states that he does not seek ‘UN sens (au monde, à la vie, etc.)’, since a discontinuity between elements permits ‘la pluralité possible des suites, prolongements, bifurcations’.46 By indicating their means of representation through techniques such as interruption, distancing, collage, poeticisation and stylisation, both Vinaver and Cantarella penetrate the rhetoricised political and journalistic discourses and disguises that often serve to exclude, rather than solicit the audience’s curiosity, questioning and intelligence.
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The search for photography’s ontological properties has often been accompanied by the affirmation of its apparently unique powers to show the truth because of ‘the automatic way in which photographs are produced.’ Synthesising a range of theoretical approaches, from the earliest to the contemporary, Philippe Dubois located the exact antithesis to photography in the trope of the travellers’ tales:

Si l’on admet souvent assez facilement que l’explorateur peut relativement fabuler au retour de ses voyages et donc élaborer, par exemple pour impressionner son auditeur, des récits plus au moins hyperboliques où la part de fantasme et d’imaginaire est loin d’être négligeable, à l’inverse la photographie, elle, du moins aux yeux de la doxa et du sens commun, ne peut mentir.3

1 An earlier version of this article first appeared under the title ‘Pierre Huyghe’s Travels with Edgar Allan Poe’ in Jörg von Brincken, Ute Gröbel and Irina Schulzki, eds, Fictions / Realities. New Forms and Interactions (Munich: Martin Meidenbauer Verlag, 2011). I am grateful to the editors for the permission to reprint.


The apparently irreconcilable oppositional pull between the testimonial value of the photographic document and the travellers’ predilection for elaboration and hyperbole in this configuration maintains the traditional distinction between fact and fiction, a distinction that is systematically undermined in *A Journey that wasn’t* (2005). This twenty-minute film by Pierre Huyghe (born in 1962) adopts a complex strategy of interweaving fact and fiction producing an example of the hybrid genre I call ‘documentary fiction’. *A Journey that wasn’t* contributes to Huyghe’s long-term research into the interdependence of the fictional and the real pursued since the 1990s, alongside such issues as leisure and its place in the capitalist society, urbanity and habitat and the status of a copy in representation. The materialisation of these ideas often takes the form of large-scale multi-part installations that have the power to mesmerise and enthral the viewer, earning Huyghe the status of one of the most internationally successful contemporary artists in France today. Huyghe’s gift for the orchestration of space, volumes and light compellingly materialised with *Celebration Park*, a three-part multimedia solo exhibition staged first at the *Musée d’art moderne de la ville de Paris*, Paris and subsequently at the *Tate Modern*, London in 2006. This exhibition contained *A Journey that wasn’t*, shown as a large-scale video installation.

Given Huyghe’s interest in the relationship between the fictional and the real, it is unsurprising that his companion on a poetic journey to the Antarctic in *A Journey that wasn’t* would be a fictional character: Arthur Gordon Pym. Edgar Allan Poe’s *The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket* served as paradigmatic voyage of discovery for Huyghe’s filmic record of his journey, known to the artist as *Les Aventures d’Arthur Gordon Pym* in the 1857 translation by Baudelaire.4 Baudelaire’s life-long devotion to the translation of the author he believed to be his kindred spirit is well-documented, as is the impact of this devotion on French

---

literature.\(^5\) Poe’s influence, thanks to the Baudelaire’s mediation, extends equally to visual arts in France, inspiring artists such as Odilon Redon and Paul Gauguin, and evincing tributes in the form of poem illustrations from Gustave Doré and Édouard Manet.\(^6\) Huyghe’s interpretation of *Les Aventures d’Arthur Gordon Pym* prolongs this nineteenth-century tradition to which he rightly belongs. However, any contribution the present work might bring to the study of Poe’s remarkable assimilation into French culture is incidental. Equally, it is not within the modest parameters of the present work to claim to contribute to the vast specialist scholarship dedicated to *Les Aventures d’Arthur Gordon Pym*. The principal ambition here is to demonstrate the ways in which Poe’s text, with its curious tactic of persuading the reader to treat its fictional narrative as factual while simultaneously sabotaging this strategy, can be productively deployed to discuss the representative strategy in *A Journey that wasn’t* that eschews documentary realism in favour of complex interweaving of layers of fiction to produce what the artist has called an ‘*additif* of reality’.\(^7\)

The opening scenes of *A Journey that wasn’t* document the progress of the ship in the waters of the Southern Ocean. For several minutes the viewer is exposed to images of undulating ice, majestic snow-covered mountains and endless horizons, hypnotising in their unvarying progression, and dissolving any sense of scale and perspective. This region, its natural beauty otherworldly in its exoticism, is notoriously difficult to represent. Jeremy Millar notes that ‘the art created in these regions is afflicted by


\(^7\) ‘What interested me was to investigate how a fiction, how a story, could in fact produce a certain kind of reality. An *additif* of reality.’ Huyghe quoted in George Baker, ‘Interview with Pierre Huyghe’, *October*, 110 (2004), 80–106 (p. 84). Original emphasis.
a certain literalness, a desire to document scenes accurately while lacking means to do so." Apart from the physical restrictions imposed by the extreme meteorological conditions, it is difficulties of a representational nature that complicate straightforward documentation. The exploration of Antarctica coincided with Daguerre’s first experiments in photography, and by the end of the twentieth century mass media had transformed this distant *terra incognita* into a thoroughly familiar terrain, a repertoire of clichéd images of floating icebergs, white horizons and adorable penguins.

In these conditions there seems to be no better way of summarising Huyghe’s achievement than by borrowing Millar’s words once again: ‘Huyghe has recognized that our relationship to a place such as Antarctica can only ever be abstract, and that fiction – rather than a misplaced documentary realism – might be the most appropriate form of engagement.”

Fiction lies at the very origin of this project: at the beginning of the film a voice-over announces a speculative conjuncture that ‘there should exist somewhere a new, uncharted island sheltering a unique creature’, which will prove to be a rare albino penguin. This hypothesis was then verified in the course of a real journey undertaken by Huyghe and six other invited artists aboard the expedition boat *Tara*. Upon his return, Huyghe staged a theatrical re-creation of the journey as a musical performance in New York’s Central Park, with the final work combining the footage from the Antarctic journey and the New York recreation. Fiction, in the sense of literary works of imagination, served as the point of departure for this poetic voyage: the artist and his crew sailed from what *El Diario Del Fin Del Mundo*, Huyghe’s expedition diary, poetically described as ‘the southernmost point of Borges country’ in reference to the Argentinean...

11 The participating artists included Jay Chung, Francesca Grassi, Q Takeki Maeda, Aleksandra Mir, Xavier Veilhan and Maryse Alberti, who all pursued their own artistic projects in the course of the trip.
Hoaxer’s Voyage: Pierre Huyghe’s *A Journey that wasn’t*

writer who made the limits of fiction the subject of his writing. Even before this journey began Huyghe had long been under the spell of *Les Aventures d’Arthur Gordon Pym*, as testifies an earlier exhibition describing an imaginary journey to the Antarctic, entitled *L’Expédition scintillante* at Kunsthau Bregenz in 2002. Here, Pym’s travel journal served as the basis for the interface programme controlling the artificial weather that ’played’ on the first floor of the exhibition. The exhibition booklet, in the meantime, reproduced the novel’s enigmatic Preface and the title page in an overt gesture of tribute (Fig. 13). The illustration decorating the title page of this reproduced edition featured Caspar David Friedrich’s *The Sea of Ice* (1824), which seems to have prefigured, with a startling accuracy, Huyghe’s real discovery of Antarctica three years later, as demonstrate certain images in *A Journey that wasn’t* that are marked with the dramatic intensity of Romanticism. *L’Expédition scintillante* was thus clearly intended as a prologue to *A Journey that wasn’t*, or, as the artist himself described it, its ‘scenario’ that was retrospectively tested: ‘*A Journey that wasn’t* commence autour d’une rumeur qui se prolonge par une aventure en Antarctique [...] et puis surtout il réalise *L’Expédition scintillante* qui en était le scénario.’


13 I am grateful to Simon Baker for his assistance with the attribution of the title page illustration.

With its composite status as a tale of exploration, mystery and even science-fiction *avant la lettre*, Poe’s novel shares the hybrid nature of Huyghe’s projects. However it is above all the striking convergence of the thematic – a poetic journey to the Antarctic – that suggests a direct borrowing from the tale of Pym’s adventures. In the novel, Pym’s romantic passion for sea-faring adventures takes him on a long journey, which breaks off abruptly more than it concludes with the encounter with a cataract and a giant mysterious figure shrouded in white at the South Pole. *The Narrative’s* two-page subtitle promised, with sensationalist gusto, a tale of unbelievable adventures, listing, amongst others, a bloody mutiny, near-exhaustion from starvation and thirst whilst adrift at sea, a case of cannibalism and a murderous ambush set up by the treacherous natives of the Tsalal island. A sensationalist subtitle was part of Poe’s strategy to attract readership and thus exploit a buoyant market for adventure literature generated by nineteenth-century American territorial expansion. Huyghe’s motivations

---

are subtler, but perhaps not all that dissimilar to those driving Poe to complete his only full-length novel; as Mark Godfrey usefully reminds us, in 2005 *A Journey that Wasn’t* premiered between *The March of the Penguins* and *Happy Feet*, when Antarctica, penguins and climate change figured prominently in the media. Indeed, Huyghe’s expedition diary contains some explicit references to the highly topical issue of climate change: it explains the albino penguin’s unusual colouring as ‘the early sign of an animal mutation to come’ and that the island emerged only recently as a result of the global warming. In reality these claims prove to be without substance; research shows that the supposedly discovered island has been charted for over fifty years, while the Gentoo penguin apparently found by Huyghe is not a true albino but is leucistic as it retains normal eye colour despite the reduction of all skin pigments. It seems that Huyghe’s choice of Antarctica as the destination of his journey has little to do with concerns for ecology; indeed, in the same article Godfrey notes that ‘Huyghe has gone so far as to say that the mentions of global warming were hooks to attract attention to the work and never part of its actual content’. Seen in this light, Antarctica, as a continent with no government and no native population, protected by the treaty that set it aside as a preserve of scientific and artistic investigation, represents the ideal terrain for Huyghe’s project in that it fits extremely well with the artist’s cool aesthetic and neutrality in matters political. The indisputable and unique value of Huyghe’s project lies elsewhere, in the domain of the questions of representation. *El Diario* outlined (in somewhat convoluted prose) the parameters of Huyghe’s investigation, expressed in words that uncannily echo the terms of the debate proposed by Dubois:

---


17 *El Diario*, p. 301.


19 The Antarctic Treaty, ratified by the twelve countries active in Antarctic science in 1961 and subsequently accepted by forty-seven countries, proclaimed the territory south of 60°S latitude as the preserve of scientific research (Article 2), free from any military activity and weapons testing (Article 1).
The extraordinary events and unlikely phenomena to which sailors bear solitary witness are not easy to record. The narrative must be precise, or it runs the risk of being taken for a fabrication. For the maritime storyteller this would be unthinkable, as he and his story are inseparable. The truth, therefore, must be made believable. One way is to understate the story by weeding out exceptional details, however factual. Another option is to dress the truth in the costume of fiction by using those same details to elaborate the story. But on certain occasions, such as this one, none of these narrative mechanisms are sought. (297)

With this double disavowal of both straightforward factual depiction and presenting lived experiences in the guise of fiction, the negotiation of the limits of representation comes to the forefront of the artist’s investigation.

What follows is therefore no ordinary journey of discovery. The artist borrows from this genre, only to re-arrange in a gesture of poetic appropriation its protocols and rituals. *El Diario* is an example of such an interpretation of the format of the expedition diary, while *Isla Ociosidad Nomination* (2005–6) commemorates the act of the ‘discovery’ of the island. Exhibited
together with *A Journey that wasn’t* and its satellite projects as a part of *Celebration Park* exhibition, *Isla Ociosidad Nomination* is an A4-sized black monochrome panel that revealed, on closer inspection, a completed standard UK Antarctic Place-names Committee application form for the nomination of an island. According to this form Idleness Island (*Isla Ociosidad*) was discovered by Huyghe and the *Tara* crew on February 19th, 2005, at Latitude 65°26’S Admiralty, Longitude 65°19.5’W Admiralty. Another ‘prop’ borrowed from the repertoire of rituals connected with expeditions was the act of measuring the parameters of the island with a help of equipment contained in a spherical tent set up ashore, as documented in *A Journey that wasn’t*. This information was simultaneously translated into Morse-like sequences of sound and light, transmitted by a luminous globe positioned nearby (Fig. 14). The film preserves a record of the crew struggling with strong winds that caused the globe and the tent to collapse, preventing the sound signals from being heard. In the meantime, light signals, emitted by a moon-like globe – a strange and fragile flickering presence amidst the storm – persisted, attracting flocks of curious penguins. This display, described by *El Diario* as ‘a luminous, musical variation of Morse code’ (300), served as the basis for a much more extravagant light and sound show in the second part of the project: the journey’s reconstruction as a spectacular ‘musical’ on Wollman Ice Rink in New York’s Central Park on the evening of 14 October 2005. Here, the intermittent flickering of projectors set up at the perimeters of the melted ice rink amidst the fog of special effects was punctuated with a jagged, atonal musical piece, composed by Joshua Cody from data gathered from the scan of the Island’s shape. This live performance, entitled *Double Negative*, was a musical equivalent to the island’s spatial characteristics in that it lasted as long as it takes to ‘play’ this data. The structure of equivalences thus established was described by the

---

20 The issue of leisure has been preoccupying Huyghe since 1995, when he founded ‘Associaton des temps libérés’ as a contribution to the *Moral Maze* exhibition at the Consortium, Dijon. Since then Huyghe has dedicated a number of projects to this theme, with the Association also cited as key in formulating the idea of a poetic journey to the Antarctic, which explains why *El Diario* has been signed with ‘The Association of Freed Times’.
artist in the following way: ‘Ce qui s’est joué à Central Park est équivalent à ce qui s’est produit en Antarctique, chacune des expériences est présentée dans l’autre, en arrière plan.’ In this way the topologies of Antarctica and New York were folded over each other, becoming each other’s double, a superimposition that is visually expressed in the powerful crystallisation of the project around the double motif of light and dark: the hallucinating white of the footage from the Antarctica acted as the double and a counterpart to the darkness of the Double Negative, staged at night, on the black waters of the melted ice rink.

The system of correspondences based on the principle of equivalence spins a web of parallels to other projects. The second part of L’Expédition scintillante, described in the exhibition booklet as ‘a concert for penguins’, contained a light box generating a multicolour light show synchronised to Eric Satie’s impressionist musical composition Gymnopédies in Claude Debussy’s 1888 orchestration, complete with special effects that evoked, in retrospect, New York’s light and sound performance. Central for the idea of correspondences is of course Baudelaire’s poem Correspondances from Les Fleurs du mal (1857). Correspondences in Baudelaire’s poem impose the principle of synaesthetic interchangeability of the senses, expressed through the manipulation of language and syntax. In the example of the line ‘Il est des parfums frais comme des chairs d’enfants, / Doux comme les hautbois, verts comme les prairies’ the sense of smell (‘des parfums frais’) becomes a multi-sensory sensation of touch (‘des chairs d’enfants’), then becomes sound (‘doux comme les hautbois’), then becomes colour (‘verts comme les prairies’). The poet’s synaesthetic vision unleashes a chain of sensory associations in the mind of the reader, in a way that informs Huyghe’s system of correspondences, directly referenced with the title of Les Correspondances (1998). Nothing more than a postcard representing a view of an entrance to an ice cave (Ishellir I Kverkfjöllum) in Iceland, this work nevertheless holds the status of the genesis of A Journey that wasn’t and its satellite projects, with its icy entrance inviting interpretation of a gateway to the South Pole.

21 Obrist, in Huyghe, Celebration Park, p. 124.
The idea of correspondences, or translations, between different media in *A Journey that wasn’t* provides a possible answer to the problems of visual representation; however, its origins lie in literary criticism and theories of language. References to language and writing abound in Poe’s novel, framed as a written account – a travel journal. This explains at least in part the proliferation of interpretative approaches emphasising metafictional and metasemiotic properties of *Les Aventures*, from Jean Ricardou’s early semiotic reading of the novel as ‘voyage to the bottom of the page’, to the more recent interpretations similarly highlighting the process of creation of the text, ‘a subjective fiction about fictionality’. The white margin of the page figures in Ricardou’s reading as the limit of aspirations of Pym and his follower, both ‘paper men’ on the run from the ink-drenched island of Tsalal. Shifting the focus away from these structuralist interpretations of the motif of paper largely inspired by Mallarmé’s dictum ‘le langage se réfléchissant’, I would like to draw attention to the property of paper to act as a document, in the sense of offering an irrefutable proof and material evidence.

*The Narrative* opens with an explicit promise to adhere to bare facts: ‘I thence concluded that the facts of my narrative would prove of such a nature as to carry with them sufficient evidence of their own authenticity, and that I had consequently little to fear on the score of popular incredulity’ (40). This narrator, as the novel’s Preface explains, is no other than Arthur Gordon Pym, with Poe’s role restricted to that of his humble editor. The deployment of first-person narrative is intended to imbue the story with the credibility of an eyewitness narrative, reinforced with the promise to remain factual. Even Pym’s sudden death, announced in the closing Note, serves not only to explain the blunt abruptness of the novel’s ending, but

---


25 The first instalments of this novel were published under Poe’s name in *The Southern Literary Messenger* in 1836. Following Poe’s resignation from the editorship of this magazine in the following year the novel appeared in full under Pym’s name.
above all to retrospectively inject the narrative with the ultimate mark of authenticity. Poe engaged the device of eyewitness testimony repeatedly in his short stories treating the subject of exploration: such is the framing of *The Descent into the Maelström* (1841), while in both *The Unparalleled Adventure of One Hans Pfaall* (1835) and *MS Found in a Bottle* (1833) paper alone can testify to the strange and marvellous adventures their authors can no longer describe, since, in the case of the former, he remains on the moon, while in the case of the latter, he is dead. To fulfil the demand for the verisimilitude imposed as a narrative strategy from the outset, Poe drew on the accounts of the real Antarctic journeys available to him at the time.26 This strategy seems to have convinced his perhaps most important reader, Baudelaire. He uncovered miscalculations in the compass directions while translating the novel, and deemed it opportune to rectify these in case the reader might wish to follow the course of Pym's voyage with a real map.27 Such a journey, however, would be impossible, as many of Poe's supposedly factual sources have since been proven to be as fictional as any work of the imagination. Jeremiah Reynolds for one, on whose travel reports Poe relied so much, subscribed to John Cleves Symmes's bogus theory that the earth contains a hollow and has openings at both poles.28 This theory lies at the origin of the fantastical motif of the giant cataract borrowed by Poe for the ending of his novel as well as his short stories; in

The Unparalleled Adventure of One Hans Pfaall" the protagonist discovers that the North Pole contains a ‘concave’, while *MS Found in a Bottle* and *The Descent into the Maelström* both describe a perilous encounter with a giant whirlpool into which ships are sucked with no hope of return. In general, there is little evidence that in working on his novel Poe favoured factual accounts, however flawed, over the works of pure fiction such as *The Rime of the Ancient Mariner* by Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1798), and Daniel Defoe’s *Robinson Crusoe* (1719). Burton R. Pollin’s meticulous study has revealed that, in writing the novel he was under pressure to complete, Poe committed no less than two hundred errors, ranging from stylistic and grammatical, including inconsistencies and contradictions in the plot development, to nautical miscalculations and factual inaccuracies. These errors, combined with the unreliability of the sources and multiplied by Poe’s taste for exaggeration and melodrama, certainly seem to exemplify ‘des récits plus au moins hyperboliques où la part de fantasme et d’imaginaire est loin d’être négligeable’ that Dubois proposes as the exact opposite of the veridical power of photographic objectivity. Conversely, despite Poe/Pym’s boast that he had ‘little to fear on the score of popular incredulity’, the reader finds her/himself inundated with pedantic – in their detail – and obsessive – in their length – attempts to explain, rationalise and otherwise render credible events and their consequences that resist rationalisation (such are the countless examples of explaining Pym’s remarkable gift for surviving the most perilous circumstances). In this way, temporary suspension of disbelief, which constitutes the standard response to engaging with fiction, is disrupted in the reading of *The Narrative*, not least because of the author’s deliberate sabotage of conventions generating the illusion of the real. It is as if Poe, not content with testing his writer’s skills to ‘deceive by verisimilitude’, the quality he admired in *Robinson Crusoe* as its greatest

29 Burton R. Pollin, ‘Foreword’, in *The Collected Writings of Edgar Allan Poe: The Imaginary Voyages*, ed. by Pollin, 5 vols (New York: The Gordian Press, 1994), I, pp. xiii–xix. Useful as this information may be, I cannot agree with the motivation behind this study, namely Pollin’s belief that ‘Poe would have approved our attempts to sift true from false, the historical accounts from the rumours, and the natural science from the spurious and fantastic explanations’. Pollin, ‘Foreword’, p. xv.
achievement, set himself the challenge to deceive by *deception*, challenging his readers to believe *against* the call of reason and common sense, in the fullness of knowledge of the false nature of the evidence provided.

The quintessential manifestation of the challenge to the writer’s powers ‘to deceive by deception’ is found by Poe in the wilfully mendacious paradigm of the hoax. Poe’s notorious fascination with hoaxes is linked to his activities as a journalist. The so-called *The Balloon Hoax* (1844) was a fake news article written by Poe with the aim of stirring controversy by announcing the crossing of the Atlantic on a hot air balloon in seventy-five hours. As is characteristic of Poe’s propensity to draw on fact to disguise fabrication behind the veneer of verisimilitude, amongst the balloon’s fictional crew there were included a number of real aeronauts known at the time, as well as a popular novelist William Harrison Ainsworth. Even further than these aeronauts travelled one Hans Pfaall, who aboard his hot air balloon managed to reach the Moon. *The Unparalleled Adventure of One Hans Pfaall* preceded the publication of *The Balloon Hoax*, but its sensationalist style was certainly borrowed from the then popular newspaper provocations announcing ‘discoveries’ of life on the Moon. This short story contains a detail that I propose holds a symbolic significance for Poe’s adventure fiction in general. Pfaall’s letter explains that his hot air balloon was ‘manufactured entirely of dirty newspapers’, an enigmatic, and seemingly superfluous explanation. I suggest that ‘dirty newspapers’ stand for news articles that, instead of providing facts, serve to mislead and confuse: newspapers literally full of hot air, not unlike *The Balloon Hoax*. At the same time, the hot air of fabrication communicates to these ‘newspapers’ magical powers to carry the reader across the Atlantic, to the Moon and to the South Pole. From this perspective, Pym’s *Narrative* too, can be described to have been manufactured from ‘dirty newspapers’ and

---

31 In 1835 a newspaper provocation about the supposed discovery of life and even civilisation on the Moon was published in New York’s *Sun*. The author of *Moon Landing Hoax* (attributed to Richard Adams Locke) was then accused by Poe of plagiarising his *The Unparalleled Adventure of One Hans Pfaall*.
is prefaced with a disclaimer alerting the reader to the snare of the pursuit of verisimilitude:

I feared I should not be able to write, from mere memory, a statement so minute and connected as to have the appearance of that truth it would really possess, barring only the natural and unavoidable exaggeration to which all of us are prone when detailing events which have had powerful influence in exciting the imaginative faculties. (38, original emphasis)

The professed aspiration to veracity that recurs so regularly throughout the novel is complicated by the description of this desired quality as ‘having the appearance of that truth it would really possess’. The italicised ‘appearance’ at first seems to be the antipode of truth and the Ideal, its shadowy, deceitful counterpart from the world of appearances projected onto the walls of Plato’s cave. And yet by qualifying that this ‘appearance’ contains something of the authenticity of truth that it ‘really’ contains, Poe complicates this dichotomy. As a result the phrase as a whole refuses to produce the statement of intent it first has the appearance of offering, instead taking the guise of a warning and a disclaimer. It warns that a failure to remain alert to the deceptive appearance of truth and the potential of appearances to be truthful can lead to a misinterpretation. An example of such a delusion is Pym himself, who, in Peeples’s pertinent observation, ‘constantly seeks truth but finds either that his senses (or his friends, or his enemies) have deceived him, or that he was simply unable to read […] whatever is in front of him.’

By repeatedly refusing to confirm in his interviews whether or not Idleness Island or the albino penguin have been discovered for real, with A Journey that wasn’t Huyghe partakes in the delight in mystification and hoax so characteristic of Poe’s writing. More significantly still, Poe’s strategy to deceive by deception, as examined in the example of The Narrative,

33 Peeples, Edgar Allan Poe Revisited, p. 62.
34 The following is typical of the evasive reply the artist would give when asked if he could confirm the details of his trip to the Antarctic in the interviews: ‘We don’t know if I even went there, if I saw this island or the albino penguin. Maybe I did. Maybe it’s a special effect.’ Huyghe in an interview with Art 21, http://www.pbs.org/art21/slideshow/artists/h/huyghe [accessed 22 May 2009].
Olga Smith points to the internal contradiction at the heart of conventions generating the illusion of the real, that is, the mechanism of generating this illusion by means of pure fabrication. Poe’s deliberate strategy of sabotaging these conventions produces an awareness of the limits of verisimilitude, which also happens to be the main effect of *A Journey that wasn’t*. A technical ethic of documentary is undoubtedly present in *A Journey that wasn’t* inasmuch as it adheres to the format of a filmic record of an event that has taken place in the past. This definition, however, proves inadequate for this project, where the genre of ‘travel documentary’ becomes conflated with the literary tradition of ‘maritime storytelling’, producing a surrogate fusion of fictional and real – ‘documentary fictions’. The injection of fiction thus corrects and expands the claims of photograph’s objective automatism upheld by DuBois as the limit of photographic representation. Simultaneously, in drawing attention to the limits of representation in his project, Huyghe offers a documentary record of an impossible journey, a journey that couldn’t have happened for real, *a journey that wasn’t*.
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